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LIST OF CLASSES OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR SELEaiON BY DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES
Revised June 30, 1972
Public Documents Department, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402
NOTE  —Numbers following series titles are depository Item numbers. The notation “Non-GPO” before the Item number Indicates the 
publications are not printed through the facilities of the Government Printing Office and that depository copies for the series are sup­
plied by the Issuing agency.
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
(Secretary's OfRce and Department Series)
A 1.1: Annual Report 6
A 1,2: General Publications 10
A 1.9: Farmers’ Bulletins 9
A 1.10: Yearbook 17
A 1.11 / 3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 11-C
A 1.34: Statistical Bulletins 15
A 1.35: Leaflets 12
A 1.36: Technical Bulletins 16
A 1.38: Miscellaneous Publications 13-A
A 1.47: Agricultural Statistics 1
A 1.58^: Agriculture Decisions 2
A 1.68: PA [Program Aid] Series 14-A
A 1,75: Agric. Information Bulletins 4
A 1.76: Agriculture Handbooks 3
A 1.77: Home and Garden Bulletins 11
A 1,82: Marketing Research Reports 13-B
A 1.84: Production Research Reports 13-C
A 1.86: Household Food Consumption Survey Re­
ports 11-A
A 1.87: Home Economics Research Reports 11-B
A 1.88: Utilization Research Reports 16-A
A 1,89/3: Directories 6-A
A 1.92: National Fire Prevention Week 13-E
A 1.95: Marketing Bulletins 13-G
A 1.96: National Farm Safety Week 13-H
A 1.99: Periodic Reports of Agric. Economics (an­
nual) 13-1
A 1.104: Science Study Aids 14-B
Forcft Service
A 13.1: Annual Report 80
A 13.2: General Publications 84
A 13.10: National Forest Areas 86
A 13.11 /2: Lists of Publications 85-A
A 13.13; Information Pamphlets Relating to National
Forests 85
A 13.31: American Woods 80-A
A 13.32: Fire Control Notes 82
A 13.36: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 86-B
A 13.36/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 86-C
A 13.50: Forest Resource Reports 83
A 13.51: Tree Planters' Notes 86-D
A 13.52: Forest Pest Leaflets 82-A
A 13.52/2: Forest Insect Conditions in U.S. (annual)
82-B
A 13.55: Forest Service Films Available on Loan for
Educational Purposes (annual) 83-A 
A 13.72: Conservation Teaching Aids 81-A
A 13.86: Forest Service Comments on Resolutions Re­
lating to the National Forest System as 
Adopted 82-C
National Agricultural Library
A 17.2: General Publications 95
A 17.17: Library Lists 95-A
Information Office
A 21.2: General Publications 90
A 21.6/5: Bimonthly List of Publications and Motion
Pictures 92
A 21.9/8: List of Available Publications and Congres­
sional Lists 91
A 21.28: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 90-A
General Counsel
A  33.2; General Publications 124
A 33.7; Laws 125
Federal Extension Service
A 43.2: General Publications 61
A 43.4: Circulars (numbered) 59-A
A 43.7: Extension Service Review 60
A 43.16: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 61-A
A 43.16/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 61-B
Personnel Office
A 49.2: General Publications 97
A 49.8: Handbooks, Maniials, Guides 97
Soil Conservation Service
A 57.1/2: Conservation Highlights, Digest of Progress
Report of Soil Conservation Service 119-B 
A  57.2; General Publications 120
A 57.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 120-A
A 57.9; Soil Conservation (monthly) 122
A 57.38; Soil Survey Reports 102 (Rev. 1957)
A 57.38;list/ List of Published Soil Surveys 102-A 
A 57,44; Conservation Information SCS-CI-Serles
119-A
A 57.52; Soil Survey Investigation Reports 121-A
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation
A  62.1; Annual Report 70 (Rev. 1970)
A 62.2; General Publications 71
A 62.6/2; Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 72
Foreign Agrk  ultural Service
A 67.2; General Publications 77
A 67.7 /2; Foreign Agriculture, including Foreign Crops
and Markets 76
A 67.16: Foreign Agricultmal Reports 76-E
A 67.26; Miscellaneous Series (FAS-M-Nos.) 76-G
A 67.35; U.S. Report to FAO (triennial) 76-H
Rural Electrification Administration 
A 68.1; Annual Report 115
A 68.1 /2; Annual Statistical Report, Rural Elec. Bor­
rowers 115
A 68.1/3; Annual Statistical Report, Rural Telephone
Borrowers 115
A  68.2; General Publications 116
A 68.3; Bulletins 116
A 68.5; Laws 116-B
A 61.6/2: List of Materials Acceptable for Use on Sys­
tems of RSA Electrification Borrowers 
116-A
A 68.6/4: 1’elephone Engineering and Construction
Manual 116-A
A 68.6/5: List of Materials Acceptable for Use on Tele­
phone Systems of REA Borrowers 116-A 
A 68.14: Addresses 115-A
Agrieultural Restarch Service
A 77.2: < General Publications 26
A 77.6/3: 1 handbooks. Manuals, Guides 26-A
A 77.10: ddresses 25-A-l
A 77.12:  ^ gricultural Research 25-A
A 77.15: ARS Numbered Series 25-B
A 77.20: General Catalogue of Homoptera 25-C
A 77.22; USDA Consumer Expenditure Survey Re­
ports 26-B
A 77.23; Conservation Research Reports 25-D
A 77.202: General Publications Relating to Care of
Animals &t Poultry 30
A 77.206: Rules St Regulations Relating to Care of Ani­
mals & Poultry 32
A 77.206/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides Relating to
Care of Animals & Poultry 30-A 
A 77.219; Index-Catalogue of Medical and Veterinary
Zoology 31
A 7 7 . 2 1 9 / 2 : ------Supplements 31
A 77.219/3: ------by subject i!l
A 77.219/4: Index-Catalogue of Medical and Veterinary
Zoology, Special Publications (numbered) 
31
A 77.302; General Publications Relating to Entomology
& Plant Quarantine 44
A 77.306: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions Relating
to Entomology & Plant Quarantine 47 
A 77.308: Service & Regulatory Announcements Relat­
ing to Plant Pest Control 48
A 77.308/2; List of Intercepted Plant Pests (annual) 48 
A 77.308/5; Plant Regulatory Announcements 48
A 77.320: Picture Sheets 46
A 77.325; Notices of Judgment imder Federal Insecti­
cide, Fungicide Si Rodenticide Act 109 
A 77.502: General Publications Relating to Horticul­
ture 100
A 77.511; Plant Disease Reporter 100-B
A 77.515; Plant Inventory 101
A 77.526: National Arboretum Contribution 100-A
A 77.526/2: National Arboretum Leafiets 100-A
A 77.602: General Publications Relating to Dairy Re-
S6&rch 42
A 77.702: General Publications Relating to Home Eco­
nomics St Human Nutrition 88
A 77.706: Reg\ilations, Rules, & Instructions Relating
to Home Economics & Human Nutrition 
88—A
A 77.708: Family Economics Review 88-B
A 77.710: Nutrition Program News 88-C
Agricultural Stabilisation and Centarvatien Snrvlen
A 82.2: General Publications 106
A 82.5: Laws 107
A 82.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 110
A 82.6/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 106-A
Agriculture Conservation Program:
A 82.37: —Handtxjoks by States 103-A-l to 103-
A-50
A82.37:M32/ —Maps 103-B
A S2.37:Su6/ —Summaries 103-B
A 82.37/3: Statistical Summaries (various commodity
programs) 103-B
A 82.79/2: Conservation Reserve Program of Soil Bank,
Statistical Summaries 104-A
Cemmedity Credit Corporation 
A 82.301: Annual Report 34
A 82.302: General Publications 35
A 82.305: Laws 36
A 82.306: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 37
A 82.311: Charts Providing Graphic Summary of Op­
erations 34-A
Farmers Homo Administration
A  84.2: General Publications 68
A 84.6; Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 69
A  84.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 68-A
Cemmedity Exebangu Authority
A  85.2: General Publications 39
A 85.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 40
A 85.16; Market Siuwey Report 39-A
Agricultural Marketing Service
A  88.2: General Publications 24-B
A 88.5: Laws 24-0
A 88.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 107 -B
A 88.6/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 24-P
A 88.6/5: USDA-C&MS Visual Aids 24-P
A 88.12/31: Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Unloads FVUS
(series) 19 A
A 88.14/12: Dairy Plants Surveyed & Approved for USDA
Grading Service 21-Q
A  88.15/23; List of Plajnts Operating under USDA Poultry 
and Egg Inspection and Grading Programs 
40-B-l
A 88.16/20: Directory of Meat and Poidtry Inspection
1‘rogram 32-A
A 88.17/4: Institutional Meat Purchase Specifications
24-N
A 88.17/7: Federal Meat and Poultry Inspection Statis­
tical Summary (amiual) 21-S
A 88.17/8: Meat and Poxiltry Inspection Program, Pro­
gram Issuances 21-T
A 88.26/4: Acreage-Marketing Guides 18-D
A 88.26/5: PMG (series) 18-D
A 88.34: Tobacco Stocks Reports 24-D
A 88.34/5: Light Air-Cured Tobacco Market Review
24-D
A 88.34/6: Flue-Cured Tobacco Market Review 24-D
A 88.34/8: Fire-Cured & Dark Air-Cured Tobacco Mar­
ket Review 24-D
A 88.43/2: Plants Under USDA. Continuous Inspection,
Processed Fruits St Vegetables & Related 
Products 21-R
Farmer Ceeparotlvc Service
A 89.2: General Publications 65-C
A 89.3: Bulletins 63
A 89.4: FCS Circulars 64
A 89.4/2: FCS Educational Circulars 64
A 89.8: News for Farmer Cooperatives 66
A 89.11: General Reports 65- A
A 89.15: Information (series 65-B
A 89.19: FCS Research R ^ ( rts (numbered) 64-A
Statitfieai Repertie ' Service
A  92.2: General Publication! 122-A-l
A 92.9/3: Chickens and Eggs. Farm Production, Dis­
position, etc. 21-F
A 92.10/2: Milk, Production, Lispositlon, and Income
24-P
A 92.10/5: Production of Manufactured Dairy Products
24-P
A 92.10/6: Milk Production St Dairy Products (annual)
24—F
A 92.11/10: Vegetables, Processing Vg 3-2 24-E
A 92.11/10-2: Vegetables, Fresh Market Vg 2-2 24-E
A 92.15: Stocks of Grains in all Positions (quarterly)
122-A-3
A 92.16: Agricultural Prices (monthly) 18-C
A 92.16/2: Agricultural Prices (annual summary) 18-C
A 92.17: Meat Animals, Farm Production, Disposition,
and Income 24-H
A 92.18: Livestock Slaughter (annual) 24-.I
A 92.18/7: Hogs and Pigs (quarterly report) 24-H
A 92.18/8: Cattle, Sheep and Goat Inventory 21-N
A 92.19: Field & Seed Crops, Production, Farm Use,
etc. 24-1
A 92.21 /2: Summary of Regional Cold Storage Holdings
(annual) 24-G
A 92.21 /3: Capacity of Refrigerated Warehouses in U.S.
24-G
A 92.23: Agricultural Situation 19
A 92.24: Crop Production (monthly) 20-B
A 92.24/2 Crop Production, Prospective Plantings (an­
nual) 20-B
A 92.31: Nursery Products, Production and Sales (an­
nual) 24-M
A 92.32: Flowers and Foliage Plants, Production and
Sales (annual) 24-L 
A 92,34: SRS (series) 24-Q
A 92.37: Consumption of Commercial Fertilizers arid
Primary Plant Nutrients (annual) 122-A-2
Economic Rescorch Service 
A 93.2: General Publications 42-H
A 93.9: Farm Income Situation 21-C
A 93.9/2: Demand and Price Situation 21-A
A 93.9/3: Farm Cost Situation 42-A
A 93.9/4: Farm Real Estate Market Developments 42—A
A 93.9/8: Agricultural Finance Outlook (annual) 42-D
A 93.9/10: Agricultural Finance Review 18-A
A 93.10: Agricultural Outlook Digest (monthly) 42-K
A 93.11: Wheat Situation 21-1
A 93.11/2: Feed Situation 21-E
A 93.11/3: Rice Situation 21-P
A 93.12/2: Vegetable Situation 21-L
A 93.12/3: Fruit Situation 21-K
A 93.13: Dairy Situation 21-B
A 93.14: Marketing and Transportation Situation
21-G
A 93.15: Livestock and Meat Situation 24-C
A 93.16: National Food Situation 21-H
A 93.17/ Foreign Agricultural Trade of U.S. 42-E
A 93.19: Wool Situation 21-0
A 93.20: Poultry & Egg Situation 21-F
A 93.21: ERS (series) 42-1
A 93.21/2: ERS-Foreign (series) 76-G
A 93.23; Fats and Oils Situation 21-D
A 93.24: Cotton Situation 21-M
A 93.25: Tobacco Situation 24-D
A 93.26: Agriculture Economics Research 18
A 93.27; Foreign Agricultural Economic Reports 42-B
A 93.28: Agricultural Economic Reports 42-C
A 93.29/2: World Agricultural Situation WAS (series)
78-A
A 93,33: Farm Index (monthly) 42-F
A 93.34/2: World Monetary Conditions in Relation to
Agricultural Trade. WMC-(series) 42-J
Cooperative State Research Service
A 94.2: General Publications 40-A-2
Agricultural Science Review (quarterly) 
40-A-l
International Agfricultural Development Service
A 95,1: Annual Summary, International Agricultural
Development 92-A
Packers and Stockyards Administration
A 96.5: Laws 96-A-l
A 96.10: P&SA (series) 96-A
A 97.2:
A 98.2: 
A  98.9: 
A 98.11;
A  100.9:
Rural Community Development Service
General Publications 114-A
Food and Nutrition Service
General Publications 74-A-l 
FNS (series) 74-A-2 
Food and Nutrition (bimonthly) 74-A-3
Foreign Economic Development Service
Foreign Economic Development Reports 
(numbered) 77-A-l
A 100.10: FEDS Staff Papers (numbered) 77-A-2
Animal and Plant Health Servic 
A 101.10: APHS (series) 30-A-l
ACTION
AA1.10: Transition, a Magazine for Former Action
Volunteers (monthly) 74-C-l
Older Americans Volunteer Programs
General Publications 74-B-l
National Student Volunteer Program
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 74-D-2
Volunteers in Service to America
Synergist 74-D-l
ARMS CONTROL AND D ISARMAMENT AGENCY
Annual Report 125-A-4 
General Publications 125-A-3 
Documents on Disarmament 865-B 
Addresses 125-A-5
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
125- A-6
Research Reports (numbered) 125-A-7 
World Military Expenditures 125-A-8
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report 126 
General Publications 128 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 128-A 
Federal Meteorological Handbooks (num­
bered) 128-A
Business Service Checklist 127 
Export Control, Quarterly Reports 130 
National Export Expansion Council Publica­
tions 128-B
Overseas Business Reports 231-B 
State Technical Services Office Annual Re­
port 128-C
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
126- A
Directory of Private Programs for Minority 
Business Enterprise 126-B 
OMBE Outlook 126-C
National Roster of Minority Professional 
Consulting Services 128-D 
Commerce Today, Coming Developments in 
Business and Technology (biweekly) 127-A 
OT/ITS Research Reports 126-D-l
Census Bureau


































Report on Cotton Oinnings (Non-GPO) 141 
Census of Manufacturers:
—^Final Volumes 134 
—General Publications 135 
—State Series 137 
—Industry Series 136 


























































—Puerto Rico 137 
—Subject Bulletins 135 
—Special Report Bulletins 135 
—Special Reports 135 
Census Monographs 154-A(Rev.)
Census of Agriculture:
—Special Reports 152 
—Sample Census 153
—Preliminary Reports (by state & coun­
ties) (Non-GPO) 152-B-(l-52)
—General Reports 152 
—Separate Chapters 153
__Final Reports (other than area, general
and special reports) 152 
Cotton Production in U.S. 141 
Congressional District Atlas 140-B 
Statistical Abstract 150 
Statistical Abstract Supplements, 151 
Pocket Data Book (biennial) 150-A 
Current Business Reports:
—Annual Retail Trade 147-B 
Census of Governments 148-A
—Preliminary Report CG-P-(series) 148-A 
Schedules 148
U.S. Import Duties Annotated for Statistical 
Reporting 148 
------Public Bulletins 148
Foreign Commerce and Navigation of United 
States (annual) 143 (Rev.)
Catalog of Bureau c>f Census Publications: 
Census Publications (lists) 138 
Canned Food Repoi'ts (Non-GPO) 131-B 
U.S. Gold and Silver Movements:
Census of Business:
—General Publications 133 
—Area Statistics 132-A-l to 132-A-54;
—Retail Trade 
—Wholesale Trade 
—Final Volumes 132 
—Subject Reports:
—Retail Trade 133 
—Selected Services 133 
—Wholesale Trade 133 
—Preliminary Area Reports (Non-GPO) 
132-A-l to 132-A-54
—Major Retail Centers 132-A-l to 132-A- 
54
—Puerto Rico 133 
—Special Reports 133
Demographic Reports for Foreign Countries, 
P-96 Series 139
Area Measurement Reports 146-B 
Special Current Business Reports: Monthly 
Department Store Sales in Selected Areas 
(Non-GPO) 148-B 
Current Housing Reports 141-A 
Construction Reports 140-A(Rev.)
Census of Mineral Industries:
—Industry Bulletins 158 
—State Bulletins 158 
—Preliminary Reports (Non-GPO) 158 
—Subject Bulletins 158 
—Final Volumes (other than by States and 
areas) 157
Census of Population:
—General Publications 154 


















































—General Population Characteristics 
—General S jcial and Economic Char­
acteristics
—Detailed C haracterlstics 
—Characteristics of the Population 
(bound volumes)
—Final Volumes (other than by States and 
areas) 159
—Census Tract Reports 159 
—Supplementary Reports 154 
—General Demc graphic Trends for Met­
ropolitan Aieas 159-A-l to 159-A-54 
—Graphic Pami hlets GP (series) 154 
—Census Countv Division Boundary De­
scriptions 154
Evaluation & Research Reports ER (series) 
154
Employment Profiles of Selected Low-Income 
Areas PHC (3) (series) 159-A-l to 159-A- 
54
Census of Housing;
—Advance Reports 156-A-l to 156-A-54 
—States and Small Areas 156-A-l to 156- 
A—54
—Metropolitan Housing 156-A-l to 156- 
A—54
—City Blocks 156-A-l to 156-A-54 
—Components of Inventory Change 155 
—Residential Finance 155 
—Special Reports for Local Housing Au­
thorities, Series HC (SI) 155 
—^Final Volumes (other than by States and 
areas) 155
BCD Technical Papers 151-A
Census Tract Memo (No i-GPO) 131-C
Enterprise Statistics:
—^Preliminary Reports ) 42-B 
Manufacturers’ Shipmen's, Inventories and 
Orders 227-B 
Census of Transportation:
—General Publications 160-D 
—Preliminary and Advance Reports 160-D 
— F^inal Volumes 160-D 
Census of Commercial Fisheries, Final Vol­
umes 133-C
U.S. Exports & Imports, Working-Day & 
Seasonal Adju.stment Factors & Months 
for Cyclical Dominance (MCD) (Non- 
GPO) 160-B-l
Green Coffee Inventories & Roastlngs (Non- 
GPO) 146-D 
Data Access Desciiptions;
—Matching Studies Series 142-D 
—Data Retrieval Series A AC 142-D 
—Computer Tape Series CT 142-D 
—Policy and Administration Series PA 
142-D
—Census Geography series, CG 142-D 
Census of Construction Industries: Advance 
Industry Reports (Non-GPO) 133-D-l 
Census of Construction Industries: Final Re­
ports 133-D-2
Census of Construction Industries: Bound 
Volumes 133-D-2
Census of Construction Industries: Special 
Reports 133-D-2
Computerized Geographic Coding Series GE 
60 142-F
National Bureau of Standords
Annual Report 238 
General Publications 244 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 245-A 
Special Publications 247 







C l  3.29/2:





C l  3.52:
C l  3.53:
C2I.1/2:
C2I.2:



































Technical News Bulletin 250 
Product Standard PS-(series) 243 
Journal of Research:
__Sec. A, Physics and Chemistry 246-A
__Sec. B, Mathematical Science 246-B
__Sec. C, Engineering and Instrumentation
246-C
Building Science Series 241-A 
Applied Mathematics Series 239 




National Standard Reference Data Series 
NSRDS-NBS 248-B
Federal Information Processing Standards 
Publications 248-D
NBS Consxuner Information Series (num­
bered) 247-B
Potent Office
Annual Report of Commissioner 251 
General Publications 254 
Classification Definitions 252 
Official Gazette of United States Patent 
Office: Patents 260 
Index of Patents 255 
Index of Trademarks 256 
Official Gazette of United States Patent 
Office: Trademarks 260 
Decisions of Commissioner of Patents 253 
Patent Laws 261 
Trademark Laws 261
Roster of Attorneys and Agents Registered 
to Practice before the U.S. Patent Office 
262-A
Directory of Registered Patent Attorneys and 
Agents 262-A
Manual of Classification 258 
Index of Classification 257 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 262 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 254-A 
Manual of Patent Examining Procedures 259 
Trademark Examining Procedure Directives 
(numbered) 256-A 
Civil Acrenaufiet leard  
Annual Report 178 
General Publications 183 
Laws 184
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 186 
Uniform System of Accounts ti Reports for 
Certificated Route Air Carriers 186 
Regulations of Civil Aeronautics Board 186 
Civil Aeronautics Board Reports 179 
—Cumulative Index Digest 179 
Handbook of Airline Statistics, Calendar 
Y68.r 183—A
Aircraft Operating Cost and Performance 
Report (annual) 177-A-l 
Maritime Administration 
Annual Report 233 
General Publications 235 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 237 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 235-B 
Index of Current Regulations 237 
Merchant Ships Delivered from United States 
and Foreign Shipyards During Calendar 
Year 236—C
Merchant Fleets of the World, Sea-going 
Steam and Motor Ships of 1,000 Gross 
Tons and Over (annual) 236-B 
Participation of Principal National Flags in 
U.S. Oceanbome Foreign Trade (annual) 
236-D
C 39.222: Domestic Oceanbome and Great Lakes
Commerce of U.S. (annual) 233-B 
C 39.223: U.S. Seaports, Port Series 340
C 39.224: Statistical Analysis of World’s Merchant
Fleet (biennial) 237-A
C 39.226: Decisions of Maritime Subsidy Board 233-A
C 39.227: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
233-C
Domestic Commerce Bureau
C41.2: General Publications 215
C 41.6 /9: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 215-G
C 41.6/10: Industrial Marketing Guides 215-K
C 41.6/12: Industrial Civil Defense Handbooks 215-G
C41.11: Marketing Information Guide (monthly)
215-A
C 41.12: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
215-E
C 41.16: Motion Pictures Abroad 215-J
C41.17: World Motor Vehicle Production and Regis­
tration (annual) 215-Q
C41.18: Printing and Publishing Industry Report
215-H
C 41.19: Confectionery Sales and Distribution 215-D
C 41.30/3: Construction Review 219
C 41.30/4: ------Statistical Supplements 219
C 41.30/5: Quarterly Summary of Future Construction
Abroad 219-A 
Industry Reports:
C 41.32: — P^ulp. Paper 8t Board 223
C 41.33: —Containers & Packaging 220
C 41.34: —Copper (quarterly) 220-A
C 41.34/2: —Copper (annual) 220-A
C 41.35; —Chemical and Rubber 216-A
C41.38: Materials Surveys 638-A
C 41.42/4; Industrial Outlook and Economy at Midyear 
(semi-annual) 215-L
C 41.88: Salad Dressing, Mayonnaise, and Related
Products (annual) 215-F 
C 41.90: Industry Trend Series 130-B
C 41.96: World Survey of Civil Aviation (by countries)
215-0
C 41.101: U.S. Lumber Exports (aruiual) 215-U
C 41.101/2: U.S. Lumber Imports (annual) 215-U
C 41.107: BDSA Export Potential Studies 215-S
C 41.108: U.S. Foreign Trade in Photographic Goods
215-V
C 41.110: Industrial Civil Defense Newsletter 215-W
C 41.111: Facts about Wholesaling (series) 215-X
Intarnational Commarea Bureau
C 42.2: Gteneral Publications 231-A _
C 42.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 231-F
C 42.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 231-E
C 42.11: Export Control Regulatkms 211
C 42.11 /3: Export Control Bulletin (numbered) 212
C 42.15: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
231-D , ,
C 42.15/3: Index to Foreign Production and Commercial
Reports 231-G
C 42.15/3-2; Cumulative Index to Foreign Production and 
Commercial Reports 231-G
C 42.15/3 -3 : Foreign Production and Commercial Reports,
Cumulative Indexes (by subjects) 231-G 
C 42.16: Doing Business with [various countries!
231-C
C 42.30: Foreign Economic Trends and Their Implica­
tions for United States, ET (series) 231-1 
C 42.31/2: International Marketing Information Serv­
ice: Country Market Survey 231-J 
C 42.32: Research in U.S. International Trade 231-K
C 42.33: Global Market Survey 231-0-1
Business Economies Office
(See also C 56.)
Q 43 2* General Publications 227—A
Survey of Current Business
C43 8/3* ------Special Supplements 228
C 43]b/ 4: ------Statistical Supplements 228
Economic Development Administration
C 46.1; Annual Rep>ort 130-P
C 46.2 ; General Publications 130-D
C 46.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 130-C
C46!9/2: Economic Development (monthly) 215-B
C46 18* Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
130-K
C 46.19/2: Directory of Approved Projects 130-J
C 46.25: Qualified Areas under Public Works and Eco­
nomic Development Act of 1965, Public Law 
89-136, Reports 130-J
C 46 25/2: Areas Eligible for Financial Assistance under
Public Works & Economic Development Act 
of 1965 130-J
United States Travel Service
C 47.1: Annual Report 271-A
C 47.2: General Publications 271-A-l
C 47.12: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 271-A-2
C 47.15/3: Major Metropolitan Market Area (quarterly)
271-B
C 47.15/4: Arrivals and Departures by Selected Ports
(semi-annual) 271-A-3
National Technical information Service
C51.2: General Publications 271
C 51.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 188-A-2
C 51.9: Government Reports Index 270
C 51.9/3: Government Reports Announcements 270
C 51.9/4: (jovernment Reports Index, Annual 270
C 51.11: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 188-
A-1
Environmental Science Service Administrotion
C 52.13: Monographs 208-B-3
C 52.25: ESSA Science and Engineering (biennial)
208-B-12
Regional Economic Development Office
C 53.9: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 289-
A-1
Foreign Direct Investments Office
C 54.2; General Publications 232-E-l

















Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
General Publications 250-E-2 
Regulations. Rules, and Instructions 250-E-6 
Monthly Weather Review 277 
Federal C(X)rdinator for Meteorological 
Services and Supporting Research, FCM 
(series) 250-E
NOAA Technical Reports 208-B-7 
NOAA Technical Memorandums 208-B-7 
NOAA (quarterly) 250-E-l 
NOAA Program Plans (numbered) 250-E-3 
Federal Plan for Marine Environmental Pre­
diction 250-E-2
Federal Plan for Meterological Services and 
Supporting Research (annual) 208-B-4 
NOAA Publications Annovmcements 250-E-5 
NOAA Photoessays (numbered) 250-E-7 
Natural Disaster Survey Reports (numbered) 
250-E-8
NOAA Atlases (numbered) 250-E-9 
ESSA Professional Papers 208-B-^6
National Weather Service
C 55.102: General Publications 275
C 55.106: Regulations. Rules, and Instructions 278-A
C 55.108: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 275-E
C 55.108/2: Weather Service Observing Handbooks 275-E
C 55.109: Average Monthly Weather Outlook 275-F
C 55.111: Operations of National Weather Service 278-
B
C 55.117; Daily River Stages 274
C 55.119: Weather Service of Merchant Shipping 282-
A
C 55.120: Hydrometeorological Reports 275-A
Environmental Data Service
C 55.202: General Publications 273-D-l
C 55.210: Mariners Weather Log (bimonthly) 275-D
C 55.214/49: Climatological Data for Arctic Stations 273-
D
C 55.214/50: Climatological Data for Antarctic Stations
273-D
C 55.219: Key to Meteorological Records Documenta­
tion 275-C
C 55.220/2: World Data Center A, Oceanography: Cata­
logue of Accessioned Soviet Publications 
834 N 2
C 55.220/3 : World Data Center A, Oceanography: Ocean­
ographic Data Exchange 834-N-2 
C 55.220/4: World Data Center A, Oceanography: Pub­
lications (unnumbered) 834-N-2 
C 55.221: Climatography of United States 60-nos., Cli­
mates of States 273-B
C 55.221 /2; Decennial Census of U.S. Climate 279-A 
C 55.224: Lists of the Periodicals in the Collections of
Atmospheric Sciences Library and Marine 
and Earth Sciences Library 273-D-2
National Marine Fisheries Service
C 55.302: General Publications 609-C-l
C 55.309: Frozen Fish Reports, Preliminary (Non-
GPO) 610-A
C 55.309/2: Current Fisheries Statistics 610-A
C 55.309/3; Industrial Fishery Products Situation and 
Outlook 610-A
C 55.309/4: Shellfish, Situation and Outlook 610-A
C 55.309/5: Foodflsh, Situation and Outlook 610-A
C 55.310: Commercial Fisheries Review (monthly)
609-A
C 55.310/2: Commercial Fisheries Abstracts (monthly)
609-B
C 55.313: Fishery Bulletin 611
C 55.314: Fishery Leaflets 611-D
C 55.316: Statistical Digest (series) 615
National Ocean Survey
C 55.402: General Publications 192
C 55.408: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 192-B
C 55.412: Preliminary Determination of Epicenters
(monthly) 192-C
C 55.413: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 207-
A-1
C 55.417/2: United States Earthquakes (annual) 208
C 55.419: NOS Publications (numbered) 193
C 55.420: Great Lakes Pilot 338
C 55.421: Tide Tables, High and Low Water Predic­
tions, West Coast of North and South 
America and including Hawaiian Islands 
199
C 55.421/2: Tide Tables, High and Low Water Predic­
tions, East Coast of North and South 
America, Including Greenland 197 
C 55.421/3: Tide Tables, High and Low Water Predic­
tions, Europe and West Coast of Africa, 
including Mediterranean Sea 198
C 55.421 /4: Tide Tables, Central and Western Pacific and
Indian Oceans 196
C 55.422: United States Coast Pilots:
—^Atlantic Coast, Cape Henry to Key West 
203
—Atlantic Coast, Gulf of Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, and Virgin Islands 204 
—^Pacific Coast, California, Oregon, Wash­
ington, and Hawaii 206 
—Pacific Coast, Alaska, Dixon Entrance to 
Cape Spencer 201
—Pacific and Arctic Coasts, Alaska, Cape 
Spencer to Beaufort Sea 202 
Ship Op>erations Report (annual) 207-A-2 
Tidal Current Tables, Atlantic Coast, North 
America 190
Tidal Current Tables, Pacific Coast, North 
America 191
National Environmental Satellite Service
General Publications 207-B-l 
Environmental Research Laboratories
(jeneral Publications 207-C-l 
Earthquake Information Bulletin 191-A 
Collected Reprints: Atlantic Oceanographic 
and Meteorological Laboratories 208-^10 
Collected Reprints: Wave Propagation Lab 
oratory 208-B-10
Notional Earthquake information Center
Preliminary Determination of Epicenters 
(monthly) 192-C
Social and Economic Statistics Administration 
Economic Analysis Bureau
Survey of Current Business 228 
Defense Indicators (monthly) 142-E 
Business Conditions Digest (monthly) 131-A 
International Population Statistics Reports 
(series) 139
Census Bureau 
(See also C 3.)
General Publications 146 
Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 147 
(Rev.)
C 56.208: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 146-A
C 56.209: Government Finances GF (series) 146-E
C 56.209/2: Government Employment, GE (series) 148-A
C 56.210: Foreign Trade Reports 144
C 56.211 /  Construction Reports 140-A (Rev.)
C 56.212: Collection, Evaluation & Processing Series
CEP 142-D
C 56.213: Congressional District Data CDD-(series)
140- B -l
C 56.214: Current Housing Reports: Housing Vacan­
cies, Series H-111 (quarterly) 141-A 
C 56.215: Technical Notes 151-C
C 56.215/2: Technical Papers 151-A
C 56.216: Current Industrial Reports (Non-GPO) 142-
A
C 56.217: Small Area Data Notes (Non-GPO) 148-C
C 56.218: Current Population Reports 142-C
C 56.219: Current Business Reports: Monthly Whole­
sale Trade Reports 147-C
C 56.219/4: Current Business Reports: Monthly Retail
Trade, Sales and Accounts Receivable BR- 
(series) 147-B
C 56.219/5: Current Selected Services Reports: Monthly
Selected Services Receipts (Non GPO)
141- C
C 56.220: Census Use Study Reports 131-D
C 56-221: Annual Survey of Manufacturers M (date)
(AS) Series 134-A
C 56.222: Birreau of Census Catalog (quarterly) 138

















C 56.223: Construction Expenditure of State and Local
Governments, GC (series) 148-A 
C 56.224: Holdings for Selected Public-Employee Re­
tirement Systems, Quarterly Report, GR 
Governments, GC (series) 148-A 
C 56.226: ISPO (International Statistical Programs
Office) (series) 146-F
C 56.227: Census of Agriculture: Area Reports 152-A-l
to 152-A-39
C 56.228: Enterprise Statistics Series ES 142-B
C 56.229: Working Papers (numbered) 151-B
C 56.231: State and Local Government Special Studies
148-A
C 56.231/2: Quarterly Summary of State and Local Tax
Revenue GT (series) 146-E
C 56.232: U.S. Commodity Exports & Imports as Re­
lated to Output, ES 2 (series) 160-B 
C 56.233: County Business Patterns, CBP-(series) 133-
A
C 56.235: Census Tract Papers, GE-40 (series) 131-C
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS CO M M ISSION  
CC 1.1: Annual Report 283
CC 1.1/2: Summary of Activities in Fiscal Year 287-A
CC1.2: General Publications 285
CC1.5: Laws 286
CC 1.6: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 287
CC 1.6/1: ]
to [Rules and Regulations, Volumes 1 to 10 287
CC 1.6/10: J
CC 1.7/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 285-A
CC1.12: Federal Communications Commission Re­
ports 284
CC 1.12/2: ------ Second Series 284
CC1.35: Statistics of Communications Common Car­
riers (annual) 288
CIVIL RIGHTS CO M M ISSION
CR 1. Reports & Publications 288-A
CIVIL SERVICE CO M M ISSIO N
CS 1.1: Annual Report 290
CS 1.2: General Publications 295
CS 1.7 /2: Laws, Rules & Regulations 297
CS 1.7/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 296-B
CS 1.7/5: Manual on Fund-Raising within the Federal
Service 296-B
Examination Announcements:
CS 1.26; —Nationwide 292
CS 1.26/3: —General Amendments 292
CS 1.26/4: —Local Areas 292
CS1.28: —AN-nos. 292
CS 1.29/3: Report, Civil Service Retirement, Federal
Employees' Group Life Insurance, etc. (an­
nual) 301-A
CS 1.39: Position Classification Standards 291
CS 1.41: Federal Personnel Manual 294
CS 1.41/3: Federal Personnel Manual Bulletins, Install­
ments & Letters 294 
CS 1.41/4: ------Supplements 294
CS1.44: Handbook of Occupational Groups & Series
rs'f
CS 1.45: Civil Service Handbooks 290-A
CS 1.46: Examining Circulars 293
CS 1.48: Pamphlets 299
CS 1.54: Personnel Management Series 300-A
CS 1.55/2: Monthly Release, Federal Civilian Manpower
Statistics 293-E
CS 1.58: Personnel Methods Series 300-B
CS 1.59: Federal Employee Facts 293-A
CS1.60: Addresses 290-B
CS1.61: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 290-E
CS 1.61/3: Personnel Bibliography Series (numbered)
300-A-l
CS1.62: Personnel Literature 300-D
CS1.65: Interagency Training Programs, Announce­
ments 296-A
CS 1 .*5/2: Directory of ADP Training Services k Sources
of Information 296-A
CS 1 .A5/3: Executive Seminar Centers Programs 296-A
CS 1.64: Civil Service Journal 290-C
CS 1.49: Federal News Clip Sheet 293-B
CS 1.72: Current Federal Workforce Data 291-A
CS 1.72/2: Federal Workforce Outlook 291-A
CS 1.7S: Coordinator’s Scoreboard, Review of What’s
New in Placement of the Handicapped 
291-B
CS 1.74: Equal Opportunity in Fedei^ Employment
Newsletter (bimonthly) 291-C
CS 1 80- Federal Labor-Management Consultant 293-
D
PANAM A CANAL COMPANY AND CANAL ZONE GOVERNMENT
CZ 1.1: Annual Report 360
DEFENSE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report 310 
General Publications 306 
Defense Industry Bulletin (monthly) 304-C 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 309 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 306-A 
Armed Forces Report, Armed Forces Day 
306-A
Joint Travel Regulations:
— V^ol. 1, Members of Uniformed Services 
306-B-l
— V^ol. 2, Civilian Personnel 306-C 
LCC (Life Cycle Costing) (series) 306-D 
Armed Forces Institute Texts k  Study Guides 
305



































-HQ USAF supplements 304
Defense Procurement Circulars 304 
Armed Services Procurement Manuals ASPM 
(series) 303
Manual for Courts-Martial 349
------Army Supplement 349
------Air Force Supplement 349
------Navy Supplement 349
Medical Museum of Armed Forces Institute 
of Pathology Publications 306-B 
Iteport of Court of Military Appeals 311-A 
Court of Military Appeals. Digests, Annotated 
and Digested Opinions 311-B 
COBOL [Common Business Oriented Lan­
guage] Reports 304-A
Bibliographies k  Lists of Publications 304-D 
Cost Reduction Report (annual) 304-B 
Defense Management Journal 304-B 
Country Law Studies 304-E 
High School News Report 304-G 
Shock and Vibration Monographs (num­
bered) 310-A
Resource Management Monographs 304-F 
Defense Management Education and Train­
ing Catalog 310-B
Office of information for Armed Forces
General Publications 313 
Voting Information Bulletins 312-A 
Pocket Guides 314 k  312-A 
DOD Pamphlets 312-A 
Comman<iers Digest 312-B 
Commantiers Digest Indexes 312-B 








Publlcotions Relating to Industrial Mobiiiiation & Security
D 3.2: ------ General publications 317
D 3.4: ------ Regulations. Rules k  Instructions 319
D 3.4/3: ------Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 319
D3.12: Industrial Personnel Security Review Pro­
gram Annual Report 317-C
Publications Relating to Research and Development
D 4.2: ------General publications 320
D 4.10: ------Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 320-A
Joint Chiefs of Staff
D 5.2: General Publications 315
D 5.9: National Security Seminar Conducted by
Industrial College of Armed Forces 315-A 
D 5.9/2: National Security Seminar, Presentation
Outlines and Reading Lists 315-A 
D 5.9/4: Monograph Series (unnumbered) 315-B
D 5.10/3: Monograph R (series) 315-B
D 5.1 1 : Industrial College of the Armed Forces Cata­
log 315-B
D 5.12: JCS Publications (numbered) 315-C
D 5.13: Industrial College of Armed Forces Publica­
tions 315-A
t 5.14: Perspectives in Defense Management 315-E
Defense Communications Agency 
D 5.104: Circulars 315-D
D 5.109: National Military Command System Infor­
mation Processing System 360 315-D-l
Defense intelligence Agency 
D 5.202: General Publications 315-F-l
Supply and Logistics
D 7.1: Annual Report 314-M
D 7.2: General Publications 314-A
D 7.4: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 314-A
D 7.4/2; Handbooks H (series) 314-A
D 7.4/3: Manuals M (series) 314-A
D 7.4/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 314-A
D 7.4/5: Defense Supply Procurement Regulations 303
D 7.4/4: Defense Supply Agency Regulations DSAR
323
D 7.4/7: Defense Supply Agency Handbooks DSAH
314-A
D 7.4/8: Defense Supply Agency Manuals DSAM
314-A
D 7.4/9: HQM (series) 314-A
D 7.4/10; DSA-DLSC Handbooks 314-A
D7.10: Military Standards 314-J
D 7.11 /2: Register Planned Emergency Procedures
314-A
D7.13: Standardization Directory 314-C
D7.14: Department of Defense Index of Specifica­
tions and Standards 314-G
D 7.14/2: Federal Supply Classification Listing of DOD
Standardization Docs. 314-G
D7.15: Quality Control and Reliability Technical
Reports 314-H
D 7.14: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications con­
cerning Suppls and Logistics 314-1 
D7.17: DCSC Fiscal Y«;ar Procurement Estimates
Catalog 314-K
D 7.20; Federal supply catalog: Consolidated master
cross reference list, C-RL-1 314-L
Defense Deeumentafien Center
D 10.2; General Publications 314-E
National Guard Bureau
D12.1: Annual Reports 355
D 12.2; (jreneral Publications 356
D12.4: Regulations 358
D 12.8: Pamphlets 358
D 12.9; Official Army National Guard Register 358-A
D 12.9/2: Air National Guard Register 358-A
D 12.10: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 358
ARMY DEPARTMENT
D 101.2: General Publications 325
D 101.3/3: U.S. Army Audit Agency Bulletin (quarterly)
329- A
D 101 3/5: Army Materiel Command Employment Bul­
letin 322-B
D 101.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 327-A
D 101.6/4: Army Procurement Procedure 327-A
D 101.6/5: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 325-B
D 101.9: Army Regulations 323
D 101.9/2: Army Materiel Command Regulations AMCR
(series) 323
D 101.9/3: Supply & Maintenance Command Regula­
tions 323
D 101.11: Technical Manuals 329
D 101.11 /2: Strategic Communications Command: Tech­
nical Manuals CCTM (series) 329 
D 101.12: Soldiers 322
D 101.20: Field Manuals 324
0 101.22: Pamphlets (numbered) 327 (Rev. 1969)
------27-100-nos. Military Law Review (quar­
terly) 327 (Rev. 1969)
------550-nos. Area handbooks 327 (Rev. 1969)
D 101.22/3: Army Materiel Command AMC Pamphlets
322— A
D 101.22/5: Supply & Maintenance Command SMC
Pamphlets 322-A
D 101.37: Civilian Personnel Pamphlets 323-D
D 101.43: Army Reserve Magazine 323-A
D 101.47: Army Aviation Digest 321-A
D 101.48: ROTC Manuals 327-D
D 101.50: Progress. United States Army Reports 327-B
D 101.52: U.S. Army Research & Development Series
330- B
D 101.52/2: Army Research Task Summary (annual)
323- C
D 101.52/3: Army Research and Development (monthly)
323-B
D 101.52/6: Human Factors Research & Development,
Annual Conference 323-C
D 101.55: United States Army Service Center for the
Armed Forces: Pamphlets 330-A 
D 101.61: National Trophy Matches, Official Bulletins
325-C
D 101.62: Army Audit Agency Publications 327-A
D 101.63: Management Improvement Program, Plow-
back, Improvements Reported 325-D 
D 101.66/2: Translog 329-B
D 101.67: Behavioral Science Research Laboratory:
Technical Reports 323-C-l
D 101.67/2: BESRL Work Psogram, Fiscal Year 323-C-2
D 101.68: Hallmark (bimo)ithly) 329-C
D 101.69: Army Logistician 322-C
D 101.71: Arrowhead (monthly) 322-D
D 101.73: Military Chapla.ns’ Review (quarterly) 322-
E
Adjutant General's Office
D 102.2: General Publications 331
D 102.9: U.S, Army Register 332
D 102.28: Special Bibliography 332-B
D 102.80: Tips (quarterly) 332-D
Engineers Corps
D 103.1: Annual Report 334
D 103.2: General Publications 337
D 103.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 341
D 103.6/2: Orders & Regulations 341
D 103.6/3: Manuals EM (series) 338-A
D 103.6/4: Engineer Regulations ER (series) 341
D 103.6/5: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 337-B
D 103.8: Port Series 340
D 103.22: Engineer Reports 334-A
D 103.36: Digest of Decisions of Corps of Engineers
Board of Contract Appeals 334-B
D 103.43: Pamphlets (numbered) 338-B
D 103.48: Water Spectrum 342-B
D 103.52: Contract Reports 334-A-l
D 103.115: Engineer (quarterly) 334-A-2
D 103.203: Great Lakes Pilot 338
Army Medical Department
D 104.1: Annual Report of Surgeon General 349-C
D 104.2: General Publications 351-A
D 104.9: Army Medical Department Equipment Lists
349-A
D 104.10/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
351-B
D 104.11: Medical Department in World War II 352-A
D 104.13: Medical Science Publications 352-C
D 104.16: Dependents’ Medical Care Program, Annual
Report 349-D
D 104.23: Abstracts from Annual and Technical Re­
ports Submitted by USAMRDC Contrac- 
tors/Grantees (quarterly) 349-A-l 
D 104.23/2: Advanced Abstracts of Scientific and Tech­
nical Papers Submitted for Publication and 
Presentation (quarterly) 349-A-2
Publications Relating to Ordnance
D 105.2: General Publications 359
D 105.6/2: Ordnance Manuals 359-B
D 105.9: Pamphlets 359-A
Quartermaster General of Army
D 106.2: General Publications 363
D 106.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 364
D 106.6/2: QMC Manuals 364
D 106.8/2: QMC Historical Studies Series 2 363-A
D 106.8/3 : Historical Publications 363-A
D 106.12: Statistical Yearbook of Quartermaster Corps
364- A
D 106.13: Pamphlets 363-B
Judge Advocate General's Office
D 108.2: General Publications 348
D 108.5/2: Military Laws of U.S. 348-A
D 108.8: Memorandum Opinions 348-B
D 108.10: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 348-C
D 108.11: Army Lawyer 348-D
Military Academy, West Point
D 109.2: General Publications 354
D 109.8: Catalog 353
Publications Relating to Communications
D 111.2: General Publications 365
D 111.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 365-A
D 111.13: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
365- B
Military History Office
D 114.2: General Publications 344
D 114.7: U.S. Army in World War II 345
D 114.7/2: ------^Master Index, Reader’s Guide 345
D 114.10: Publications of Office, Chief of Military
History (list) 344-B
D 114.10/2: Army Historical Program, fiscal year 344-B
D 114.11: Army Lineage Series 343-B
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
D 119.1: Annual Report 320-B-4
D 119.1 /2: Annual Statistical Report 857-D-17
D 119.2: General Publications 857-D-2
D 119.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 857-D-8
D 119.8/2: Handbooks H (series) 857-D-lO
D 119.8/3: FG-series 320-B-3
D 119.8/4: Federal Civil Defense Guide 320-B-3
47 1 4114 O  - 1 2 - 2
D 119.8/5: Technical Memorandums 320—B-7
D 119.8/6: Professional Manuals PM (series) 320—B-3
D 119.8/7: Instructor’s Guide IG (series) 857-D-12
D 119.8/8: Student Manuals SM (series) 320-B-l
D 119.9: Technical Report TR (series) 320-B-2
p 1 19 ,111: Miscellaneous Publications MP (series) 857-
D-11
0 119.13: Leaflets L (series) 857-D-5
0 119.14: Buildings with Fallout Protection, Desiifn
Case Studies 320-B-8 
0 119.15: HS-(series) 320-B-9
Provost Marshal General
0 120.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 362-A
NAVY OEPARTMENT
0 201.2: General Publications 370
0 201.5: Laws 371
0 201.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 373
0 201.6/10: Navy Procurement Directives 373
0 201.6/10-2: Navy Procurement Directives, Supplements 
373
0 201.6/11: Index to Navy Procurement Information 373
0 201.6/12: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 370-A
0 201.9: Your Navy, from the Viewpoint of the Na­
tion’s Finest Artists 373-B 
0 201.11: Navy Regulations 372
0 201.14: Navy Management Review 371-A
0 201.15: United States Antarctica Program (annual
report) 373-A
0 201.15/2: Naval Support Force, Antarctica: Publica­
tions 373-A
0 201.15/3: Naval Support Force, Antarctica: Monograph
( QAT*1PQ^  ^7^—.A
0 201.17: Direction (monthly) 369-B
0 201.20: MC Reports, Issued by Maury Center for
Ocean Sciences (numbered) 370-B
Naval Air Systems Command 
0 202.2: General Publications 374 (Rev.)
0 202.6/7: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 374-B(Rev.)
0 202.9: Naval Aviation News 375
0 202.13: Approach 374-A
0 202.19: Mech (quarterly) 374-D
0 202.20: Fathom 374-A-l
Naval Oeeanegraphie Office
0 203.1: Annual Report 377-A (Rev. 1964)
0 203.2: General Publications 377
0 203.22: Publications (numbered) 378 (Rev. 1957)
0 203.22/3: Special Publications SP-(series) 377-C
0 203.24: National Oceanographic Data Center Publi­
cations (ntunbered) 377-D
0 203.31: Global Ocean Floor Analysis and Research
Data Series 377-E
Civilian Manpower Management Office 
0 204.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 378-A
0 204.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 378-B
0 204.7: Safety Review 379
0 204.9: Journal of Navy Civilian Personnel Manage­
ment (quarterly) 369-C
Judge Advocate General 
D 205.2: General Publications 380
D 205.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 382-A
D 205.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 380-A
D 205.7: JAG Journal 381
D 205.8: Laws 382
D 205.9: Federal Income Tax Information for Armed
Forces Personnel (annual) 380-B
Medicine and Surgery Bureau 
D 206.2: General Publications 385
D 206.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 387
D 206.6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 385-B
D 206.11: Medical Statistics of U.S. Navy 388
D 206.12: History of Medical Department of Navy,
World War n  385-A
D 206.15: Statistics of Navy Medicine 388-A
Naval Operations Office
D 207.2: General Publications 399
D 207.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 400
D 207.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 399-C
D 207.10: History of Ships of American Navy 399-A
D207.10/2: Historical Publications 399-A
D 207.11: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
399-B
D 207.12: Naval Documents of the American Revolu­
tion 399-D
D 207.13: Shipbuilding and Conversion Program (an­
nual) 400-A
Naval Personnel Bureau
D 208.2: General Publications 403
D 208.3: All Hands 401
D 208.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 406
D 208.6/2: Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual 403-A
D 208.6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 403-A
D 208.7: Naval Training Bulletin 402
D 208.11: Rate Training Manuals 404
D 208.11 /2: Navy Training Text Material 404
D 208.11/3: Navy Life, Reading and Writing for Success
in Navy 404
D 208.12: Register of Commissioned and Warrant Of­
ficers of the U.S. Navy & Marine Corps & 
Reserve OflBcers on Active Duty 405 
D 208.12/2: Naval Reserve Register 405
D 208.12/3: Register of Retired Commissioned and War­
rant Officers Regular and Reserve, of the 
Navy and Marine Corps 405 
D 208.13: Case Instruction Series 402-A
D 208.15: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
401-A
Naval Academy
0 208.102: General Publications 391
D 208.107: Annual Register 389
D 208.108: Admission Regulations 392
D 208.109: Catalogue of Information 390-A
Naval W ar College, Newport
D 208.207: International Law Studies 408-A
D 208.207/2: -------Indexes 408-A
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
D 209.2: General Publications 418
D 209.10: Technical Publications (numbered) 419-A
D 209.13: Navy Civil Engineer (bimonthly) 419-B
D 209.14: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 418-A
D 209.14/2: Design Manuals 418-A
D 209.15: Index of Publications 418-B
Navai Research Office
D 210.2: General Publications 407
D 210.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 408
D 210.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 407-F
D 210,11: Naval Research Reviews 407-C
D 210.12: Naval Research Logistics Quarterly 407-B
D 210.15: ONR Report DR-series 407-D
Naval Ship Systems Command
D 211.2: General Publications 412
D 211.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 414
D 211.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 412-B
D 211.9: Naval Ship Research and Development Cen­
ter Reports 412-C
D 211.22: Faceplate (quarterly) 412-D
10
Naval Supply Systcmt Command
D 212 2* General Publications 415
D 212.6: Regulations, Rules. & Instructions 417
D 212,6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 415-B
D 212.15: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 415-C
Naval Observatory
D 213.2: General Publications 397
D 213.7: Air Almanac 393
0 213 8* American Ephemerls and Nautical Almanac
394
D 213.8/3: Astronomical Phenomena 396-A
D 213.9: Astronomical Papers 396
D 213.10: Publications (2d series) 398
D 213.11: Nautical Almanac 395
Marine Corps
D 214.2; General Publications 383
D 214,6: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 384-C
D 214.9/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 384
D 214.9/3: Technical Manuals 384
D 214.9/4: Fleet Marine Force Manuals, FMFM (series)
384
D 214.10: Reserve Marine (monthly) 384-A
D 214.12: Regimental and Squadron Histories 384-B
D 214.13: Historical Publications 383-B
Naval Ordnance Systems Command
D 215.6/2: Handbooks. Manuals, Guides 409-A
D 215.9: Ordnance Pamphlets OP (series) 410-A
Military Sea Transportation Service 
D 216.8: Sealift Magazine (monthly) 388-B-l
Oceanographer of the Navy
D 218.2: Greneral Publications 377
Naval Electronic Systems Command 
D 219.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 414-A
AIR  FORCE DEPARTMENT
D 301.2: General Publications 424
D 301.6/2: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 425
D 301.6 /4: Air Force Procurement Instructions 425
D 301.6/5: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 424-F
D301.7: Air Force Manuals 421
D 301.7/4: Civil Air Patrol Manuals 421
D 301.7/5: AACS Mammls 421
D 301.7/6: MAC Manuals 421
0 301.8: Air Reservist 422
D 301.26: Air University Review 422-A
D 301.27; Air Weather Service Manuals 421
D 301.35: Air Force Pamphlets 421-A
D 301.35/3: Air Force Systems Command Pamphlets
AFSCP 421-A
D 301.38/4: The Navigator 424-C
D 301.38/7: Instructors’ Journal 424-G
D 301.44: Aerospace Safety 423-A
D 301.45: Air Force Systems Command Publications
422—B
D 301.45/14: Air Force Systems Command Manual
AFSCM 421
D 301.45/14-2: AFSCR (Air Force Systems Command Regu- 
Iftt/ions) (s0i*i0s) 42X
D 301.45/19-2: Air Force Office of Scientific Research AFOSR 
Series 422-B
D 301.54: Information Services Fact Sheets 424-D
D 301.56: MAC Flyer 424-B
D 301.60: Airman (monthly) 422-D
D 301.62/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
424-1
D 301.65: Air Force Civil Engineer (quarterly) 421-B




Office of Aerospace Research Publications 
422-B
Air Force Research Review 424-H 
Driver, Traffic Salety Magazine of United 
States Air Force 423-B 
D 301 73: The Air Force Comptroller (quarterly) 421-C
D 301.76/3: Lithograph Series Catalog 421-E
D 301.78: Proceedings of Military History Symposium
421-D
Judge Adveeafe General of Air Force
General Publications 428 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 427-A 
Air Force JAG Law Review 42' -^B
Administrative Services
General Publications 427 
Air Force Register 426
Air Force Medical Service
Annual Reports 428-A 
General Publications 428-B
Air Force Academy
General Publications 425-A-l 
U.S. Air Force Academy Catalog 425-A
Inspector General of Air Force
Aerospace Maintenance Safety (monthly) 
428-C
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  
District Court of U.S. for D.C.
List of Legal Investments for Trust Funds in 
District of Columbia (semiannual) 430-A
Public Service Commission
Annual Report 430-A-2 
National Capital Housing Authority
Reports and Publications 430-A-3
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Annual Report 431-1-4 
General Publications 431-1-1 
EPA Citizens’ Bulletin 431-1-8 
Laws 431-1-2
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-1-5 
V d^dr6ss6s 431—1“*^
Comprehensive Studies of Solid Waste Man- 
a,gement. Annual Report 431-1-3 
Water Pollution Control Research Series 
473-A-l
Proceedings, Conferences in Matter of Pollu­
tion of Navigable Waters 473-A-l 
Solid Waste Management Series, SW-(num­
bered) 431-1-7
Accession Bulletin, Solid Waste Information 
Retrieval System (monthly) 487-A-7
Water Programs Office
Technical Bulletins 473-A-7 
Laws 607-D
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 607-C 
Oil and Hazardous Substances Program 
Series 473-A-4
Research, Development, and Demonstration 
Projects, Grants and Contract Awards 
473—A—3
Project Register, Distribution by River Basin 
of Projects Approved under Sec. 8 of Fed­
eral Water Pollution Control Act (Public 
Law 660, 84th Cong.) as amended 607-E 


































E f2  15: Northwest Shellfish Sanitation Research
Planning Conference, Proceedings 473-A-
5
EP2 17: Inventory Municipal Waste Facilities, Coop­
erative State Reports 473-A-l 
EP 2.19: Estuarine Pollution Study Series 607-C-2
EP 2 20’ Sewage Facilities Construction (annual)
498-A
EP 2 21: Digest of State Program Plans (fiscal year)
473-A-6
EP 2 24- Fish Kills Caused by Pollution (annual)
496-C
Solid Waste Management Office
EP 3.5: Laws 487-A-5
EP 3.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 487-A-2
EP 3.9: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 487-
A-3
EP3.10: State Solid Waste Planning Grants, Agen­
cies, and Progress Report of Activities 
487—A—4
EP3.12: Solid Waste Management Training Bulletin
of Courses 487-A-6
Air Programs Office
EP 4.2: General Publications 483-E-l
EP 4.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 483-E-2
EP 4.9: Air Programs Office Publication, AP-(series)
483-E
EP 4.9/2: Air Programs Office Publication, APTD-
(series) 483-E
EP4.10: Air Pollution Report, Federal Facilities
483-E
EP 4.11: Air Pollution Abstracts 483-E-3
EP4.12: Addresses 483-E-4
EP 4.13: Air Pollution Training Courses 483-E-6
Pesticides Office
EP 5.2: General Publications 473-B-l
EP 5.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 473-B-2
EP 5.9: Health Aspects of Pesticides Abstract Bul­
letin 475-M
Radiation Office
EP 6.9: Radiological Health Data and Reports
(monthly) 498-B
EP6.10: RO/EERL [Eastern Environmental Radia­
tion Laboratory] (series) 498-B-3 
EP 6.10/2: ORP/SID [Surveillance and Inspection Di­
vision] (series) 483-M
Technoiogy Transfer
EP 7.2: General Publications 473-C-l
PINE ARTS CO M M ISS IO N
PA 1. Reports and Publications 432
PARM CREDIT ADM IN ISTRATION
K A  1.1: Annual Report 430-J-l
K A  1.2: General Publications 430-J-2
PCA 1.3: Bulletins 430-J-3
FCA1.4: Circulars (numbered) 430-J-4
PCA 1.4/2: ------ (letter-numbers) 430-J-4
FEDERAL HOME LOAN RANK EOARD
PH L1.1: Annual Report 595
PHL 1.2: General Publications 596
PHL 1.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 597
PHL 1.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 597
PHL 1.27: Journal of Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(monthly) 597-A
FEDERAL M EDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE
PM 1.1: Annual Report 433
PM 1.2: General Publications 434
FEDERAL MARITIME CO M M ISSIO N
PMC 1.1: Annual Report 233
PMC 1.2: General Publications 432-L-l
PMC 1.4: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 237
PMC 1.10: Reports (decisions) 233-A
PMC 1.11: Approved Conference, Rate & Intercon­
ference Agreements of Steamship Lines in 
Foreign Commerce of United States 432-L
FEDERAL POWER CO M M ISS IO N
PP 1.1: Annual Report 435
FP 1.2: General Publications 436
PP1.5: Laws 437
PP 1.6: Rules of Practice & Procedure 439
PP 1.7; Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 439
PP 1.7/2: Uniform Systems of Accoimts Prescribed for
Natural Gas Companies 439 
PP1.10: FPC R [Rate] (series) 438-A
FP1.12: FPC P [Power] (series) 435-D
PP1.18: National Electric Rate Book [by States]
437-A-l to 437-A-50 
FP1.20: Opinions & Decisions 438
FP1.21: FPCS [Statistlos] (series) 440
PP 1.27; Eleotric Power Statistics 435--E
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM BOARD OF GOVERNORS
PR 1.2; General Publications 442
PR 1.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 443
PR 1.8/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 443






























FEDERAL TRADE CO M M ISS IO N
Annual ReiJort 533
General Publications [Includes Economic 
Reports] 535
Consumer Bulletins 533-A 
Rules of Practice 538 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 537 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 535-A 
FTC Decisions 534 
Advisory Opinion Digest 534-A 
Statutes & Decisions (court) 539 
------Supplements 539
Quarterly Financial Report, U.S. Mfg. Corpo­
rations 536-A
FOREIGN-TRADE ZONES BOARD
Annual Report 542 
General Publications 542 
Laws 542
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Annual Report 543 
General Publications 545 
Decisions of Comptroller General 544 
Index-Digest of Published Decisions of Comp­
troller General 546
Joint Financial Management Improvement 
Program (annual report) 546-A 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 545-A 
GAO Review 544-A (Rev.)
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
General Publications 548 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 548 
Apprentice Training Series 548
Public Decumcnts Department
General Publications 551
Numerical Lists and Schedule of Volumes 553
Monthly Catalog 557
Price Lists 554
Selected United States Government Publica­
tions 556
Lists of Publications (miscellaneous) 552
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GENERAL SERVICES ADM INISTRATION
GSl.l: Annual Report 558
GS 1.2: General Publications 559
GS 1.5: Laws 560
GS 1.6/5: Federal Procurement Regulations, FPR Cir­
culars 558-A
GS 1.6/6: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 559-B
G S l .6/6-2: Counseling Guides (numbered) 558-A-l
G S l . l5: Inventory Report on Real Property Owned
by United States Throughout the World 
559-A
GS 1.15/2: Inventory Report on Real Property Leased to
United States Throughout the World 
559-A
GS 1.15/3: Inventory Report on Legislative Jurisdiction
over Federal Areas 559-A
CS 1.17: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 559
GS 1.19: Consumer Information Series 558-A-2
Federal Supply Service
GS 2.2: General Publications 564
GS 2.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 565-A
GS 2.6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 564-A
CiS 2.6/4: Scientific Inventory Management Series
564- A
GS 2.8: Federal Specifications 563
GS 2.8/2: Index of Federal Specifications & Standards
565
GS 2.8/3: Federal Standards 563
GS 2.8/7: Federal Test Method Standards 563
GS 2.10/5: Federal Stock Number Reference Catalog
565- D
GS 2.10/6: GSA Stock Catalog 565-B
GS 2.10/7: National Supplier Change Index Series 565-B
GS2.15: Inventory of Automatic Data Processing
Equipment in U.S. Government 853-B
National Archives and Records Service
GS 4.2: General Publications 569
GS 4.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 570
GS 4.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 569-B
GS 4.13: Territorial Papers of U.S. 571
GS 4.14: National Historical Publications Commission,
Publications 569-A
GS4.17: Publications (list) 569-C
GS 4.17/2: List of National Archives Microfilm Publica­
tions 569-C
GS4.21: Military Operations of Civil War, Guide-
Index to Official Records of Union and 
Confederate Armies, 1861-1865 569-D
GS 4.22: General Information Leaflet Series 569
GS 4.24: Directory of U.S. Government Audiovisual
Personnel 567-B
Federal Register Office
GS 4.102: General Publications 574
GS 4.107: Federal Register (daily) 573
GS 4.108: Code of Federal Regulations & Supplements
572
GS 4.108/2: ------Title 3, Supplements 572
GS 4.109: U.S. Gov’t Organization Manual 577
GS 4.110: Slip Laws (public) 575
GS 4.111: Statutes at Large 576
GS 4.111 /2: Statutes at Large, Tables of Laws Affected 576
GS 4.113: Public Papers of Presidents of United States
(annual) 574-A
GS4.114: Weekly Compilation of Presidential Docu­
ments 577-A
Public Buildings Service
GS 6.2: General Publications 579
GS 6.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 580
GS 6.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 580
GS 6.8: Historical Studies 579-A
Transportation and Comnunications Service
GS 8.2: General Publicat ons 580-A-l
GS 8.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 580-A
Consumer Product Information Coordinating Center
GS 11.9: Consumer Product Information Index of Se­
lected Federal Publications of Consumer 
Interest 580-B





























Annual Report 444 
General Publications 445 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 445-A 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 445-A 
Catalog of HEW Assistance Providing Fi­
nancial Support and Service to States, 
Communities, Organizations, Individuals 
(annual) 445-A
Grants Administration Manual 445-A 




Field Directory (annual) 444-D
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
444- B
Catalog, U.S. Department of Health, Educa­
tion, and Welfare Publications 444-B 
Health, Education, and Welfare Trends (an­
nual) 445-B
HEW Pacts and Figures 445-P
Proposed Mental Retardation Programs
445- G
Mental Retardation Grants 445-G 
Mental Retardation Activities of Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare 445-G 
Education and Training, Annual Report of 
Secretory (rf Health, Education, and Wel­
fare to Congress on Training Activities (m- 
der Manpower Development and Training 
Act 444-C
Program Analysis (series) 445-H 
Task Force on Prescription Drugs Publica­
tions 445
Report of Career Service Board for Science 
445-K
Project Head Start 857-H-12 
Footnote 445-M
Directory of Public Elementary and Second­
ary Schools in Selected Districts Enroll­
ment and Staff by Racial/Ethnic Group 
444-B-l
Progress Report on Nurse Training, Report 
to the President and the Congress 445-H-l 
Health Professions Educational Assistance 
Program, Report to the President and the 
Congress 445-D-l
DHEW Obligations to [various institutions] 
444-E
Facilities Engineering and Construction Agency
Representative Construction Costs of Hos­
pitals and Related Health Facilities (semi­
annual) 486-A-l
Social Security Administration
HE 3.2: General Publications 516
HE 3.3: Social Security Bulletin 523
HE 3.3/3: ------Statistical Supplements (annual) 523
HE 3.4: Information Service Circulars 517
HE 3.5: Laws 518
HE 3.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 520
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HE 3.6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 516-C
HE 3.6/4: Health Insurance for the Aged. HIM (series)
516- C
HE 3.25/2: Amendments to Social Security Laws, SSI-
date-nos. 527-A
HE 3.33: International Technical Cooperation Series
517- A
HE 3.38: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
516-B
HE 3.40: Annual Statistics on Workers Under Social
Security 516-A
HE 3.41: Report of Advisory Council on Social Security
Financing 520-A
HE 3.44: Social Security Rulings on Old-Age, Sur­
vivors and Disability Insurance 523-A 
HE 3.44/2: Social Security Rulings, Cum. Bulletins
523-A
HE 3.49: Research Reports 522-A
HE 3.51/5: Directory, Medicare Providers and Suppliers
of Services, Hospitals, Extended Care Fa­
cilities, Home Health Agencies, etc. 515-A 
HE 3.52: Social Security Information SSI (series)
523-B
HE 3.52/2: TIB [Technical Information Bulletin]
(series) 523-C
HE 3.57: Health Insurance for the Aged (annual)
516-D
Education OfRea
HE 5.2: General Publications 461 (Rev. 1965)
HE 5.6: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 461-A
(Rev.)
HE 5.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 461-A (Rev.
1965)
HE 5.8: Addresses 455-C
HE 5.10: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
455-D
HE 5.25: Education Directory 460
HE 5.75: American Education (10 times yearly) 455-B
HE 5.77: Research in Education (monthly) 466-A
HE 5.79: Title 1, Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, States Report (annual) 467-D 
H E 5.80: Status of Compliance, Public School Districts,
17 Southern and Border States, Report 
(monthly) 467-C
HE 5.81: Higher Education Reports 462-A
HE 5.82: Re^x>rt on Cooperative Research to Improve
Uie Nation’s Schools (annual) 467-E 
HE 5.83: Composite List of Eligible Institutions FV>r
Guaranteed Loans for College Students: 
Higher Education Act of 1965 459-A 
HE 5.83/2: ------National Vocational Student Loan In­
surance Act of 1965 459-A
HE 5.84: Institute Programs for Advanced Study 460-
A-58
HE 5.85: National Advisory Coimcil on Vocational
Education Annual Report 462-B 
HE 5.86: National Advisory Committee on Handi­
capped Children Aimual Report 461-B 
HE 5.88: Focus on Follow Through 461
HE 5.89: PREP Reports (numbered) 461-C
Miscellaneous publications:
HE 5.210: —General OE 10,000-10,999 460-A-10
HE 5.211: —Publications about OE and HEW. OE
11,000-11,999 460-A-ll
HE 5.212: —Research, OE 12,000-12,999 460-A-12
HE 5.213: —Adult Education, OE 13,000-13,999 460-
A-13
HE 5.214: —International Education, OE 14,000-14,-
999 460-A-14
HE 5.215: —Library Services, OE 15,000-15.999 460-
A-15
HE 5.216: —Nursery Schools and Kindergartens, OE
16.000- 16,999 460-A-16 
Elementary and Secondary Education publi­
cations:
HE 5.220: —Mlsc. General Statistics, OE 20,000-20,-
999 460-A-20
HE 5.221: —Buildings, equipment, OE 21,000-21,999
460-A-21
HE 5.222: —Finances, receipts, expenditures, OE 22,-
000-22,999 460-A-22
HE 5.223: —Administration, faculties, salaries, OE
23.000- 23,999 460-A-23
HE 5.224: —Enrollment, retention, graduates, OE
24.000- 24,999 460-A-24
HE 5.225: —Guidance, testing, cmmseling, OE 25,-
000-25,999 460-A-25
HE 5.226: —Careers, OE 26,000-26.999 460-A-26
HE 5.227: —^Foreign languages, OE 27,000-27,999
460-A-27
HE 5.228: —Health, physical education, recreation,
OE 28,000-28,999 460-A-28
HE 5.229: —Mathematics, science, OE 29,000-29,999
460-A-29
HE 5.230: —Language, arts, reading, writing, speak­
ing, OE 30,000-30,999 460-A-30 
HE 5.231: —Social studies, OE 31,000-31,999 460-
A-31
HE 5.232: —Curriculums, subjects, activities (ele­
mentary only), OE 32,000-32,999 
460-A-32
HE 5.233: —Cuniculums, subjects, activities (second­
ary & elementary-secondary), OE 33.- 
000-33,999 460-A-33
HE 5.234: —Audlo-vlsual, OE 34,000-34,999 460-
A-34
HE 5.235: —Special education, exceptional children,
OE 35,000-35,999 460-A-35
HE 5.236: —^Rural schools, rural education, OE 36,-
000-36,999 460-A-36
HE 5.237: —Education of the Disadvantaged, OE
37.000- 37,9i'9 460-A-37
HE 5.238: —Equal Educational Opportunities, OE
38.000- 38,9!)9 460-A-38 
Higher Education publications:
HE 5.250: —Miscellaneous, general statistics, OE
50.000- 50,999 460-A-50
HE 5.251: —Buildings, equipment, OE 51,000-51,999
460-A-51
HE 5.252: —^Finance, receipts, expenditures, OE 52,-
000-52,999 460-A-52
HE 5.253: —Administration, faculties, salaries, OE
53.000- 53,999 460-A-53
HE 5.254: —Admission, enrollment, retention, de­
grees, graduates. OE 54,000-54,999 
460-A-54
HE 5.255: —Student financial assistance, OE 55,000-
55.999 460-A-55
HE 5.256: —Courses of study, subjects, OE 56,000-
56.999 460 -A-56
HE 5.257: —Junior colleges, community colleges, post
high school courses, OE 57,000-57,999 
460-A-57
HE 5.258: —Teacher education, OE 58,000-58,999
460-A-58
Vocational Educat on publications:
HE 5.280: —Miscellaneous OE 80,000-80,999 460-
A-80
HE 5.281: —Agricultural education, OE 81,000-81,999
460-A-81
HE 5.282: —Distributive education, OE 82,000-82,999
460-A-82
HE 5.283: —Home economics education, OE 83,000-
83.999 460-A-83
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HE 5.284: —Trade and h dustrial education, OE 84,-
000-84,999 460-A-84
HE 5.285: —Practical nurse education, OE 85,000-
85,999 460-A-85
HE 5.286: —“Office” Education, OE 86,000-86,999
460-A-86
N O T E .—Pertains to training In office work. 
Do not confuse with Office of Education, HEW. 
HE 5.287: —Manpower Development and Training,
OE 87,000-87,999 460-A-87
Social and Rehabilitation Service
HE 17,2: General Publications 512-A-l
HE 17.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 512-A-3
HE 17.8: Handbooks. Manuals, Guides 512-A-3
HE 17.8/2: Manuals for Volunteer Probation Programs
512-A-4
HE 17.14: Addresses 532-A-6
HE 17.15: Social and Rehabilitation Service Research
and Demonstration Projects 512-A-2 
HE 17.16: Parole Series 532-A-7
H E 17.16/2: Correction Series 532-A-7
HE 17.16/3: Legal Series 532-A-7
HE 17.16/4: Studies in Delinquency 532-A-7
HE 17.17: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
532-A-3
HE 17.19: Public Assistance Reports 519
HE 17.20: National Citizens Conference on Rehabilita­
tion of the Disabled and Disadvantaged 
532-A-8
HE 17.23: Statistical Series (numbered) 454
HE 17.24: Working Papers (numbered) 532-A-lO
HE 17.25: Research Reports (numbered) 532-A-ll
Rehabilitation Services Administration
HE 17.102: General Publications 529
HE 17.106: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 530
HE 17.108: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 529-B
HE 17.109: Rehabilitation Record 530-A
HE 17.110/3: Rehabilitation Service Series 531
HE 17.112: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
528-A
HE 17.113: Mental Retardation Abstracts 506-C-l
HE 17.119: State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency Pro­
gram Data, Fiscal Year 506-C-2 
HE 17.119/2: State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency:
Fact Sheet Booklet 506-C-2
Aging Administration
HE 17.302: General Publications 447-A-l
HE 17.308: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 447-A-3
HE 17.309: Aging 444-A
HE 17.310: Designs for Action for Older Americans
447-A-5
HE 17.311: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
447-A-6
HE 17.312: Addresses 447-A-2
HE 17.313: Patterns for Progress in Aging 447-A-3
Assistance Payments Administration 
HE 17.402: General Publications 512-B-2
HE 17.408: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 512-B-l
Medical Services Administration 
HE 17.502: General Publications 512-C
HE 17.508: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 512-C-l
National Center for Social Statistics
HE 17.602: General Publications 512-D-3
HE 17.612: Trend Report: Graphic Presentation of Pub­
lic Assistance and Related Data, NCSS Re­
port A-4 512-B
HE 17.614: Program Pacts on Federally Aided Public
Assistance Income Maintenance Programs, 
NCSS Report A-6 512-D-l
HE 17.616: Medical Assistance Financed under the Pub­
lic Assistance Titles of the Social Security 
Act. NCSS Report B-1 512-D-4 
HE 17.617/2: Recipients and Amounts of Medical Vendor
Payments undei Public Assistance Pro­
grams. NCSS Report B-3 512-D-6 
HE 17.617/3: Number of Recipients and Amounts of Pay­
ment under Medicaid and Other Medical 
Programs Financed from Public Assistance 
Funds, NCSS Report B-4 512-D-2 
HE 17.621: Medicaid and other Medical Care Financed
from Public Assistance Fimds, NCSS Re­
port B-6 512-D-2
HE 17.638: Child Welfare Statistics, NCSS Report CW-1
512-D
HE 17.639/3: Report of Findings, AFDC Study NCSS Re­
port AFDC-3 512-D-5
HE 17.640: NCSS Report. H-(nos.) 512-D-7
Community Service Administration 
HE 17.702: General Publications 532-B-l
HE 17.708: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 532-B-3
HE 17.709: Services to AFDC Families, Annual Report
to Congress 532-B-2
Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration 
HE 17.802: General Publications 532-C-2
HE 17.808: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 532-C-3
HE 17.809: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
532-C-4
HE 17.811: Grants, Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
Control Act 532-A-9
Public Health Service 
HE 20.2: General Publications 485
HE 20.5: Laws 495-A
HE 20.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 499
HE 20.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 496-A
HE 20.10: Health Information Series (numbered) 486
HE 20.11: Public Health Service Bibliography Series
481-A
HE 20.13: CCPM Pamphlets 483-1
HE 20.14: Conference of State Sanitary Engineers, Re­
port of Proceedings 494-A
Occupational Safety and Health Bureau
HE 20.1602: General Publications 499-F-2
HE 20.1608: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 499-F-l
Community Environmentol Management Bureau
HE 20.1810: Community Environmental Management
Series 468-A-7
HE 20.1811: Environmental Health Services Series on
Community Organization Techniques 
512-F-l













General Publications 483-T-l 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 483-T-2 
Health Services Report 497 
HSMHA Public Advisory Committees: Au­
thority, Structure, Functions 483-T 
HSMHA Public Advisory Committees: Roster 
of Members 483-T 
List of Publications 481-A 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
483-T-4
Emergency Health Series 486-E 
Emergency Health Services Digest 483-R 
Indian Health Program (annual) 483-T-3 
To the First Americans, Annual Report on 
Indian Health Program of Public Health 
Service 486-1




H I  20.20U:
H I  20.2018:
H I  20.2019:
Naiieiial Center 








Directory of State. Territorial, and Regional 
Health Authorities (annual) 483-B 
Orants-in-Aid and Other Financial Assist­
ance Programs, HSMHA 483-P 
Monographs (numbered series) 500-A 
The Health Consequences of Smoking 485-A
for Health Services Research and Pevelepment
Oeneral Publications 491-B-l 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 491-B-5 
Focus 491-B-7
Report HSRD-(series) 491-B-2 
HSRD Briefs (numbered) 491-B-3 
Reprint Series (numbered) 491-B-4 
Publications Reports (numbered) 491-B-^ 
Conference Series 491-B-8
National Center for Health Statistics
HE 20.2201: Annual Report 508-A-l
HE 20.2202: General Publications 508
HE 20.2206: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 509
HE 20.2208: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 509
HE 20.2209: Monthly Vital Statistics Report 508-B
HE 20.2210: Vital and Health Statistics 500-E
HE 20.2211: Annual Report of United States National
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, 
fiscal year 492-A (Rev. 1968)
HE 20.2212: Vital Statistics of U.S. 510
HE 20.2213: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
508-G
HE 20.2214: Proceedings of National Meeting of Public
Health Conference on Records and Statis­
tics (annual) 509-A
HE 20.2215: Health Resources Statistics (annual) 509-B
Center for Disease Control
HE 20.2302: General Publications 504
HE 20.2308: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 505-A
HE 20.2310: Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report
508-A
HE 20.2313: Reported Tuberculosis Data (annual) 500-D
Notional institute of Mental Health
General Publications 507-B-5 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-B-10 
Social Seminar Discussion Guide Series 
507-B-10
Psychopharmacology Bulletin (quarterly) 
507-Z-l
Psychopharmacology Abstracts 507-Z 
Mental Health Digest (monthly) 507-T 
National Institute of Mental Health Support 
Programs 507-B-6 (Rev. 1969)
Bulletin of Suicidology 507-B-4 
Bulletin of Suicidology, Supplements 507-B-4 
Schizophrenia Bulletto 507-B-7 
Mental Health Statistics Series 491-A 
Mental Health Statistics: Current Facility 
Reports 497-A
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
507-B-9
Mental Health Directory 506-C 
Mental Health Program Reports 507-B-2 
Crime and Delinquency Abstracts 506-B 
Crime and Delinquency Issues, Monograph 
Series 507-B-13
Crime and Delinquency Topics, Monograph 
Series 507-B-13
Saint Elizabeths Hospital Publications 512 
Mental Health Research Grant Awards 
(fiscal year) 507-B-ll
Survey and Reports Section, Statistical 
Notes (numbered) 507-B-12 
























Health Care Facilities Service 
HE 20.2502: General Publications 486-A-2
HE 20.2509: Hill-Burton Project Register 486-C
HE 20.2509/2: Hill-Burton Program Progress Report 486-C 
HE 20.2511: Health FaciUUes Series 486-D
Cemmuaity Health Service
HE 20.2552: General Publications 512-E-l
HE 20.2558: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 512-E-2
Regional Medical Programs Service
HE 20.2602: General Publications 483-L-l
HE 20.2608: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 483-L-2
HE 20.2610: Progress Report, Regional Medical Pro­
grams for Heart Disease, Cancer, Stroke, 
and Related Diseases 483-L
HE 20.2611: Selected Bibliography of Regional Medical
Programs 483-L-3
HE 20.2612: Directory of On-Going Research in Smoking
and Health 483-L-4
Indian Health Service
HE 20.2652: General PubUcations 486-1-2
HE 20.2658: Handbooks. Manuals. Guides 486-1-1
H E 20.2659: Dental Services for American Indians and
Alaskan Natives (annual) 486-F 
HE 20.2661: Indian Health Trends and Services (annual)
486-1-3
Federal Health Program Service
HE 20.2702: General Publications 494-C-l
HE 20.2709: Annual Statistical Summary, Fiscal Year
494-C
HE 20.2710: Automated Multiphasic Health Testing Bib­
liography 494-C-2
HE 20.2710/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
494-C-3
Maternal and Child Health Service
HE 20.2751: Annual Report 483-V-6
HE 20.2752: <3eneral Publications 483-V-l
HE 20.2755: Laws 483-V-5
HE 20.2758: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 483-V-3
HE 20.2759: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
483-V-2
HE 20.2760: MCHS Statistical Series 483-V-4
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
HE 20.2809: Toxic Substances, Annual List 494-D-l
Community Environmental Management Eureau
HE 20.2852: General Publications 512-F
HE 20.2859: Injury Control Research Laboratory: Re­
search Report ICRL-RR (series) 483-0
National Center for Family Planning Services 
HE 20.2909: Family Planning Digest (bi-monthly)
494-E-l
National Institutes of Health
HE 20.3001: Annual Report 506-G
HE 20.3002: General Publications 507
HE 20.3006: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions
507-A-21
HE 20.3008: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-H
HE 20.3009: NIH Publications List 506-A
HE 20.3009/3: Periodicals Currently Received in NIH Li­
brary 506-A
HE 20.3011: Computer Research and Technology Divi­
sion: Technical Reports 483-U 
HE 20.3012: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
506- A




















































Research Grants Index (annual) 507-D 
NIH Research Grants 507-D 
Resources for Biomedical Research and Edu­
cation, Reports 507-U
Associated Training Programs in Medical and 
Biological Sciences, at National Institutes 
of Health (annual) 507-A-24 
NIH Almanac (annual) 507-A-23 
Scientific Directory and Annual Bibliography
506- A-5
NIH Public Advisory Groups; Authority, 
Structure, Fimctions 507-N 
NIH Public Advisory Groups: Roster of 
Members 507-N 
Addresses 507-A-17
Nursing Clinical Conference Presented by 
Nursing Department of Clinical Center, 
National Institutes of Health 507-A-19 
DRG [Division of Research Grants] News­
letter) 506-E
Medical and Health Related Sciences Tlie 
saurus 506-P
Progress Against Cancer 507-G
Health Manpower Education Bureau
(3eneral Publications 507-D-l 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-D-3 
Health Manpower Source Book 507-D-2 
Nurses in Public Health 493-C 
Current Research Project Grants (annual)
507- D-4
Fluoridation Census (annual) 483-G 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
507-I>-5
DMI [Division of Manpower Intelligence] 
Reports 507-D-6
Health Manpower Data Series 507-D-7 
Health Manpower Clearinghouse Series 507- 
D-7
National Concur Institute
General Publications 507-G-2 
Information Bulletin (annual) 507-<3-4 
Carcinogenesis Abstracts (monthly) 507-A-l 
Cancer Chemotherapy Reports, Pt. 1 507-A-9 
Cancer Chemotherapy Reports, Pt. 2 507-A-9 
Cancer Chemotherapy Reports, Pt. 3 507-A-9 
Journal of National Cancer Institute 488 
NCI Monographs 507-L 
Progress Against Cancer, Report by National 
Advisory Cancer Council 507-G 
Chemotherapy Fact Sheets 507-G-l 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
507-G-3
NCI Research Reports (imnumbered) 507-V 
Viral Tiamorigenesis Report (semiannual) 
507-0-5
National Heart and Lung Institute
General Publications 507-E-l 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-E-2 
Fibrinolysis, Thrombolysis, and Blood Clot­
ting Bibliography 506-A-3 
Medical Devices Application Program, An­
nual Report 507-E-3
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
HE 20.3252: General Publications 505-A-l
National institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases
HE 20.3302: General Publications 507-A-25
HE 20.3308: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-A-26
HE 20.3309: Endocrinology Index (bimonthly) 507-A-20
HE 20.3310/2: Diabetes Literature Index, Annual Index Is­
sue 507-A-15
HE 20.3311: Artificial Kidney Bibliography (quarterly)
506-A-2
HE 20.3313: Gastroenterology Abstracts and Citations
(monthly) 507-A-14
HE 20.3314: Annual Contractors Conference of Artificial
Kidney Program Proceedings 506-A-6









General Publications 506-D-2 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
506-D-3
Population Research Reports (numbered) 
506-A-4
Federal Program in Population Research In­
ventory of Population Research Supported 
by Federal Agencies During Fiscal Year
506- D-4
CPR Population Research (series) 506-D-5
National institute of Dental Research
General Publications 507-0-1 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 507-0-2 
Dental Caries Research, Catalog of Dental 
Caries Research Project Sponsored During 
Fiscal Year by Federal and Non-Federal 
Organizations 507-0-3
National Institute of General Medical Sciences 
HE 20.3451: Annual Report 497-B
HE 20.3452: General Publications 497-C-l
National Institute of Neurological Disease and Stroke 
HE 20.3502: General Publications 507-L-2
HE 20.3510: NINDS Monographs 507-L-l
HE 20.3511: Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders:
Citations from the Literature 507-L-3 
H E 20.3511/2: Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders: 
International Directory of Scientists 507- 
L-5
Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders: 
Cumulative Bibliography 527-L-3 
NINDS Research Profiles (annual) 507-A-6 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
507- D-4






National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
HE 20.3552: General Publications 507-P-l
National Library of Medicine 
HE 20.3601: Annual Report 508-L
HE 20.3602: General Publications 508-D
HE 20.3608: Handbooks, Manuals. Guides 508-K
HE 20.3608/2: Film Reference Guide for Medicine and Al­
lied Sciences (annual) 508-H
HE 20.3608/4: National Medical Audiovisual Center Cata­
log 497-A
HE 20.3609: National Library of Medicine Current Cata­
log 508-^
HE 20.3609/2: National Library of Medicine Current Cata­
log, Cumulative Listing 508-J
HE 20.3609/3: National Library of Medicine Current Cata­
log, Annual Cumulation 508-J
HE 20.3610: Monthly Bibliography of Medical Reviews
508-F
HE 20.3610/2: Bibliography of Medical Reviews (cumula­
tions) 508-F
HE 20.3612: Index Medicus, including Bibliography of
Medical Reviews (monthly) 508-E 
HE 20.3612/2: Abridged Index Medicus (monthly) 508-E-l 
HE 20.3612/2-2: Cumulated Abridged Index Medicus, 508-E-l 
HE 20.3612/3: Cumulated Index Medicus 508-E 
HE 20.3613: Toxicity Bibliography (quarterly) 508-M
HE 20.3614: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 508-F
17




Bibliography of the History of Medicine (an­
nual. cumulated every five years) 508-P 
Selected References on Enviroiunental Qual­
ity as It Relates to Health 508-H-2 
Current Bibliography of Epidemiology 
(monthly) 508-H-3
John E. Fesorty International C«nt«r for 
Advaneod Study in the Haalth Seianect
HE 20.3701 /2: National Institutes of Health Annual Report 
of International Activities (fiscal year) 
507-C-4
General Publications 507-C-l 
Public Health Service International Postdoc­
toral Research Fellowships, Awards For 
Study In United States 507-C-2 
Fogarty International Center Proceedings 
507-C-3
National Ey« Institnt*
Statistics on Blindness in Model Reporting 
Area (annual) 507-Y
Conference of Model Reporting Area For 
Blindness Proceedings (annual) 507-Y
Food and Drug Administration
General Publications 475 
FDA Drug Bulletin 475-Q 
Laws 475-B
Regulations, Rules. & Instructions 478 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 475-G 
FDA Clinical Experience Abstracts (bi­
weekly) 475-L 
FDA Papers 475-H 
National Drug Code Directory 475-N 
FDA Current Drug Information 474-A 
FDA Publications (numbered) 475-A 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
475-F
Flammable Fabrics, Annual Report 475-0 
Public Advisory Committees: Authority, 
Structure, Functions, Members 475-P 
Selected Technical Publications (semi-an­
nual) 475-R
Radiological Hoalth Bureau
General Publications 498-B-2 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 498-B-l 
BRH/NERHL (Northeastern Radiological 
Health Laboratory Series) 498-B-5 
BRH/DEP [Division of Electronic Products] 
(series) 468-A-5 
BRH/OBD (series) 498-B-4 
BRH/DMRE [Division of Medical Radiation 
Exposure] (series) 483-M 
BRH/ORO [Ofllce of Regional Operations] 
Series 468-A-4
BRH/DBE [Division of Biological Effects] 
(series) 468-A-6
Child Davelopment OiRce
General Publications 454-C-l 
Handbooks, Manuals. Guides 454-C-4 
Child Development OflSce Manuals (num­
bered) 445-L 
Children Today 449
Publications of Office of Child Development 
454-C-2
Day Care USA [Publications] 454-C-3 
Childruu's Bureau
General Publications 452 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 452-C 












































Research Relating to Children Bulletin 
(numbered) 453-A
Bibliographies and List> of Publications 450 
Headliner Series 452-B







General Publications 445-N-2 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 445-N-l 
Healthy, That’s Me, Parents Handbook 
445-N-l
Caring for Children (series) 445-N-3 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
445-N-4
Project Head Start Series 857-H-12





































Annual Report 581 
General Publications 582 
Laws 583
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 584 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 582-E 
HUD Handbooks (numbered) 582-E 
HUD Guides (munbered) 582-E 
Addresses 581-C 
HUD Newsletter 582-L 
Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 581-D 
Housing fimd Planning References, New Ser­
ies 582—13
Urban Planning Assistance Program Project 
Directory 584-F
HUD International Coimtry Reports 581-E-3 
HUD Clearinghouse Service HCS-(series) 
582-J
HUD Challenge (bimonthly) 582-K 
Government National Mortgage Association: 
Annual Report 582-A-l 
HUD Statistical Yearbook (annual) 582-M 
Environmental Planning Papers 581-E 
HUD International Briefs 581-E-l 
HUD International Supplement 581-E-l 
HUD International Information Sources 
Series 581-E-l
Biennial HUD Awards for Design Excellence 
(numbered) 581-E-2
Model Cities Management Series, Bulletins 
(numbered) 581-E-4
Community Development Evaluation Series 
581-E-5
Fadaral Housing Administration
General Publications 589 
Laws 592
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 594 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 589-A 
Technical Standards Training Guide (series) 
589-A
Land Planning Bulletin 591-A 
Technical Circulars 593-A 
Minimum Property Requirements for Proper­
ties of 1 or 2 Living Units 593 
Minim um  Property Requirements (miscella­
neous) 593
Minimum Property Standards for 1 and 2 
Living Units 593
Statement of Financial Condition (annual) 
593-B
Analysis of I Various Areas! Housing Markets 
593-E
Henslag AMistanco Admiuistratien
Reports ti Publications 599HH 3.
Land and Facilitins Dnvniopmant Administration













Federal Notional Mortgage Atsoelatlon
General Publications 594-A 
Laws 583
Renewal Assistance Administration
General Publications 584-C 
Technical Guides 584-D 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 584-E 
Urban Renewal Directory (semiannual) 
584-M
Land in Urban Renewal Project Areas Avail­
able for Private Redevelopment 584-1 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
584-K
Urban Management Assistance Administration
General Publications 584-0 
Abstracts of "701” Planning Reports (semi­
annual) 584-N





































Saline Water Conversion Reports 604-A 
Cooperative Water Resources Research & 
Training 601-B 
General Publications 603 





Digest of Decisions of Department of Interior 
in Cases Relating to Public Lands 602 
Solicitor’s Opinions (Non-GPO) 665-E 
Decisions on Land Appeals (Non-GPO) 665-D 
Decisions on Indian Appeals (Non-GPO) 
665-C
Decisions on Contract Appeals (Non-GPO) 
665-A
Decisions on Tort and Irrigation Claims 
(Non-GPO) 665-F 
Conservation Bulletins 601 
Personnel Management Publications 603-D 
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 604 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 603-B 
Safety Conference Guides 603-B 
Indian Arts and Crafts Board: Native Ameri­
can Arts (series) 603-E 
Sea Water Conversion Research Station 
(series) 604-A
Saline Water Conversion Demonstration 
Plants 604-A
Conceptual Designs of Desalination Plants 
604-A
Desalting Plants Inventory Report (annual) 
604-A-2
Saline Water Research & Development Prog­
ress Reports 604-A-l
Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 600-A 
Natural Resources of [various States! 603-C 
Water Resources Research Catalog 604-B 
Conservation Yearbooks 601-A 
Administration of Federal Metal and Non- 
metallic Mine Safety Act, Annual Report 
of Secretary of Interior 603-F
Gteiegieal Survey
General Publications 621 
Bulletins 620 
Circulars 620-A 
Water-Supply Papers 625 
List of Publications (annual) 623 
List of Publications (monthly) 622
I 19.15/4: Topographic Instructions 624-A
119.15/5: Techniques of Water-Resources Investiga­
tions 624-A
119.16: Professional Papers 624
Indian Affairs Bureau
I 20.1: Annual Report 626-A
I 20.2: General Publications 627
I 20.27: Addresses 628-B
I 20.51: Indians of [various States] 627-A
I 20.55: Indian Record 627-B
Reclamation Bureau
I 27.1 /2: Statistical Appendix to Report of Commis­
sioner (annual) 663-A
I 27.1 /3: Reclamation Accounts to You, Report of Bu­
reau’s Financial Condition, Fiscal year 
662-A
I 27.2: (General Publications 660
I 27.5: Reclamation Era 663
127.19: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 664
I 27.19/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 660-B
I 27.27; Laws 661
I 27.34; Engineering Monograph 664-B
I 27.54: Research Reports 664-B
I 27.55: Crop Reports & Related Data 663-A
Mines Bureau
I 28.2: General Publications 637
I 28.3: Bulletins 636
1 28.5: List of Publications 638
I 28.5/2: New Publications (monthly) 642
I 28.5/3; Lists of Publications (misc.) 638
I 28.6: Miners’ Circulars 640
I 28.16: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 644
I 28.16 /2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 637-B
128.18/3: Petroleum Products Surveys (Non-GPO)
642-A
I 28.23: Report of Investigations 637-A
I 28.26/6: Technical Progress Reports 637-A
I 28.27: Information Circulars 637-A
I 28.35: Motion Picture Films (list) 641
I 28.37: Minerals Yearbook 639
128.39: Mineral Trade Notes (Non-GPO) 638-B
I 28.42: International Coal Trade (Non-GPO) 637-C
1 28.43/3: International Petroleum Annual (Non-GPO)
642-A
I 28.48/2: Questions and Answers Handbooks 643
128.114; Laws 637-E
I 28.115: Bureau of Mines Research, Summary of Sig­
nificant Results in Mining Metallurgy and 
Energy (annual) 637-F
National Park Sorvlec
I 29.2; General Publications 648
I 29.6; National Parks, Information Circulars 651
129.6/2: National Seashores, Information Circulars
651
129.6/3 National Lakeshore, Information Circulars
651
I 29.6/4: National Rivers, Information Circulars 651
I 29.9: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 656
129.9/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides (includes re­
lated classes) 648-A
I 29.9/3-2: Visitor Services Training Series 648-A
I 29.9/4: Compilation of Administrative Policies 648-C
I 29.13: Fauna Series 647
I 29.21: National Monuments & Military Parks, In­
formation Circulars 650
I 29.26: Tree Preservation Bulletins 656-A
129.39: National Recreational Areas, Information
Circulars 654 
I 29.46: Laws 653
I 29.58: Historical Handbook .Series 649

























































Archeological Research Series 646-A 
Natural History Handbooks 654-A 
Activities in National Capital Region 646-D 
National Parks & Landmarks 646-B 
Camping in National Park System 646-C 
Historic American Buildings Survey 648-B 
National Register of Historic Places 648-D 
Advisory List of National Register of Historic 
Places 648-D
Anthropological Papers (numbered) 646-E 
Urban Ecology Series 646-F
Geographic Names Board




General Publications 666 
Virgin Islands:
------Annual Report of Governor 671
------General Publications 672
Guam:
-Aiinual Report of Governor 672-A
Trust Territory of Pacific Islands:
------Annual Report of High Commissioner
670-A
American Samoa:
------Annual Report of Governor 668-A
Bonneviiie Power Administration
General Publications 606 
Laws 606-A
Solicitor of Department of Interior
Laws 665
Fish and Wiidiife Service
General Publications 612 
Circulars 609
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 612-E 
Wildlife Leaflets 616-B 
Wildlife Services Leaflets 616-B 
Sp>ecial Scientific Reports: Wildlife 614-C 
Wildlife Review (quarterly) 616-A 
Wildlife Abstracts 616-A 
Regulatory Annoimcemente 613 
Research Reports 614 
Fisheries Center Leafiets 610-B 
North American Fauna 612-A 
Progressive Fish-Culturist 612-B 
Conservation in Action 610 
Conservation Notes 610 
Test Kitchen Series 616 
Sport Fishery Abstracts 614-A 
Refuge Leafiets 612-C
Special Fisheries Marketing Bulletins 611-A 
Fishery Market Development Series 611-nP 
Fishery Products Reports (Non-GPO) 611-E 
Resource Publications 613-B 
Technical Papers of Bureau of Sport Fish­
eries and Wildlife 615-A 
Fish Distribution Reports 610-C 
Investigations in Fish Control 610-D 
Wildlife Portrait Series 616-C 
Foreign Game Leafiets 611-G
Land Management Bureau
Public Land Statistics (annual) 633-C 
General Publications 631 
Technical Bulletins 634-B 
Laws 632-A
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 633 
Ephemeris of Sun, Polaris, and Selected Stars 
(annual) 630
I 53.9; Information Bulletins 632
I 53.10: Standard Field Tables 634
I 53.12: Our Public Lands 633-A
I 53.14: Proceedings, National Advisory Board Coun­
cil, Annual Meeting 633-B
I 53.17; Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 629-A
Defense Electric Power Administration
I 54. Reports and Publications 606-B-l
Minerals and Solid Fuels Office
1 40. Reports and Publications 634-A
Coal Research Office 
I 43.1; Annual Report 606-C-l
I 43.10: Research and Development Reports 606-C-2
Oil and Gas Office
• 44. Reports & Publications 657-C
Outdoor Recreation Bureau
I 44.2: General Publications 657-B-l
I 44.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 657-B-7
I 44.8/2: Outdoor Recreation Grants-In-Ald Manual
657-B-3
I 44.11: Publications (numbered) 657-B-2
144.15: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
657-B-4
• 44.14: Operation Golden Eagle, Directory of Federal
Recreation Areas Requiring Entrance Ad­
mission and User Charges 657-B-6. 
144.17: Outdoor Recreation Action (quarterly)
657-B-5
144.18: Outdoor Recreation Research 657-B-8
Alaska Power Administration
I 48: Reports and Publications 604-C-l
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
IA 1.1: Annual Report 672-B
lA 1.2: General Publications 672-B
IA  1.4: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 672-B
lA  1.4/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 672-D
IA  1.8; Problems of Communism 672-C
IA1.13; Addresses 672-B
IA1.21: Agency In Brief (annual) 672-B
INTERSTATE COMMERCE CO M M ISSIO N
1C 1.1; Annual Report 673
1C 1.2: General Publications 674
1C 1.4: I.C.C. Reports 677
1C 1.11: Rules of Practice 679
1C 1.12/2: Regulations, Rules & Instructions 678
1C 1.12/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 678
1C 1.19: Revenues, Expense and Statistics of Freight
Forwarders (quarterly) 682-A-l 
1C 1.25: Transport Statistics in United States 699
1C 1 acca.2: General Publications Relating to Accounts
682-A
1C 1 aeee.7: Rail Carload Unit Costs by Territories 682-C
1C 1 aet.5: Interstate Commerce Act 675
1C 1 aet.5/2: I.C.C. Acts, Annotated 676
1C 1 heu.9: Statistical Analysis of Carriers’ Monthly
Hours of Service Reports 685 
Motor Carriers:
1C 1 mot.4: —Regulations, Rules & Instructions 689
1C 1 met.8: —Reports, Motor Carrier Cases 688
IC1 met.12: — ^Revenue, Expenses, . . . Class 1 Motor
Carriers of Passengers, Statement 
Q-750 690
1C 1 met.13: —Revenues, Expenses, . . . Large Motor
Carriers of Property, Statement Q-800 
691
1C 1 mef.17: —Accounting Circulars 689
20
1C 1 mot.22: —^Freight Commodity Statistics Class 1
Motor Carriers (annual) 687-A
Pipe lines:
1C 1 plp.6: —Uniform System of Accounts 692-A
1C 1 ia f . l : Report of Sec. of Railroad Safety to ICC 693
1C 1 saf.5: Safety Appliance Acts 693-A
1C 1 »af.5/2: Laws administered by Safety and Service Bu­
reau 693-A
1C 1 •of.l 0: Tabulation of Statistics Pertaining to Signals.
IC 1 itc.2: General Publications Relating to Railroads
696
iC 1 stc.22: Operating Statistics of Class 1 Railroads in
United States, Statement Q-200 698 
IC 1 stc.24: Revenue Traffic Statistics of Class 1 Line-
Haul Railroads, Statement Q-220(OS-B) 
711
IC 1 tte.25: Wage Statistics of Class 1 Railroads, State­
ment M-300 714
IC 1 «t«.29: Freight Commodity Statistics, Class 1 Rail­
roa d  (annual) 704
IC 1 st«.34: Selected Income & Balance-Sheet Items of
Class 1 Railroads, Statement Q-125 712 
IC 1 s*«.36; Motive Power & Car Equipment of Class 1 
Railroads, Statement Q-240 708 
IC 1 stc.38/2: Train & Yard Service of Class 1 Railroads, 
Statement Q-210 710
IC 1 st«.44: Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad
Companies 702
IC 1 w at.ll: Revenue and Traffic of Class A and B Water
Carriers, (Statement Q-650) 682-D 
IC 1 wat.l4: Uniform System of Accounts for Carriers by
Inland & Coastal Waterways 715-C
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
j  1 .1 ; Annual Report of Attorney General of
United States 717-C-l
j  1.1/2: Annual Report of Law Enforcement Assist­
ance Administration 717-C 
jl ,2 ;  General Publications 717
J 1.5: Official Opinions of Attorneys General (bound
volumes) 718
J1.5/a: Opinions of Attorney General (separate
opinions) 718
J 1 7* 719
J lis: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 717-A
J 1.8/2: Handbooks. Manuals, Guides 717-A
Federal Bureau of Invectlsutloii
J 1.14/1: Annual Report 721-A
J 1.14/2: General Publications 721
J 1.14/7: Uniform Crime Reports 722
J 1.14/16: Handbooks, Manuals. Guides 722
Justice Department (continued)
J 1.20/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
717-G
J 1.26: Reports of Attorney General on Competition
in Ssmthetic Rubber Industry 719-A 
J 1.27: Report of Attorney General Pursuant to sec.
2 of Joint Resolution Consenting to an 
Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil u id  
Gas 719-B
J 1.28: Adjudications of Attorney General of United
States 716-A
J1.29: Annual Report of Office of Administrative
Procedure 716-B
J 1.30: Report of Attorney General to Congress on
Administration of Foreign Agents Regis­
tration Act 719-C
J)*3l: Identical Bidding in Public Procurement,
Report of Attorney General 719-D 
J *^32: Annual Report to the President and to Con­
gress on Activities Under Law Enforce­
ment Assistance Act 716-C
J 1.33: LEAA Grants and Contracts [list] 717
J 1.33/2: LEAA Grants and Contracts Dissemination
Documents 717
J 1.33/3: LEAA Newsletter (monthly) 717-B-l
J 1.35: LEEP Award Lists 717-B
J 1.35/2: LEEP Newsletter 717-B
J 1.36: PR (series) 717-D
J 1.36/2: ICR (series) 717-D
J 1.37: National Criminal Justice Information and
Statistics Service. SC-EE (series) 717-E 
J 1.37/2: National Criminal Justice Information and
Statistics Service, Statistics Center Reports 
717-E
J 1.38: Program and Project Plan for Fiscal Year
717-F
J 1.39: Criminal Justice Agencies 717-H
Immlsratiou & Naturalisatiou Service
J 21.1: Annual Report 723-A
J21.2: General Publications 725
J 21.5: Laws & Regulations 726
J 21.5/2: U.S. Immigration Laws. General Information
726
J 21.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 727
J 21.6/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 725-A
J 21.9: Federal Textbooks on Citizenship 724
J 21.11: Administrative Decisions Under I & N Laws
723
J 21.14: Citizenship Day & Constitution Week Bulletin
(annual) 723-B
J 21.15: Annual Indicator of In-Migration into
United States of Allens in Professional and 
Related Occupations 723-C
Cemmaalty Ralafloat Sarvle*
J 23.1: Annual Report 208-A
J 23.2: General Publications 208-A-l
J 23.8: Handbooks, Manuals. Guides 208-A-2
Nareetlet and Dangareas Drugs Bureau 
J 24.2: General Publications 967
J 24.3: BNDD Bulletin 968-B
J 24.6: Regulations (numbered) 968
J 24.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 968-A
J24.9: Traffic in Opium & Other Dangerous Drugs
(annual) 969
J 24.10: Fact Sheets 47&-J
J 24.12: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
967-A
J 24.13: Community Drug Abuse Prevention Program
Series 967-B
J 24.14: SCID-TR (series) 968-D
J 24.15: Addresses 968-C
JUDICIARY  
Court of Claims
Ju 3.2: General Publications 731
Ju 3.9: Court of Claims Reports 730
Ju 3.10: Rules of Court of Claims 732
Ju 3.10/3: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 731-B
Ju 3.10/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 731-B
Supremo Court
Ju 6.2: General Publications 738
Ju 6.8: United States Reports 741
Ju 6.B/b: Supreme Court Decisions 740-A
Ju 6.9: Rules and Orders 739
Ju 6.9/2: General Orders in Bankruptcy 739
Ju 6.9/3: Rules of Civil Procedure for District Courts
739
Ju 6.11: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 740
Court of Customs and Potont Appeals
Ju 7.2: General Publications 734
Ju 7.5: Customs & Patent Cases Adjudged 733
Ju 7.B: Rules 735
21
easterns Court
Ju 9,5: Reports 736
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts
JulO.1: Annual Report 728
Ju 10.2: General Publications 729
Ju 10.3/2: The Third Branch, Bulletin of Federal
Courts 728-B
Ju 10.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 729-A
Ju 10.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 729-B
Ju 10.10: Report of Proceedings of Regular Annual
Meeting of Judicial Conference of U.S. 729 
Ju 10.10/2: Report of Proceedings of Special Session of
Judicial Conference of U.S. 729 
Ju 10.11: Federal Offenders in the United States Dis­
trict CoiulB 728-A
Tax Court
Ju 11.7: Reports 742
Ju 11.8: Rules of Practice 743
Ju 11.8/2: Rules, Regulations, & Instructions 743
LABOR D IPA R T M iN T
L 1.1: Annual Report 744
L 1.2: General Publications 745
L 1.3/3: Secretary’s Bulletins 747-A
L 1.3/4; Manpower Research Bulletins 746-D
L 1.7: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 747
L 1.7/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 745-A
L 1.7/4: Regulations and Interpretative Bulletins 747
L 1.7/5: Occupational Guides 745-C
L 1.7/6; Job Guide for Young Workers 756-B
LI.7/7: Interviewing Guides for Specific Disabilities
756-A
L 1.34: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 744-A
L 1.39/2: Manpower Evaluation Reports 746-F
L 1.39/3: Manpower/Automation Research Mono­
graphs 746-H
L 1.39/6: Manpower Research Projects 746-1
L 1.39/8: Seminars on Manpower Policy and Program
745
L 1.39/9: Manpower (monthly) 748-N
L1.42: Manpower Research & Training in Accord­
ance with sec. 309 of Manpower Develop­
ment & Training Act 746-B
L 1.42/2: Manpower Report of the President & Report
on Manpower Requirements, Resources, 
Utilization, & Training by Dept, of Labor 
746-C
L 1.42/2-2: Statistics on Manpower, Supplement to Man­
power, Report of the Prudent 746-C 
L1.47: Laws 746-E
L1.48: Technical Assistance Aids (numbered)
762-D-2
L 1.51: Compliance, Ekiforcement & Reporting Under
the Labor Management Reporting & Dis­
closure Act 762-D-3
L 1.51/3: Digest and Index of Published Decisions of
Assistant Secretary of Labor 762-D-3 
L 1.52: Report of Occupational Training under Area
Redevelopment Act 746-J
L 1.54; Plans for Progress, Publications 746-L
L 1.54/3: Plans for Progress Newsletter 745-B
L f -55: Administration of Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act (annual) (Non-GPO) 
744-B
L1.56: Research and Demonstration Findings
746-M
L L58: JCH (series) 857-H-l
L 1.58/2: PM (series) 744-C
L 1.59; Directory of Local Employment Security Of­
fices 753-A
LI.60: Employment Service Statistics (monthly)
(Non-GPO) 754
L 1.61: Employment and Wages of Workers Covered
by the State Unemployment Insurance 
Laws and Unemployment Compensation 
for Federal Employees, by Industry and 
State 754-B
L1.62: Unemployment Insurance Claims (weekly)
(Non-GPO) 761-B
L 1.62/2: Unemployment Insurance Statistics (Non-
GPO) 758
L 1.63: Rural Manpower Developments 754-A
Labor Statistics Bureau
L 2.2: General Publications 769
L 2.3: Bulletins 768
L 2.6: Monthly Labor Review 770
L 2.32/2: Labor Developments Abroad (monthly)
769—B
L 2.34; Catalog of Publications 768-E
L 2.34/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
768-E
L 2.37: Estimated Retail Pood Prices by City (Non-
GPO) 768-1
L2.3B/3: Consiuner Price Index (monthly) 768-P
L 2.41/2: Employment b  Earnings and Monthly Re­
port on Labor Force 768-B
L 2.41 /5: Employees in Nonagricultural Establish­
ments by Industry 768-B
L 2.44; Current Wage Developments (numbered)
768-D(Rev. 1971)
L 2.44/2; Wage Developments in Manufacturing, Sum­
mary Release (quarterly) 771-D 
L 2.46: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 771
L 2.46/3: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 769-A
L2.61: Wholesale Prices and Price Indexes 771-B
L 2,64/2: Directory of Wage Chronologies 768-H
12.70/4: Occupational Outlook Quarterly 770-A
L 2.71: BLS Reports 768-G
L 2.71 /5; BLS Staff Papers 768-J
L 2.80: Proceedings of Interstate Conference on
Labor Statistics 769-C 
L 2.87: Major BLS Programs 769-E
L2.90; Summary of Manufacturing Earnings Series
771-E
L 2.99; Digest of Selected Pension Plans 768-K
L 2.100: Prices, Escalation and Economic Stability
(series) 768-L
Labor Standards Bureau
NOTE.—The Labor Standards Bureau has been abolished. When 
new editions for the series listed below are received, new classes 
wUl be established for them.
L16.5: Laws 765-C
L 16.6/3: Today’s Safety Guide. Abstracts (Non-GPO)
767-D
L 16.7/3: How to Inspect Charts (Non-GPO) 765-D
L 16.8/2: Occupational Safety Charts (Non-GPO)
765-G
L 16.17: List of Publications 765-A
L 16.25: Controlling Chemical Hazards Series 764
L 16.45: Leaflets 765-B
L 16.47/2: Maritime Safety Data for Shipyards (Non-
GPO) 765-E
L 16.47/5: Maritime Safety Data for Longshorlng (Non-
GPO) 765-E
L 16.47/6: Maritime Safety Data for Stevedoring Indus­
try (Non GPO) 765-E 
L 16.50: Fact Sheets 764-B
L 16.51 /3: Suggested Safe Practices for Shipyard Work­
ers (Non-GPO) 767-C
L 16.51/3-2: Suggested Safe Practices for Longshoremen
(Non-GPO) 767-C
L 16.51 /4: Student Reference, Safety 'Training Program
(Non-GPO) 764-C
22
L 16 51/5' Safeguard Our Nation's Youth on the Job
(Non-GPO) 767-B
L I 6.51/6: rechnical Reference. Safety Training Pro­
gram (Non-GPO) 764-C
L 16.51/7: Chemical Safety Data Sheet, Safety Train­
ing Program (Non-GPO) 784-C 
L 16.52: Highlights, Safety Standards Activity (an­
nual) (Non-GPO) 764-E
Solicitor of Dopartmcnt of Labor
L 21.2: General Publications 772
L21.5: Laws 772-C
L2I.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 772-A
L 21.6/2: Handbooks. Manuals. Guides 772-B
Wage and Hour DivUion (See, also L 36.200's)
L22.5: Laws 778-B
L 22.10/2: Explanatory Bulletins 778
L 22.11: Rulings St Interpretations 778
L 22.14: Child-Labor Bulletins 776
L 22.29: Industry Pamphlets 777-A
L 22.30: Questions & Answers QA-IND n S -C
L 22.31: Report Submitted to Congress in Accord­
ance with Requirements of Sec. 4(d) of 
Fair Labor Standards Act 780-A 
L 22.32: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 775-A
Apprenticeship and Training Bureau
L23.2: General Publications 748
L 23.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 749
L 23.6 /2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 748-C
L 23.10: Bulletin T (series) 748-B
L 23.16: Trade and Industry Publications (numbered
7 48-A
L 23.18: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 748-D
Veterans' Reemployment Rights Office
L 25.2: General Publications 773
L 25.6: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 774
L 25.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 773-A
Employees’ Compensation Bureau 
L 26.2: General Publications 750
L26.5: Laws 750-A
L26.6: Regulations, Rule:, & Instructions 750-B
L 26.6/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 750-B
L26.8: Federal Work Injuries Sustained During
Calendar Year 750-C
L 26.8/2: Federal Work Injury Facts, Number. Dura­
tion etc. 750-C
L 26.8/2-2: Federal Work Injury Facts, Occupational
Distribution, Duration etc. 750-C
Employees Compensation Appeals Board
L 28.2: General Publications 749-B
L 28.9: Decisions 749-B
International Labor Affairs Bureau
L 29.9: Directories of Labor Organizations 762-A
Federai Safety Council
L30. Reports and Publications 762-E
Unemployment Insurance Service
L 33.2: General Publications 783-E-l
L 33.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 783-E-2
L 33.9: Benefit Series Service Unemployment Insur­
ance Report (monthly) 752
L 33.10: Significant Provisions of State Unemploy­
ment Insurance Laws (semiannual) (Non- 
GPO) 761-A
L 33.11: Unemployment Insurance Tax Rates by In­
dustry 752-B
L 33.12: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
783-E-3
Training and Employment Service 
L 34.2: General Publications 755
L 34.5: Laws 759
L 34.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 756-B
L34.9: Area Trends in Employment and Unemploy­
ment (monthly) 752-C
L 34.10: Industry Manpower Surveys 756-E
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
L 35.2: General Publications 765
L 35.3: Bulletins 763
L 35.5: Laws 765-C
L 35.6: Regulations, Rides, and Instructions 766-D
L 35.6/2: Occupational Safety and Health Regidations,
OSHA-(seriei) 766-D
L 35.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 764-D
L 35.9: Safety Standards (bimonthly) 766-A
L 35.10: Occupational Safety Aids (Non-GPO) 765-G
L 35.11: Safe Work Guide OSHA-(series) 764-C
L 35.12: Martime Safety Digest: Shipyards (Non-
GPO) 765-F
Employment Standards Administration 
L 36.2: General Publications 746-C-l
L 36.9: Minimum Wage and Maximum Hours Stand
ards under Fair Labor Standards Act 
780-A
L 36.10: Labor Law Series 764-B
Women's Bureau
L 36.102: General Publications 782
L 36.103: Bulletins (numbered) 781
L 36.109: Family and Property Law (Non-GPO) 781-A
L 36.110: Leaflets 783
L 36.111: Labor Laws Affecting Women, Capsule Sum -
mary [by states] (Non-GPO) 782-A 
L 36.112: Pamphlets (numbered) 783-A
L 36.113: Marriage Laws (annual) 783-A-l
L 36.113/2: Divorce Laws (annual) 783-A-l
L 36.114: Women Workers in [various States] 783-C-l
L 36.114/2: Backgroimd Pacts on Women Workers in the
U.S. (Non-GPO) 783-C-l
W age and Hour Division (See, also L 22)
L 36.202: General Publications 777
L 36.205/2: Federal Labor Laws 778-B
L 36.206: Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 779
L 36.206/2: Regulations under Title 29, Code of Federal
Regulations 780
L 36.208: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 777-B
L 36.209: Interpretative Bulletins 778
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
LC 1.1: Annual Report 785
LC 1.2; General Publications 786
LC 1.6/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 786-A
LC 1.12/2: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 785-A
LC1.14: Addresses 784
LC 1.17: Quarterly Journal of Library of Congress 788
LC 1.31: National Referral Center for Science & Tech­
nology Publications 787-A
LC 1.32/2: Federal Library Committee Publications
785-B
General Reference and Bibliography Division 
LC 2.2: General Publications 806-C
LC 2.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 806-B
LC2.10: Arms Control & Disarmament (quarterly)
806-H
LC 2.11: Children’s Books (annual) 806-1
Copyright Office
LC 3.2; General Publications 803
LC3.3: Bulletins 790
LC 3.4; Information Circulars 802-A
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L IS T  OF CLASSES OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR SELECTION BY DEPOSITORY L IBRAR IES, Revised to June 30, 1972
ERRATA
N atio n a l Labor R e la t io n s  Board was om itted in  e rro r  from the June 
30, 1972 L i s t *  I t  should  fo llo w  LC 35*22 on page 24,
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 
Annual Report 824 
General P u b lic a t io n s  827 
Laws 828
R e g u la t io n s, Ru le s & In s t ru c t io n s  829 
Handbooks, M anuals, Guides 827-A 
NLRB F ie ld  Manual 827-A  
D e c is io n s  St Orders 828 
D ig e s t  o f D e c is io n s  826 
-  —  -Annual Supplements 826
Index o f Board D e c is io n s ,  Cumulative Supps, 826 
D ig e s t  o f D e c is io n s ,  C S - ( s e r ie s )  826-A 





LR 1 . 6 2
LR 1.6/22
LR 1.6/32







LC 3.4/2: Explanatory Circulars 802-A
LC 3,6/5: Catalog of Copyright Entries (3d Series):
—Part 1, Books & Pamphlets 791 
—Part 2, Periodic als, Including Renewals 
Registration "93
—Part 3, 4, Dramis & Works Prepared for 
Oral Delivery 794 
—Part 5, Music 795 
—Part 6, Maps and Atlases 797 
—Part 7-1 lA, Works of Art, Reproduction 
of Works of Art, etc. 798 
—Part IIB, Commercial Prints & Labels 
799
—Part 12 13, Motion Pictures 800
LC 3.8: 
LC 3.11:
—Cumula tive Series 803-A 





General Publications 811-B-l 
Presidents’ j’ apers Index Series 811-B
LC 5.2:






General Publications 818-F 
Reference Circulars (numbered) 818-D (Rev. 
1968)
Newspapers Currently Received and Perma­





General Publications 804 


























Prints and Photographs Division







General Publications 820 
Supplement to Subject Headings Used in 
Dictionary Catalog of Library of Congress 
(monthly) 823 
Cla.ssiflcation 819




















































General Publications 815 
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 817-A 
Monthly Checklist of State Publications 816 
Proceedings of Assembly of State Librarians 
817-B
Science and Technology Division
General Publications 818-A 
Antarctic Bibliography 818-A-l
Stock and Reader Division
General Publications 818-C
Slavic and Central Suropean Division
General Publications 818-E
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Annual Report 830
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADM INISTRATION
Semi-Annual Reports 830-A 
Year in Review at Croddard Space Plight 
Center 830-R
General Publications 830-C 
Laws 830-W
Procurement Regulations 830-N 
Procurement Directives 830-N 
Dictionaries, Qlossarie >, etc. 830-B 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
830-J
Scientific & Technical Aerospace Reports, 
Semimonthly Abstracts Journal 830-K
------Cumulative Indexes 830-K
Technical Reports 830-D 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: JPL/HR (series) 
830-H-3
NASA-Industry Program Plans Conferences 
830-E
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 830-F 
Index to Management Issuances 830-F 
Petitions for Patent Waiver, NHB 5500.1 
830-F
NASA EP (series) 830-G 
NASA Facts 830-H 
NASA SP (series) 830-1 
Reliability and Quality Assurance Publica­
tions 830-M
Aerospace Leaflets NASA-AL (series) 830-L 
Annusd Procurement Report 830-0 
Space Science and Applications Program 
(annual) 830-P
Publications of Goddard Space Flight Cen­
ter 830-Q
NASA BITS [Brief Ideas, Thoughts, Sugges­
tions] (semiannual) 830-S 
National Space Science Data Center, NSSDC 
(series) 830-T
Research and Technology Program Digest 
Plash Index (annual) 830-U 
NASA’s University Program, Quarterly Re­
port of Active Grants & Research Contracts 
830-V
Space Photography Index 830-H-2 
Computer Program Abstracts (quarterly) 
830-X
Computer Program Abstracts, Cumulative 
Issues 830-X
Mission Reports, MR-(series) 830-Y 
NASA Activities 830-H-l
NC2.
NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING CO M M ISSIO N
Reports and Publications 831-A
24
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL
NC 3. Reports and Publications 831-A
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADM INISTRATION
NCU1.1: Annual Report 525
NCU 1.1/2: State-Chartered Credit Unions, Annual Re­
port 525-1i
NCU 1.2: General Publications 526
NCU 1.3: Bulletin 525-A
NCU 1.5: Laws 526-A
NCU 1.6: Regulations, Rules, and Instructions 527
NCU l.B: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 526-B
NCU 1.10: Research Reports 527-B
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE ARTS 
AND THE HUMANITIES
NF 1, Reports and Publications 831-B-3
National Endowment for the Arts 
NF2. Reports and Publications 831-B-2
National Endowment for the Humanities
NF 3. Reports and Publications 831-B-l
NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD
NMB 1.1: Annual Report 832
N M B 1.2: General Publication 834
NMB 1.5: Laws 833-A
NMB 1.7: Emergency Boards Reports 833
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NS 1.1: Annual Report 834-B
NS 1,2: General Publications 834-C
NS 1.11 /2: Reviews of Data on Science Resources 834-G
NS 1.13: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 834-H
NS 1.14: Scientific Manpower (annual) 834-1
NS 1.14/2: American Science Manpower 834-1
NS 1.16: Scientific Information Activities of Fed.
Agencies 834-J
NS 1.18: Federal Funds for Research. Development &
Other Scientific Activities 834-N 
NS 1.19: Graduate Fellowship Program for Fiscal
Year, Fellowship Awards 834-0 
NS 1.20: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 834-P
NS 1.21: Annual Report on W ith e r  Modification
834-R
NS 1.22: Surveys of Science Resources Series 834-T
NS 1.23: Current Projects on Economic and Social Im­
plications of Scientific Research and De­
velopment (annual) 834-V
NS 1.24: Science Course Improvement Projects 834-X
NS 1.25: International Science Reports 834-W
NS 1.26: Antarctic Journal of United States (bi­
monthly) 834-Y
NS 1.28: National Science Board NSB (series) 834-Z
NS 1.29: Mosaic (quarterly) 834-F-l
NS 1.30: Federal Support of Research and Develop­
ment at Universities and Colleges and
Selected Nonprofit Institutions (annual) 
834-N-1
Science Infotmafion Service Office
NS 2.2: General Publications 834-U
NS 2.8: Nonconveiitional Technical Information Sys­
tems in Current Use 834-M
NS 2.9: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
834-S
NS 2.10: Current Research and Development in
Scientific Documentation 834-K
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
P 11: Annual Report 835
P 1.2: General Publications 837
P 1.3: Postal Bulletin 837-C
P 1.10/4: Directory of Post Offices 839
P 1.10/5: Directory of International Mail 839
P 1.10/8: National ZIP Code Dinotory 839
P 1.11/3: Postal Laws 838 CRev.)
P 1.12/5a: Instructions for Mailers 838-A
P 1.12/6: Postal Contracting Manual 838-E
P 1.31/3; Facilities Handbooks 843
P 1.31/4: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 843
P 1.31/5; Personnel Handbooks. Series P 843
P 1.31/6; Maintenance Handbook, MS-(series) 843
P 1.36/2 Public Information PI-(series) 837-B
P1.43; Postal Life (bimonthly) 838-D
P1.44: Postal Service Institute Bulletin 837-D
Finance and Administration Bureau 
P 4.2: General Publications 845-A
P 4.6: Cost Ascertainment Reports 844
P 4.10; Postage Stamps of United States 840
P 4.12; Regulations, Rules & Instructions 845-B
P 4.13; Revenues & Classes of Post Offices 841



























General Publications 845 
Operations Bureau
Methods Handbook, M Series 843
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
General Publications 850 
Special Commissions and Committees as ap­
pointed 851-J
Economic Report of President 848 
Report of President on Trade Agreements 
Program 848-A
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
General Publications 850 
President’s Committee on Employment of 
the Handicapped;
—General Publications 766-C 
—^Performance, Story of the Handicapped 
766
—Annual National Ability Counts Contest 
(announcements) 766-C 
—Program Guide 766-C 
—Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 766-C
Management and Budget Office
General Publications 854 
Management Bulletins 855 (Rev.)
Executive Management Bulletin (series) 855 
(Rev.)
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 856 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 854-A 
Budget of United States Government 853
------Budget in Brief 855-A





Budget Highlights 855-A 
Federal Statistical Directory 853-A 
Statistical Reporter, Current Developments 
in Federal Statistics 855-C 
Proceedings of the Federal Management Im­
provement Conference (annual) 854-B 
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
853-A-l
Emergency Preparedness Office
Reports and Publications 856-C-l 
OEP Economic Stabilization Circulars 
856-C-2
National Aeronautics and Space Council
Report to Congress from President of United 
States, United States Aeronautic and 
Space Activities (annual) 856-D
25








Consumer Advisory Council Report 857-E-2
Foreign Broadcast Information Service
Broadcasting Stations of the World 856-B
Science and Technology Office
General Publications 857-F-l 
Federal Water Resources Research Program 
(annual) 857-F-2
Office of Special Representative for Trade Negotiations 
PrEx 9. Reports and Publications 857-G-l
Office of Economic Opportunity
PrEx 10.1: Annual Report 857-H-lO
PrEx 10.2: General Publications 857-H
PrEx 10.5: Laws 857-H-3
PrEx 10.6: Regulations, Rules & Instructions 857-H-2
PrEx 10.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 857-H-2
PrEx 10.8/4: OEO Training Manuals 857-H-2
PrEx 10.8/5: OEO Manuals 857-H-2  ^ _
PrEx 10.9/3: Community Action (series) 857-H-7
PrEx 10.9/4: CAP Pamphlet 857-H-7
PrEx 10.14: Rural Opportunities 857-H-5
PrEx 10.15: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
857-H-4
PrEx 10.20: So . . . You Want To Be (series) 857-H-ll
PrEx 10.22: Report of National Advisory Coimcil on Eco­
nomic Opportunity (annual) 857-H-16 
PrEx 10.23: OEO Pamphlets 857-H-17
PrEx 10,27: Opportunity (monthly) 857-H-18
National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering 
Development
PrEx 12. Reports and Publications 1070-H






















General Publications 831-C-5 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 831-C 
Report Series 831-C-l
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
831—C—2
Selected Reference Series 831-C-3 
Tune In, Drug Abuse News 831-C-4
Council on Environmental Quality
Annual Report 856-E-l 
General Publications 856-E 
102 Monitor (monthly) 856-E-2
Domestic Council
General Publications 856-B-l
Report on National Growth (biennial)
856- B-2
Consumer AfFairs Office
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 857-1-2 
Consumer News (monthly) 857-1-1 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
857- 1-3
Cost of Living Council
Economic Stabilization Program Quarterly 
Reports 857-L-l
RENEGOTIATION BOARD
Reports and Publications 308
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
Annual Report 858 
General Publications 859 
Laws 860
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 861 
. Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 859-A
RR1.12: Railroad Retirement Board Legal Opinions
860-A
STATE DEPARTMENT
S 1 . 1 ; Foreign Relations of U.S. 872
S 1.1/2: Foreign Relations [by countries] 872
S 1.1/3: Foreign Relations (conferences) 872
S 1.1/4: Annual Report of Visa Office 862-D
S 1.2: General Publications 876
S 1.3: Dept, of State Bulletin 864
S 1.7: Foreign Service List 873
S 1.8: Diplomatic List 865
S 1.8/2: Employees of Diplomatic Missions (quar­
terly) 868-C
S1.26: Inter-American Series 877
S 1.30/3: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 886
S1.37: Commercial Policy Series 862
S 1.38: East Asian and Pacific Series 870
S 1.40: Regulations, Rules & Instructions 888
S 1.40/2: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 876-B
S 1.40/4: Discussion Guides, Tape-Recorded Depart­
ment of State Briefings 865-C 
S 1.40/4-2: Discussion Guides [films] 865-C
5 1.65: Economic Cooperation Series 868
5 1.67: International Information & Cultural Series
878
5 1.69: Department & Foreign Service Series 863
------Foreign Consular Offices in U.S. 871
51.70: International Organization & Conference
Series 882-B
5 1.70/5: International Organization Series 882-C
5 1.71: General Foreign Policy Series 875
5 1.71 /2: American Foreign Policy, Current Documents
(annual) 875
5 1.71/3: Economic Foreign Policy Series 868-B
51.74: European & British Commonwealth Series
869
Documents on German Foreign Policy 1918- 
45;
S 1.82: —English Language Edition 866
5 1.82/2: —German Language Edition 867
S 1.86: Near & Middle Eastern Series 883
5 1.111: World Strength of Communist Party Organi­
zations (annual) 900-B (Rev.)
51.114/2: Foreign Service Institute: Basic Language
Courses 872-A
5 1.114/2-2: Foreign Service Institute: Readers 872-A
5 1.114/3: Foreign Service Institute Publications 872-A
5 1.116: African Series 862-A
5 1.117/S: ACD (series) 862-C
5 1.118: Dept, of State News Letter 864-B
5 1.119/2: Geographic Bulletins 876-A
51.123: Background Notes on [various countries]
862-B
5 1.124: Center for International Systems Research;
Occasional Papers 862-E
51.125: PAR Horizons (bimonthly) 869-A
S 3 . Arbitrations & Mixed Commissions to Settle
International Disputes 889
5 5.2: General Publications relating to Interna­
tional Congi esses, Conferences & Commit­
tees 892
5 5.48; Nat’l Commission for UNESCO 894
5 5.48/9: ------Addresses 894
5 6. International Exhibitions & Expositions 896
5 7.12/2: Digest of International Law (Whiteman
series) 864-A
5 9.2: General Publications Relating to Treaties 897
5 9.10: Treaties and Other International Acts Series
899
5 9.12: U.S. Treaties and Other International Agree­
ments 899-A
5 9.12/2: Treaties and other International Agreements
of the U.S. 11776-1949] 899-A 
5 9.14: Treaties in Force, List 900-A
26
International Dovclopmcnt Agency 
5 3^ ]. Report to Congress on the Foreign Assistance
Program 900-C-3
5 18 2; General Publications 900-C-2
S 18 &/2: Procurement Regulations 900-C-5
S Isls: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 900-C-4
S 18.15: Addresses 900-C-l
S 18.28: Proposed Foreign Aid Program 1056-D
S 18.33: Development Digest 900-C-6
Peace Corps
5 19. Reports and Publications 900-D
SMALL BUSINESS ADM IN ISTRATION
SBA1.1: Annual Report 901-A
SBA 1.2: General Publications 901-B
SBA 1.3: Small Business Bibliographies 901-K
SBA 1.6: Regulations, Rules Si Instructions 901-0
SBA 1.10/2: Management Aids for Small Manufacturers
Annuals 901-E
SBA 1.11: Technical Aids for l^ a il  Manufacturers
901-1 (Rev. 1969)
SBA 1.12: Small Bus. Management Series 901-C
SBA 1.13/3: U.S. Gov’t Purchasing & Specifications Di­
rectory 901-D
SBA 1.14/2: Small Marketers Aids Annuals 901-J
SBA 1.15: Starting and Managing Series 901-L
SBA 1.17: Addresses 901-T
SBA 1.18: Small Business Administration Publications
(lists) 901-N
SBA 1.18/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
901-N
SBA 1.18/3: Classification of Management Publications
901-N
SBA 1.19: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 901-P
SBA 1.24: Administrative Management Course Pro­
gram Topics 901-S
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE CO M M ISS IO N
SE 1.1: Annual Report 903
SE 1.2: General Publications 904
SE1.5: Laws 906
SE 1.6: Regulations, Rules & Instructions 907
SE 1.9: Official Summary of Security Transactions &
Holdings Reported to S.E.C. 906-A 
SE 1.11: Decisions and Reports 908
SE1.16: Securities Traded on Exchanges under Se­
curities Exchange Act 907-B 
SE1.19: Judicial Decisions 905
SE 1.20: Statistical Bulletin 908-A
SE 1.24: Accounting Series Releases 902 (Rev. 1969).
SE 1.25/12: Securities and Exchange Commission News
Digest (daily) 908-B
SE 1.27: Directory of Companies Filing Annual Re­
ports under Securities Exchange Act 903-A
SM ITH SO N IAN  INSTITUTION
S11.1: Smithsonian Year 909
S1 1.1 /2: National Zoological Park, Annual Report
910-J
S11.2: General Publications 910
S11.12: Annals of Astrophysical Observatory 909-A
S11.12/2: Smithsonian Contributions to Astrophysics
909-B
S11.17/2: Bibliographies and Lists of Publications
909-C
S11.24: Smithsonian Torch (monthly) 910-A
S11.25: Atoll Research Bulletins (numbered) 910-C
S11.26: Smithsonian Contributions to the Earth
Sciences (numbered series) 910-B 
S11.27: Smithsonian Contribution to Zoology 910-D
S11.28: Smithsonian Studies in History and Tech­
nology (numbered) 910-F













































Smithsonian Contribution to Paleobiology 
(numbered) 910-G 
Addresses 909-A-l
Smithsonian Contributions to Anthropology 
921-A
Archives and Special Collections of Smith­
sonian Institution (numbered) 910-H 
Calendar of the Smithsonian Institution 
(monthly) 910-1
National Museum
General Publications 921 
Bulletins 919
Contributions from National Herbarium 920 
Bibliographies and Lists of Publications 
918-A
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 921
American Historical Association
Annual Report 915
National Collection of Fine Arts
General Publications 916
National Gallery of Art
General Publications 917 
Report and Studies in the History of Art 
(annual) 917
National Air Museum




Annual Report on State of Finances 923 
General Publications 925 
Treasury Bulletin 926-A 
Department Circulars 924 
Department Circulars, Public Debt Series 924 
Daily Statement of U.S. Treasury 923-A-l 
Monthly Statement of Receipts & Expendi­
tures of U.S. Government 923-A-2 
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 926 
H andb^^, Manuals, Guides 926 
Customs Bulletin (bound volumes) 927 
Tax Policy Resecu'ch Studies 925-B 
Foreign Credits by the United States Govern­
ment (semiannual) 925-C
Compfrolicr of Currauey
Annual Report 946 
General Publications 947
Customs Bureau
Annual Reports 950-C 
General Publications 950 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 950-A 
Customs Regulations of U.S. 948 
——^Revised Pages 948-A
------Pt. 2, Measurement of Vessels 948
Merchant Marine Statistics 951
Eugraving & Printing Bureau
General Publications 953
Intemol Revenue Service
Annual Report 965 
General Publications 956 
Regulations (numbered) 961 
Regulations, Alcohol Tax Unit 954 
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 26 961 
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 27 954 











































Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 956-A 
Looseleaf Regulations System 961 
Tobacco Tax Guide 956-A 
Circulars 955-A 
Internal Revenue Bulletin 957 
- ——Cumulative Bulletin 960 
Index-Digest Supplement System: Service 1, 
Income tax 960 „   ^ „
Index-Digest Supplement System: Service 2, 
Estate and Gift Tax 960 
Index-Digest Supplement System; Service 3, 
Employment Tax 960
Index-Digest Supplement System: Service 4, 
Excise Taxes 960
Index-Digest Supplement System: Service 5, 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Taxes 960 
Laws 961-A
Statistics of Income 964 
Statistics of Income (preliminary) 964 
Alcohol & Tobacco, Summary Statistics 964-A 
Your Federal Income Tax 964-B 
Tax Information, IRS Publications (num­
bered) 964-B
Mint Bureau
Annual Report 965 
General Publications 966
Secret Service





General Publications 925 
Combined Statement of Receipts, Expendi­
tures it Balances of Gov’t for Fiscal Year 
928
Pubiic Debt Bureau
Tables of Redemption Values for United 
States Savings Bonds, Series A-E 970-A 
(Rev.)
Treasurer of the United States
Statement of United States Currency & Coin 
970
Savings Bends Division
General Publications 971 
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 972 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 971—A
TARIFF CO M M ISSIO N
Annual Report 977 
General Publications 978 
Special and Administrative Provisions of 
Tariff Act 980  ^ „
Operation of Trade Agreements Program 
(annual) 980-A
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 982 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 978-A 
Summaries of Trade and Tariff Information 
982—B
Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Produc­
tion and Sales 982-A
Tariff Schedules of the U.S., Annotated 
982-B
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Annual Report 982-C 
General Publications 982-C-l 
Regulations of Office of Secretary 982-C-3
TD I.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 982-C-5
TD1.16: Federal Aircraft Noise Abatement Plan
(numbered) 982-C-4
Natiaual Transportation Safety Board 
TD 1.101: Annual Report 982-1
TD 1.109/13: Aircraft Accident Reports, Brief Format, U.S.
Civil Aviation, NTSB-BA (series) 982-1-3 
TD1.115: Publications of National Transportation
Safety Board (list) 982-1-1 
TD 1.121: NTSB-AAS-( series) 982-1-2
Federal Highway Administration 
TD 2.2: General Publications 982-G-5
TD 2.5: Laws 982-G-4
TD 2.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 982-G-2
TD2.14: Highway Beauty Awards Competition (an­
nual) 982-G-3
TD2.15: Summer Youth Opportunity Campaign
982—G—6
TD 2.18: Highway Transportation 982-G-7
TD2.19: Public Roads (bimonthly) 268
TD 2.20: Fatal and Injury Accident Rates on Federal-
aid and Other Highway Systems (annual) 
265-H
TD 2.23: Highway Statistics 265-B
TD 2.23/2: Highway Statistics Summary 265-B
TD 2.24: R & D Highway & Safety Transportation Sys­
tem Studies (annual) 982-G-8
TD 2.27: Hydraulic Engineering Circulars (numbered)
265-F
TD 2 28* Federal-Aid Highway Relocation Assistance
and Payment Statistics (fiscal year) 982- 
G-9
Public Roads Bureau
NOTE._ T^he Public Roads Bureau has been abolished. When new
editions for the series listed below are received, new classes will be 
established for them.
TD 2.104: Hydraulic Engineering Circulars (numbered)
265-F
TD 2.113; Highway Research and Develoi»nent Studies
(annual) 265-E
Nafional Highway Safety Bureau 
TD 2.212: Executive Summaries, National Highway
Safety Bureau Contractors Report (an­
nual) 982-D-5
Meter Carrier Safety Bureau
TD 2.306: Regulations, Rules and Instructions 689
TD 2.312/3: Analysis and Summary of Accident Invest!'
gation (annual) 689-A-l
Federal Railroad Admlulstratiea
TD 3.2; General Publications 701-B
TD 3.5: Laws 687
TD 3.6; Regulations, Rules and Instructions 701-A
TD 3.9: Summary of Accidents Reported by . . .  Rail­
road Companies (monthly) 701
Railroad Safety Bureau
TD 3.103: Accident Bulletins 681
TD 3.106: Regidations, Rules, and Instructions 681-A
Federal Aviatlea Admiulstratlon
TD 4.1: Annual Report 431-A-7
TD 4.2: General Publications 431-C-8
TD 4.5: Laws 431-A-8
TD4.6: Federal Aviation Regulations 431-C-13
TD 4.6/3: Federal Aviation Regulations (by volumes)
431—C—13
TD 4.8; Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-C-4
TD 4.8/2: Handbooks (numbered) 431-jG-'4
28
TD 4.9: FAA Aviation News 431-A-ll
Summary of Airworthiness Directives;
TD 4.10/2: —Small Aircraft 431-A-15
TD 4.10/3: —Large Aircraft 431-A-15
TD 4.11: International Notams 431-A-9
TD4.12: Airman’s Information Manual 431-C-5
TD4.13: Status of Federal Aviation Regulations
431-C-13
TD4.14: Airport Activity Statistics of Certified Air
Carriers (semiannual) 177-A
TD4.15: Aircraft T^pe Certificate Data Sheets and
Specifications 431-C-2
TD 4.15/2: Aircraft Engine and Propeller Type Certifi­
cate Data Sheets and Specifications 
431-C-2
TD 4.17: FAA publications 431-A-l
TD 4.17/2: Selected Technical Reports, Information Re­
trieval Bulletin 431-A-l
TD4.18: Census of U.S. Civil Aircraft 431-A-16
TD 4.18/2: United States Civil Aircraft Register 431-
P-5
TD 4.19; FAA Air TraflBc Activity 431-C-l
TD 4.19/2: Air Traffic Patterns for IFR and VFR Avia­
tion 431-C-l
TD 4.19/3: Enroute IFR Air Traffic Survey, Peak Day,
Fiscal Year 431-D-4
TD 4.19/4: Military Air Traffic Activity Report 431-C-l
TD 4.20: FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation
431-C-14
TD4.21: National Field Office Directory (triannual)
431-A-14
TD 4.24: Standard Specifications for Construction of
Airports 431-C-l 5
TD 4.28: Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Prac­
tices: Aircraft Alterations 431-F-6 
TD 4.28/2: Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Prac­
tices: Aircraft Inspection Repair 431-F-7 
TD 4.33: National Aviation System Plan 431-A-17
TD 4.33/2: National Aviation System Policy Summary
431-A-l 7
TD 4.35: Commuter Air Carrier Operators 431-A-18
TD 4.36: Summary of Supplemental Type Certificates
431-A-5
Airports Service
TD 4.102: General Publications 982-E-l
TD 4.108: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-H-2
TD 4.109: National Airport Plan 431-C-7
TD 4.110: Airports Service, Standards Division Index of
Advisory Circulars 431-H-3 
TD 4.111: Airport Design Standards 431-C-4
Aviation Medicine Office
TD 4.202: General Publications 431-E-3
TD 4.208: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-E-2
TD 4.209: Aviation Medical Education Series 431-E-6
TD 4.210: Aviation Medical Reports, AM Series 431-E-4
TD 4.211: Directory, Aviation Medical Examiners
431-E-l
Air Traffic Service
TD 4.302: General Publications 431-D-5
TD 4.308: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-D-l
TD 4.309: International Plight Information Manual
431—C—18
TD 4.310: Location Identifiers 43l-D -3
Fiight Standards Service
TD 4.402: General Publications 431-F-4
TD 4.408: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 431-F-3
TD 4.409: General Aviation Inspection Aids, Summary
and Supplements 431-C-6
Systems Research and Deveiopment Service 





















General Publications 934 
Bulletins (numbered) 931-A 
Boating Safety Circular 941-B 
Laws 935
Regulations, Rules, & Instructions 943 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 934-A 
Light List:
—Vol. 1, 2, Atlantic and Gulf Coast 936 
—Vol. 3 Pacific Coast 940 
—Vol. 4 Great Lakes 937 
—Vol. 5 Mississippi River System 939 
Boating Statistics 941-A 
Monthly Supplement to Merchant Vessels of 
the United States 950-B 
Merchant Vessels of U.S. 950 
Proceedings of Merchant Marine Council 941 
Coast Guard Academy Cadet Profile 982-F-l 
Coast Guard Academy Catalog 930-B 
Oceanographic Reports 940-B 
Register 942
Register of C. G. Reserve 942 
Equipment Lists 933-A
Proceedings of National Data Buoy Systems 
Scientific Advisory Meeting 935-A 
On Scene, the National Maritime SAR Re­
view 931-C
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation
TD 6.1: Annual Report 1074-C
Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
TD 7.9: Directory of Research Development and
Demonstration Projects 982-H
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
TD 8.2: <3eneral Publications 982-D-l
TD 8.6: Regulations, Rules and Instructions 982-D-3
TD 8.8: Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 982-D-3
TD 8.8/2: Community Action Program for Traffic
Safety, Guides (numbered) 982-D-8 
TD 8.9: Motor Vehicle Safety Defect Recall Cam­
paigns Reported to National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration by Domestic 
and Foreign Vehicle Manufacturers (quar­
terly) 982-D-2
Highway Safety Literature, Announcement 
of Recent Acquisitions (weekly) 982-D-4 
Highway Safety Literature Index 982-D-4 
Highway Safety Literature Annual Cumula­
tions 982-D-4
Multidisciplinary Accident Investigation 
Summaries 982-D-lO
Report on Activities under National Traffic 
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act 982-D-7 
Report on Activities under Highway Safety 
Act 982-D-7
Report on Activities of National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration and Federal 
Highway Administration under Highway 
Safety Act and National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act 982-D-7 
Consumer Information Series 982-D-6 
Consumer Aid Series (numbered) 982-D-9
VETERANS ADM INISTRATION
Annual Report 983 
General Publications 985 
Regulations, Rules & Instructions 989 
Handbooks, Manuals, Guides (unnumbered) 
987
Program Guide PG series 987 
Guides, G (series) 987 





















VA 1.20: Index to V.A. Publications 988
VA 1.20/2: Bibliographies & Lists of Publications 983-A
VA 1.20/3: Bibliographies (numbered) 983-A
VA 1.22: Information Bulletins 986-A
VA 1.23/2: Medical Bulletin 987-A
VA 1.23/3: Bulletin of Prosthetics Research, BPR 983-B
VA1.34: VA Pact Sheets IS-(series) 989-B
VA1.38: Training Guides 989-A
VA 1.40/2: Transactions of Research Conference on
Pulmonary Diseases 988-A
VA1.42: Proceedings of Annual Clinical Spinal Cord
Injury Conference 989-C
VA1.43: Medical Research in Veterans Administra­
tion (annual) 987-B
VA 1.43/2: VA Medical Research Conference Abstracts
987- B
VA 1.43/3: Highlights of VA Medical Research 987-B
VA 1.43/4: Medical Research Program 987-B
VA 1.44: VA Benefits in Brief 989-D
VA 1.45: Technical Reports 989-E
VA 1.46: Government Life Insurance Programs for
Veterans & Servicemen 985-A
VA1.47: Search, Administrative Research Bulletin
988- B
VA1.48: VA Monographs (numbered) 989-F
VA 1.48/2: Research Monographs (numbered) 989-P
CONGRESS
Congressional Record:
X — (bound) 993
X/a — (daily) 994
XJH House Journal 1030
XJS Senate Journal 1047
House of Representatives
Y 1.2: General Publications 998
Y 1.2/2: Calendar of United States House of Repre­
sentatives and History of Legislation 998-A
Senate
Y 1.3: General Publications 998
Y 1.3/3: Calendar of Business, Senate 998-B
COMMISSIONS. COMMITTEES, AND BOARDS
Y 3. Reports and Publications 1089
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF UNITED STATES
Y 3.Ad6:1 Annual Report 1049-G
Y 3.Ad6:9 Recommendations and Reports of Adminis­
trative Conference of United States 
1049-H
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INFORMATION
Y 3.Ad9/7: Reports and Publications 1049-B
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
RELATIONS
Y 3.Ad9/8: Reports and Publications 1049-D
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 
AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Y 3.Ad9/9: Reports and Publications 1049-F
FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
PLANNING IN ALASKA
Y3.AI1i/4: Reports and Publications 1063-A-l
AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION
Y 3.Am3: Publications 1050
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION
Y 3.Ap4/2: Reports and Publications 1050-A
ATOM IC ENERGY CO M M ISS IO N
Y 3.At7:1 Annual Report to Congress 1053
Y 3.At7:2 General Publications 1051
Y 3.At7:3 Safety & Fire Protection Technical Bulletins
1052-A
Y3.Af7:5 Laws 1051-D
Y 3.At7:6 Regulations, Rules & Instructions (Miscel­
laneous) 1052
Y 3.At7:6-2 Rules ind Regulations (title 10, chap. 1, CFR'»
1052
Y 3.At7:6-3 Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 1051-F
Y 3.At7:4-4 AEC licensing Guides 1051-F
Y 3.At7:16 Nuclei r Science Abstracts 1051-A 
Y3.At7:16<-4 Nuclei r Data Tables 1051-A 
Y3.At7:16-5 Nuclear Science Abstracts Indexes 1051-A
Y 3.At7:22 Research & Development Reports 1051-C
Y 3.At7:34 Addresses 1051-N
Y 3.At7:36 Reactor Technology 1051-E
Y 3.At7:36 Reactor and Fuel Processing Technology
(quarterly) 1051-E
Y 3.At7:37 Reactor and Fuel Processing Technology
1051-E
Y 3.At7:38 Reactor Materials (quarterly) 1051-E
Y 3.At7:39 Financial Report (anmml) 1051-M
Y 3.At7:42 Trilinear Chart of Nuclides 1051
Y 3.At7:45 Nuclear Safety (quarterly) 1051-H
Y 3.A97:4B Fundamental Nuclear Energy Research (an­
nual) 1051-1
Y 3.At7:49 Atomic Energy Commission Reports (Opin­
ions & Decisions) (bound volumes) 1051-J
Y 3.At7:52 Isotopes & Radiation Technology (quarterly)
1051-L
Y 3.At7:56 Nuclear Industry (annual) 1051-0
Y 3.At7:58 Public Safety Newsletter 1051-P
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
Y 3.Ed 8: Reports and Publications 1062-A
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EDUCATION  
PROFESSIONS DEVELOPMENT
Y 3.Ed8/3:1 Annual Report 1091
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CO M M ISSIO N
Y 3.Eq2: Reports and Publications 1059-A-l
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF UNITED STATES
Y3.Ex7/3:1 Semi-annual Report 1061
Y 3.Ex7/3:2 General Publications 1060
Y 3.Ex7/3:5 Laws 1060
Y3.Ex7/3:6 Regulations, Rules and Instructions 1060
Y 3.Ex7/3:9 Addresses 1060
FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Y3.F31/16: Reports and Publications 1061-B
FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL
Y 3.F31 /17: Reports and Publications 1063-E
FEDERAL COMMITTEE ON PEST CONTROL
Y 3.F31/18: Reports and Publications 1061-C
FEDERAL COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH NATURAL AREAS
Y 3.F31 /  19: Reports and Publications 1061 -D
FEDERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
Y3.F31/20: Reports and Publications 1061-E
FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT CO M M ISSIO N
Y 3.F76/3: Reports and Publications 1063-C
FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIPS BOARD
Y 3.F76/4: Reports and Publications 1063-F
GREAT LAKES BASIN  CO M M ISS IO N
Y 3.G79/3: Reports and Publications 1063-G
30
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Y 3.H62: Renorts and Publications 1064-A
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES DEVISE PERMANENT COMMITTEE
Y 3.H73: Reports and Publications 1063-D
IND IAN CLAIMS CO M M ISS IO N
Y 3.ln2/6: Reports and Publications 1067
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION CONTROL COUNCIL
Y 3.Ir2/8: Reports and Publications 1070-B-2
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN & 
YOUTH
Y 3,ln8/6: Reports and Publications 1067-B
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON STATUS OF W OMEN
Y3.ln8/21: Reports and Publications 1067-1
INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE ON M EXICAN-AM ERICAN AFFAIRS
Y 3.ln8/23: Reports and Publications 1067-K
LEWIS AND CLARK TRAIL CO M M ISSIO N
Y 3.L58: Reports and Publications 1067-J
MISSOURI BASIN INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE
Y 3.M69: Reports and Publications 607
NATIONAL CAPITAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY
Y 3 N21 /21: Reports and Publications 1070-E
NATIONAL C O M M ISS IO N  ON FOOD MARKETING
Y 3.N21 /22; Reports and Publications 1070-Q
FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL CO M M ISS IO N
Y 3.R67: Reports and Publications 1073-A
SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
Y 3.S«4:1 Report of Director 1076
Y 3.Sc4:2 General Publications 1075
Y 3.S«4;7 Selective Service Regulations (packets) 1077
Y 3.Sc4:10-2 Handbooks, Manuals, Guides 1075 
Y3.S«4:13-2 Transmittal Memo, for Local Board Memo.
1079
Y3.Sc4:17 Special Monographs 1078
Y 3.S«4:20 Selective Service 1077-A
Y 3.Se4:22 Selective Service College Qualification Test,
Bulletin of Information 1077-B
CABINET COMMITTEE ON OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SPAN ISH  SPEAKING PEOPLE
Y 3.Sp2/7: Reports and Publications 1067-K
Y 3.Su1:
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES CONTROL BOARD
Reports and Publications 1079-A
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TECHNOLOGY, AUTOMATION. 
AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS
Y 3.T22: Reports and Publications 1070-F
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Y 3.T25:1 Annual Report 1080
Y 3.T25:2 General Publications 1082
Y 3.T25:17 Technical Reports 1083
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION
Y 3.V8S: Reports and Publications 1070-B-l
Y 3.W29:
WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL
Reports and Publications 1090
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCES 
Y 3.W58/ Reports and Publications 1088
CONGRESS
NOTE.— W^here only the name of the committee is given, the 
series represented are hearings of the particular committee.
Y4.
Y 4.Ac8:







































Select and Special Committees (as ap­
pointed) 1009
Comm, on Aeronautical and Space Sci­
ences (Senate) 1032-A 
Comm, on Agriculture (House) 1010 
Comm, on Agriculture & Forestry (Sen­
ate) 1032
Comm, on Appropriations (House) 1011 
Comm, on Appropriations (Senate) 1033 
Comm, on Armed Services (House) 1012
------^Papers (numbered) 1012
Comm, on Armed Services (Senate) 1034 
Joint Comm, on Atomic Energy 999 
Comm, on Banking & Currency (House)
1013
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
Comm, on (Senate) 1035 
Committee on Commerce (Senate) 1041 
Joint Committee on Congressional Ope 
tions 1000-A
Joint Comm, on Defense Production 999-A 
Comm, on District of Columbia (House)
1014
Comm, on District of Columbia (Senate) 
1036
Economic Joint Committee 1000
------Economic Indicators 997
Comm, on Education & Labor (House)
1015
Comm, on Finance (Senate) 1038 
Comm, on Foreign Affairs (House) 1017 
Comm, on Foreign Relations (Senate) 
1039
Committee on Government Operations 
(Senate) 1037
Committee on Government Operations 
(House) 1016
Conun. on House Administration (House) 
1018
Comm, on Interstate & Foreign Commerce 
(House) 1019
Joint Comm, on Internal Revenue Taxa­
tion 1002
Comm, on Interior & Insular Affairs (Sen­
ate) 1040
Comm, on Interior & Insular Affairs 
(House) 1023
Comm, on Internal Security (House) 1026 
Comm, on Judiciary (House) 1020 
------District of Columbia Code & Supple­
ments 990
------United States Code & Supplements
991
Comm, on Judiciary (Senate) 1042 
Comm, on Labor & Public Welfare (Sen­
ate) 1043
Joint Committee on the Library 1003 
Comm, on Merchant Marine & Fisheries 
(House) 1021
Joint Committee on Navajo-Hopl Indian 
Admin. 1021-A
Comm, on Post OfBce & Civil Service 
(House) 1022
— Unproved Manpower Management in 











Committee on Post Office and Civil Service 
(Senate) 1044




Comm, on Public Works (Senate) 1045 
Comm, on Public Works (House) 1024 
Comm, on Rules (House) 1025 
Comm, on Rules & Administration (Sen­
ate) 1046
Y 4.Sei 2:







Comm, on Science and Astronautics 
(House) 1025-A
Small Business Select Comm. (House) 
1031
Small Business Select Comm. (Senate) 
1049
Committee on Standards of Official Con­
duct (House) 1025-B 
Comm, on Veterans’ Affairs (House) 1027 
Veterans Affairs Committee (Senate) 1046 
Comm, on Ways & Means (House) 1028 
Memorial Addresses 1005
N O T E  —The following series (v/lth the exception of Laws and Journals) are not classified but Instead are designated by Congress, session 
and individual number (for example. House Document 23 of the 82d Congress, 1st Session would be 82-l:H.doc.23, Senate Document 23 
would be 82-l:S.doc.23, House Bill 69 would be 82-1 :H.R. 69, Senate Bill 82 would be 82-1:8.52. Senate Report 15 would be 82-l:S.rp.l5 
and House Report 26 would be 82-1 :H rp.26) forming classes in themselves. The bound volumes of documents and reports may com­
prise more than one individual number, and are designated as being volumes of reports and documents of the particular Congress 
and session.
•ILLS
Public Bills and Resolutions (House and Senate) 1006
DOCUMENTS
••uRcl Volumes (House and Senate):
—^American Legion, Proceedings o f National Convention 995-1 
—^Appropriations, Budget Estimates, etc. (financial statements) 995-E 
—Boy Scout‘d of America and Girl Scouts of X7.S.A., Annual Reports 995-P 
—^Daughters of American Revolution, Annual Report of National Society 995-B 
—^Disabl^ American Veterans, National Report 995-J 
—House Manual (Rules and Manual of House of Representatives) 1029 
—Miscellaneous Documents (bound) 995-0
—Proceedings of National Convention of Veterans of World War I of U.S. 995-Q 
—Secretary of Senate, Report 995-M 
—Senate Manual 1048
—United Spanish War Veterans, Proceedings of National Encampment 99S-K 
—Veterans of Foreign Wars of U.S., Proceedings of National Convention 995-L
UnbeuNd (House and Senate documents) 996
House Journal 1030 
Senate Journal 1047
JOURNALS
Classified as XJK: (Cong.-^Session) 
Classified as XJBi (Oong.-Sesslon)
LAWS
Public Laws 575 Classified as G&-4.1101 (Cong. & Nos.)
leund Volumes
—Reports on Rublle Bills 1007-A 
—Reports on Private Bills 1007-B 
Uaboued
—Reports on Public Bills, 1008-A 




DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE UNION LIST OF ITEM NUMBERS:
Item nun^rs are located in the List of Classes of United States 
Government Publications Available for Selection by Depository 
Libraries (p. 1)
Example from List of Classes •••
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
(Secretary's Office and Department Series)
A 1.1: 
A 1.2:
The Union List of Item Numbers is a numerical arrangement of 
Item Numbers.
For further information concerning item numbers see the note 





M eU NhU C tw  MeWC
N h R IG T U F RU M W elC  '7 t u MCM M H G -y r
1 X X X X X X X X X X X X
2 - X - X - - X - X X X
3 X X X - - X X X X X X
4 - X - X - - X X X -
X X
6 X X X  X X X - X X X X X X
6 - A - - - - X X - - X X X X
9 - X - X - X X - X X X X
10 X - “ - - X - X X X X
1 1 X X - X - - X - X X -
11 -i^ - - - X - X - X X 'tk X
1 1 - B ' - X - X - - X X X -
1 1 -C X K - X - X - - X X - X
1 2 - X - X - - X - X X
X
1 3 -A . - X - X X - X - X X - X
1 3 - B - X - - - - X X X X X X
1 3 - C  ' - X - - - - X - - - - X
1 3 - E - -
1 3 -G - X -  - - - - X - X X
- -
1 3 -H X - -
1 3 - 1 - X . -  - - X X X X X - X X
1 4 - A - - - - - X - - X
X -
1 4 - B - X - - - X - - X -
- -
15 X X - X - X X X X X
X X
16 X X - X - X X X X
X X
1 6 - A . - X ■ - X - - X - X X X -
17 X X X X - X X X X - X X X
1 8 - X X X - - X X X -
X X




MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR—— ■■
18-C - X X — X — X X X X X fs-c
18-D - X - - - - - X - X - X ~
19 - X X - X - X X X - X X ~
L9-A - X - - - - - X X X X X - -
0^-B - X X - - - “ X - X X - X -
21-A X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
21-B X X - - - - - X “ X X X X -
21-C X X X X “ - X - X X : X
21-D - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
21-E - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
'^ 1-F - X - - - - - X - X - X X -
21-G X - - - - - X X X X X X -
21-H X X - - X - - X - X X X X -
21-1 - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
21-K - X - - X - - - - X X X X -
21-L - X - - X - - - - X X X X -
21-H - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
21-N - X - - X - - - X X X - -
21-0 - X - - - - - - - X X - X -
21-P - X - - - - - - X « X X X
21-Q - - - - - - - X X - X -
21-R - - - - - - - X « - - -
21-S - X - - - - - X - X X X X -
21-T X X - - — - - - - X X X -
24-3 - X - - X - - X - X X X - -
24-G - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
24-D - X - - - -  ■ « - - - X - - -




MeU m NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC Vtu MCM m NOR
24-F - X - X - - X - X X X -
24-G - X - -  X - - - - X X - - ~
?4-K - X - -  X - X X - X X - - -
'^ 4-1 - X - X - X X - X X - - -
24-J - X - X - - X - X X X - -
24-L - X X - - -
24-M - X - - - - - “ - X - - -
24-N - X - -
24-0 X - X X -
24-P X - - -  X - - - - X X - - -
24-Q X X - X - - X - X X X X -
25-A X X X - - - X - X X X X -
25-A-l - X ■ - - - - - - - - - X -
25-^ X X - - X - - X - X - X X —
25-?: - X - - - X X - X - X X —
25-D - X - - - - X - X - - - —
26 X X - - - - X - X - X - ••
26-A X X - - - - - - X X X -
26-3 X X - -  X - - X . X X X X X —
30 - X - X - - - - X -
X - •—
- ___ mm30-A X X —
3 0 -A -l X • .  - - - X - - - X X -










32-A - - - - - - - - X X X - -
34 X X - X X - - - - X X X X -
34-A - X X X X - - X X X X X X -
35 - X X -  - - - - - X
X X -
36 X -  X — - - X - X X -






MeU NhU 1ctw :MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m NOR
39 - X X - - - - k - X - X X -
39-A X X - - - - - X X X X X - -
40 - - X . - X * - X - X - X X
40-A-l - X - X - - X X X - X - -
40-A-2 - X » - - X - - - X - - - -
40-3-1 - X X - X -
42 - X - • X - - - - X - X X -
42-A - X - - - - - X - X X X « -
42-3 - X X X - X X X X X X X -
42-C - X - X X - X X X X X X X -
42-D - X X - X - X X X X X X X ~
42-S - X - - X - - X X X X X X -
42-F - X - - X X - X - X X X - -
42-J - X - - - - X X X X X X X -
42-H X X - - X - - X X X X X - -
42-1 X <«» X X '«■ X X X X '
42-K - X - - - - X - - X - X -
44 X X . - - - — - - - X - X - —
46 - - - - - - - X - X - X X -
47 X - - X - • - - - X X -
48 X X - - - X - X - X «» X - -
59-A - X - - X - - X - X - - •- -
60 - X - - - - X - X - - X -
61 - X - - - - - K - - - X -
6 1 - A - - - - - - - X X - - X -
61-3 - X - - X • X - - X - - - -
33 - X - - X • - X - X X X X -





MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG T U F RU MWelC Vtu MCM m  c w NOR
64 -A . - X - - - - X - -  X X
X —
65-A - X - - X - X -  X - X X -
65-B - - - - X - - X -  X X X - -
65-C - X - - “ - - X -  X X X - -
66 - X - - X - - X -  X X X X -
68 - X - - - “ - Jx -  X - X - —
6 8 - A X X - - X X - - -  X X X -
-
69 - X - - X - - - - - X X --
70 X X - - X - - X X  X X X X —
71 - - - - - - - X - -■ X - —
72 - - - - X - - - - X X
74-A.-1 X X - - - - - X -  X - X X
74-A-2 - X - - - - - X -  X X X X
76 - X X - X X - X X  X - X X —
76-E - X X - - - - X X  X X X X “
76-G X X y - - - X X X  X - X X ~
^76-H X X - X X - X X X  X - X X —
77 - X X - - - - X  X X - —
77-A-l X X X r - - X X X  X X X X
78-A X X X X X - X « X  X X X X
80 X X X X X - - X X  X X X -
80-A X - - - X X - X - X X - X ••
81-A - X - — - - X - - X X - X
•w
82 - X - - X - . - X -  X X - -
82-A •> X — X X -  X X X X —
82-B - X - - X - - - -  X X X
82-C - X - - - - - - X  X X X -






MeU NU N hU c t w MeWC N h R IC T U F RU  M W elO v t u MOM m C t Y NOR
' ' ■ ”
83 - - X - X - - X - X
X *• - X
8 3 -A X - - X X - - - X - - - ~
54 X X - ~ X - - % - X »
X - -
85 X X X - X - X X - X -
X « -
8 5 -A - - X ~ X - - K - X -
X X -
86 X X - - X - X X X -
X - X
8 6 - B - X - - X - X - X -
- X -
8 6 -G - X - - X X - X -
■- - -
8 6 -D - X - - X - - X - X -
- X -
38 -  , X - - “ - - X - X -
X - -
3 8 - A - X - - X - -  . X - X -
- - -
8 8 - B - X - -  • X - - X - X “
X X
8 8 - C ~ - “ - - - X X - X
X X
90 - - - - X - - M - X -
X - -
9 0 -A - X - - X - - X X X
- - -
9 1 - - X - X - X X X X
- X -
92 X X - - - - - X X X -
X X -
9 2 - A X X X - X X X X X X X
X X -
95 X - - - - X X - X -
X X
9 5 - A - X - - X - - X - X -
X X -
9 6 - A X X - “ X X - X - - X
- - -
9 6 - A - l - - - - X “ X - - X -
X -
97 - X - - - - — - - X -
X - -
1 0 0 - X X - X - - X - X -
X - ~
1 0 0 -A X X - X X - - X X X -
X X -
1 0 0 - B - X - - - - - X - X - X -
—
1 0 1 - X - - X - ~ - - X -
X X -
1 0 2 X X X X X X102-A - X - - - - X - - - X X
83
102-A
MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
103-A-
(1-50) - X - - X - - X “ X X X m -
103-3 - X - - -r - - X - X X X - -
104 - X X X -
104-A - X - - X - - K - X X X X -
106 X X - - X - - n - X - X X -
106-A X X - - - - - - - X - - X -
107 - X - - X - - - X - X X -
107-B - - - - X — - X - X - X X -
109 - X - - - - - X - X • X X -
110 - X - - X - - - - X - X X -
114-A X X - - X X - X X X X X X -
115 X X X X X - - X X - - X -
115-A - - -
116 - X - - - - - - - X “ - X -
116-A - - -
116-B X - X X -
119-A - X X - X - - X - X X - - -
119-B - - - - - - X - X - X -
120 - X X - - - - M - X - X X -
120-A - X - - X - X X - X - X X -
121-A - X - - X - - - X - - X -
122 X X X - X - - X - X - X X X






MeU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m NOR
12F^ -A-8 X X X X X X  X X X X X X X
126 X X X X X X  X X X X X X X
.26-A X X X - X X  X X X X X X X -
126-B X X X - X X  X X X X X X X -
125-C X X - - - X  X K X X X X X -
126-D-l X X • . - X - X X X X -
126-D-2 - X - - - - - - X X X -
127 X X X - X -  X X X — X X X
127-A X X X X - X  X X X X X X X -
128- X X X - X X X X X X X X -
128-A X X - X X X X X X X X X -
128-B X X - - X - X X X X X X -
128-C X X X X X - X X  " - X X X X **
128-D X X - - - X  X X - X X X -
130 X - X - X - X X X X X X ••
130-B X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
130-C X - - - X X X - X X X X -
130-D X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
130-F X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
130-J X - - - X - X X - X X X X -
130-K X X X X X X  X X X X X X X -130-L X X - - X X  X X X X X X •
X X i6 X X ad X X X X XX X131 X X X X X - X X X X X X X •
131-A X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X
131-B - X - - X X  . X X X X X - X
131-C X X - - - X  X X X X X X X
131-D X X X - - -  X X X X X X X -
132 X X X X X X  - X X X X X X It
132-A~ l\
(1-f 4) X X X X X -  X X X X X X X •*





MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC mi RIG TU F RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
133-A X X X - - X X X - - X X X -
133-C X X m - X - - X - X X X X -
133-D-l - X - - X X X X X X X X X -
133-D-2 X X - X X - X W X X X X X -
134 X X X X X X X - -X X X X X -
134-A X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
135 X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
136 X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
1 3 7 X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
1 3 8 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
1 3 9 X X X - - X X X X X X X X -
1 4 0 -A X X - - X - - K - X X X X -
1 4 0 - B X X X X X X X - X X X X X
1 4 0 . 3 - 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
1 4 1 X X X - X - •• - - X X X -
141-A X X - - X - - X - X X X X -
141-C X X - - - - - X - X X X X
142-A X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
142-B X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
142-C X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
142-D X X - - - - X X - X X X X X -
142-E X X X X X X X X X X X142-F X X - - - X X X - X X X143 X X X - X X X X X ▼ X X X X
144 X X X - - X - X X X X X X -
146 X X X  ■' - X - X X X X X X X X
146-A X X X X X X X X X X X ' -
1 3 3 -A




MeU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF m MWelC VtU MCM m CtY NOR
146-6 X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
146-D X - X — X
146-E X X X - X X X X X X X X X
146-F X X X - - X X X X X X X X
146-G X X - - X - X X X X X X
146-H X X - - - X X X X - X X •
146-1 X X - - - - X - - X X X •*
146-J X X - X X X X - X X X X
147 X - - - - - - X X - - X X mm
147-B X X X - X X - X X X X X X -
147-C X X X - X - X X X X X - X -
148 X - X - - - - »X - X X -
148-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X —
148-B X X - - - X - X X X X X X —
148-C - - - - X - X - X X X X -
150 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ISO-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X —
151 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
151-A X X X - X X X X - X X X X —
151-E X X - - - X - X X X X X X —
151-C X X - - - X X If X X X X X -
152 - - - X X X X X X X X X —
152-A-
(1-39) - X X - X X - X X X X X X X
152-E-
(1-52) - X X - X - X X X X X X X -
153 X X X - X - - - X X X X X -
154 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
154-A X X X - X X X X - X X X X -
155 X X X X X - X X - X X X X X
156-A-






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR— ~ “■ ■ 'rir-n-i- " ■ ' ' '
157 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
158 X X X - X X - X X X X X -
159
159-A-
X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
(1-54) X X X X X X X X X X X X X
160-B X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
160-B-l X X - - - X X k X X X X X -
160-D X X X - X - X X X X X X X —
177-A X X - - - - - X - X X X X
177-A-l X X - - - - - X - X X X X —
173 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
179 - X X - X - - X - - X X X
183 - X - - X - X a - X X X -
183-A X X - - X X X X X X X X X
184 - - X - X . - - - - X - X X -
186 - X - - X - - X - - - X X -
188-A-l X X - X X X X X X X X X X p
188-A-2 X - - X - X X X - X X X X -
190 X X X X X - - X - X X X X -
191 - < - - - - » X - X X X X -
191-A X X - - - - X X X X X - X X
192 X 'r X - - - - X - - X X - -
192-B X - - - X - - X X - X X X -
192-C - X X - - - X X - X X X X -
193 - X - X X - X X - X X X X X
196 - X - - - - - X - - X X X -
197 X X X X X X - X - X X X X -
193 - X - - - - - X - - X X X -






MeU NU NhU <:tw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC VtU MCM m CtY NOR—. — .. " ... ...... ****** '
201 - - - - - - X - - - - X -
202 - - - - - - X - - - - X -
203 X X X X - - X “ - X “
204 - - X - - X - - - - X -
206 - - - - - - X - - - X -
207 - X - - - - - “ - X X
207-A-l X X X  X - - - X - X X X X -
207-A-2 - X - - - - - - X - X X -
207-B-l X X X X X X X X X
2 0 7 - c - l X X - - - X X X X X208 X X X  X X — X X X X X X X —
208-A X X - X » X X X - X X -
208.A-1 X X - - X X X - X X X X -
209-A-^ X X - X X X X " - X X X X -
208-B-3 X X X X X X X - X X X X -
208-3-4 X X X X X - X - X X X X -
208-B-6 X X - X X X X X X X X X
208-B-7 X X - X - X X - X X X X
208-B-10 X X - X X X X - X X X X
208-3-12 X X X X - X X - X X X X -
211 X - X - - - X X - X X X -
212 X - X - - - « X « X X X -
214 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
215 X X X X - « X X X X X X -
215-A X X X X - X X X X X X X X
215-B X X X X X X X X - X X X . -
215-D - X - - - - - - - X - X - ■





MeU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC ■vtu MCM m CtY NOR
215-F - X - - - - - « - - X - X -
215-G X X - - X - It - X X - X -
215-H X X - - “ - X - X X X “
215-J - X -• - - - X - X - X - -
215-K X X - - - - - X - X X - - —
215-L X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
215-0 - X - - - - - X X X - X
215-i X X - - - - X X - X X X X -
215-3 - X - - X - -  • k X X X X X -
215-U X X - - X - If - X X X X -
215-V X X - - « - - M X X X — X —
215-W - . - - - - - - - - X X X X —
215-X X - - - - - - X - X X X X -■
216-A X X X - - - - K - X X X X —
219 X X X - X - X X - X X X X —
219-A X - - - - - - n - X X X X —
220 X X X - - - - X - X X X X —
220-A - X X - - - - n - - X X X —
223 - X X - - - - X - X X X X
227-A X X X - X - X X X X X X X
227-B X X - - - - - - « X X - X —
228 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
229 X X X - X - - X X X X X X —
231-A X X X - - - X X X X X X —
231-B X X X X X - - - - - - X X
231-C X X X X X X X X X X X







MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR
231-2 X X - - X - X X* X X X X X «
231-F X - - - X - X m X X X X X -
231-G X X - - - “ - X X X - X -
231-0-1 X X X ■ - - - - X - X X X X -
231-1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
231-J X X X X X - X X X X X X X
231-K X X - - - - X X - X X X X -»
232-S X - - - - - - m - X X X - -
232-S-l X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
232-L - X - X X -
232-L-l - X - - - - - “ - - - X X -
233 X X X X X - - X X X X X X -
233-A - - - - X - - X - X X X X -
233-B X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
233-C X X X X X - X X X X -
233-D X X - - - - X X X X X X
235 - - X - - - - M. — X X X X
235-B X - - - - - - M - - X - X -
236-A X - X - - - - xc - - X -  X X -
236-B X X - - X - X X - X X X X «•>
236-G X X - - - - - - - X - X -
236-D
237
- - - - X - X ■ - - X X X -
237-A X X - - X - X X - X X X X —
238 X X X X - - X - X X X X X
239 X X X X X X X - - X X X X -
24C-A X X X - X - X X - X - X X -
241-A X X - “ X - - X - X X X X -






MeU NU NhU 'ctw :MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
244 X X X - X - X - - X X X X -
245 X X X - X - X X - X X X X X
245-A X - « - - « X X „ X X X X -
246-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
246-B X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
246-C X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
247 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
247-B X X - - X X X X •* X X X X
-247-A X X X X - X X X X X X X -
248-A - X - - - - - - - - - X X -
248-B X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
248-D X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
249-A X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
250 X X X - X X X X - X X X X X
250-E X X X - - - X - - X X X X -
250-2-1 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
250-S-2 X X - - X X X - X X X X -
250-2-3 X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
250-2-4 X X «» X X X - X X -
2 5 0 -E -S X X X X - X X X X
mm
250-2-i X X - It - - • X - X - X X
2 5 0 -E -T X X X X - X - - -
250-E-g X X - X X - X X X X
2 5 0 -E -9 X X - - - X X X X X -
25Q-E-10 X X - - Ml X « X X X X X
251 X X X - - X X X X X X X X X
252 X - - - - - X - X X X mm
253 X X X - X - X X - X X X X X
254 X X X - - - X X - X X X X -
254-A X X - - X X “ X - X - - X -






MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
256 X X X - X - X X - - X X X
256-A X X - /-N - - X X - - X X -
257 X - X •• mm ** X X X X -
258 X X - - X - X X X X - X -
259 X - - - - - X X X X - X -
260 X X X - X - X X „ X X X X -
261 X - X - X - X X X X X X -
262 X X X - X - X “ - - « - X -
262-A - - - “ X « » X X X X -
265-3 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
265-C - X - - - - - X - X X - X -
265-E X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
265-F X X - - X - X X - X - X X -
265-G X X - X - X X - X X X X -
265-H X X - - X X - X X X X X X “
268 - X - - X - 1 t - X X X X X
269-A-l X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
270 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
271 X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
271-A - X - - X X - X - X X X X -
271-A-l - X - X X - X - X X - X X
271^A-2 X X X X . — X X X X -
271-A-3 X X •• •• X X X X X X -271-B X X - “ - - - X - X X X X -
272-B X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
273 - X - - - - - X - X X X X -
273-B - X - - X - - X - X X X X -
273-D - X - - - - - - - X X X X -
273-D-l X X «• X • X X X X X X -

















































RU MWelC v tu MCM M C tY NOR
- - - X X X X -
X - X - X X -
X X X X X -
- X - X X X X
- X - X - X X -
- K X X X X
X X - X X X X
—
X X X X X “ X
X
X >4 - - X - X
- X - X X X X
—
- - - - - X X
-
- X - - X X X
-
- X - - X - X -
X X X X X X X
- X X X X X X
X
X K X X X X X
—
- X - - - - -
- - X X “ X X
-
- X - - X - X
-
- X X X X X
—
- X X X X X X
-
X X X X X X X
—
X X X X X X X
—
X X “ - X X X
- - - X -
X X - X X X X
-







MeU . NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF RQ MWelC Vtu MCM CtY NOR
291 - - - - - X - X - X - X -
291-A X X - - X - X X -  X X X X -
291-B - X - - “ “ - « - . - - X - r
291-C X - - - “ - - X  X X X X -
292 - - X - - X X K - - X X -
293 - - X - - - - 1 « X X “ -
293-A - - - - - - - m X X - -
293-B - - - - - - - “ - » X - -
293-D X - « X X X X -
293-E X X - X X - X X X X X X
294 - mt X X *
295 - c X - - X - X - X - X X -
296 X - - - - X - X X - - X -
296-A X - - - - - H • - - X - -
296-B X c X - X - X X - X X X X -
297 - - X - X - - X X  X - X X -
299 X < X - X - - H - X X X X -
300-A X c - - X - « X ^  - X X X -
300-A-1 X c - - - - X - - X X X X mm
300-B X X - - X r - X - X X X X -
300-D X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
301-A - x: - - - X - - X X X X -
302-A X ■V - X X “ X X X  X X X X X
303 X - - » - “ - » - X - X -
3C4 X - - - - - - - - X - X -
3C4-A X X - - - - X X «  X X X X -
3C4-B - *♦ - - - - - X X X X X -
3C4-C X X - - - - X X X X X -
304-D X X - X X - X X X  X X X X X






MeU m j NhU ctw MeWC Nh HIC TUF RU MWelC v t u MCM m CtY
304-F X - - - - - X X - X X X X
304-G - - - - - - - - - X - -
305 X - - - - - - X « X - -
306 X X X - - - X K - X X X X
306-A X - - - - - H - X “ X X
306-3 X X - - - - - X - X - X X
306-B-I - - - - - “ - - - X - X
3C5-C - - - - - - - - X - X
30G-D - - - - - - - - « X X X X
308 X X X
309 - - - - X - - X - - - - X
310 X 7. X X X X X X - X X - X
310-A - X - X - - X X - X X X X
310-B - X X -
310-C X - - - - - - - - X X X -
31*-A - X X - X - - X - X - X X
3r-B X X - - X - - - - X - X X
3i:^ -A - X X - - - - X X X X X -
31.1-B X X - - - - - X - X - X X
31B-G - - - - - - - - - ' X - - -
313 - X X - X - - n - - X X -
314 - X X - X - - X X X - X X
314-A - - - - - - - H - - “ - -
31 ^ -C - X - - - - - - - - - X X
31 t-E - X - - - - X - X X X X
314-G X X - - - - - - - X X - ■ -
314-H - X - - - - - - - X - X
314-1 - - X - X








MeU NU MiU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC Vtu MCM m CtY NOR
314-K X X X X -
314-L X X - - - - - - - X - - -
314-M X X - - X - - X X X X X -
315 - X - - - - H - X « X X -
315-A  X X - X - - - X X X X X -
315-B X X - X X - X X - X X X X
31S-C X - - - - X K “ X X X X -
315-D X X - - - - X X X X
315-D-l - X - - - - “ - « — • X
315-E X X - - - - X X X X X “
3 1 5 - F - l  X X - - - X X X - X X X X -
3 1 7  X - - - - - - V - X X X X -
3 1 7 - C X X X X - - X - X - X X -
3 1 9  X - X - - - - - - - X X X -
3 2 0  X - X - - - - K - X X X X -
3 2 0 - A  X X - - - - - X - - X X X -
3 2 0 - B - l  - - - - - - - X - - X - X
320-B-2 - X - - X - - X - X - X X -
320-B-3 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
320-B-4 - X X X X - X X - X X X X -
320-B-7 X X X - X - - « - - « - X -
320-B-8 - X - - - - - - X - X X -
320-3-9 X X - V - - - X «• - X -
321-A - - - - - - - - X X - X -
322 X X - X - - X - X - X X X
322-A X - - - - - - - X - - - -
322-B X - - X - - - - X X X - -






MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RIJ MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
322-D X — X X
322-E - - - - - X — X X X
3 2 2 -F X X - - X X - X m X X- X323 X X - - - - • o X w323-A - X X - - - - - - X X » -
323-B X X - - “ - X « X X X X -
323-C X X -  X - - « X - X X X X -
323-C-l - X X X X X X X X X X X
323-C-2 X X X - X X - X X X X X -
323-D X X “ - - - X « X X - X -
324 X X - X - X - X X X X -
325 - - X - “ X - - X - X X X
325-B - X - - “ - „ - - X X -
325-C - X - - - - - » “ - - -
325-D - X - - - - - - X X - X -
327 X X -  c X X X X X X X X X X
327-A - “ - X - - - ~ - - X X - -
327-B - - - X - X - - X X X X «
327-D X X - - - - X “ - - X X X
329 X - X “ - X - X X - X -
329-A - - - X X X - - X X X -
329-B - - - X - « “ - X X - X -
329-C - - « - - - - - X « X X •»
330-A - X - - - - » « - X -
330-B X X - X - X X - X • X X
331 X mm mm X X X332 X X332-B - X - - - - K X X X X - -
334 X X - - - - X “ X X X X X






MeU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF E l MWelC v t u MCM m CtY NOR
334-A-l X X - X - - X - X X X -
334-A-3 X X .. . X X X . X334-^-3 - X - - - - X X X X334-B - - X - - H - “ « X X -
337 - X - - - - H - X - X X -
337-B X X - X - - X - X X - X -
338 - X - X ~ - X X X X X —
338-A - - - - « - - -
338-B - X - - - “ k - X X » «
340 X X - X - - X - X X X X
341 -■ - - - - - X - - - - X -
342 - X - - - - X - - X X X X
342-B X X - X X X X - X X X X X
343-B - X - X X X X X X X X X X
344 X X - X X X X X X X X X X
344-B •• X - X X X X X X X X X -
345 y X - X X X X X X X X X X
348 X - - - « - “ - - X X -
348-A X - X  X X - - X - X - X X -
348-B - - X X - - - - - • X X -
348.C348-D - - - X - X - “ X X XX XX
-
349 X X -  X X - - - . - - - X X X
34 9-A ** «a» X • X —
349-A-l X X urn * X X X X
349-A-2 X ** X mm ** X X X X
349-C A. mt X X — X - X X
349-3 A. «» - X X X
351-A X X X X - X H _ X • X X -





NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC1 vtu MCM m CtY NOR
351-B X X - - “ X X - X X X X -
35B-A - X X X - X X - X - X X -
352-C X X X - X » X X X « —
-
X
X X  X X X
X





354 X X - » » - X » X X -
355 - X - - - X — X » X X
356 - X - - - te - X X -
368 - — - - - - - - X - -
358-A - X - X - - - - X - X X X
359 - X - - - - U - - - X -
359-A - - - - - - - - X -
359-3 - - - - - - - X - - -
360 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
362-A X X - X - - - - X - - X *•
363 - - - - - - - X “ X -
363-A X X X X X X - X X X X X X -
363-B - - - - - - - - - - - - -
364 - - - - - - - - - - X X
364-A - - - - - - - X - X -
365 - X - - “ X < - X - X « -
365-A - - - “ - « - • X X -
365-B - - - - * X H - - » X X *
369-B - - - - - - - - - X X -
369-C - - - - - X - X X X X -
370 X X - - - X X - X - X - -
370-A X » X —
370-B X X OB mm mm X X a X X X -371 - • X • X -m X X —





MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR■■■■ ■ — *— ■ ■ '  ^"
371-A - X - - - X - - X X X -
372 - - - X - - - - - X X -
373 - - - - - - - - - X X
373-A - X X X X X -  X X % X X -
373-B - - - - X - - X - - -
374 - “ - - - X - - “ -
374-A - - - - - X - - X - -
3 7 4 -A -l - X - - - X X X - X “
374-B - - - - - X - - - - X -
374-D - - - - - - - X - - X -
375 X X — *“ X X X X X X
377 X X X - - - X - X X X -
377-A X X X X - X X X X X -
377-C X X X X X X X X X X -
377-D X X - X X X X X X X X -
377-E X X X - X - X X X X X
378 X - - X X X X X X X c -
378-A - X - - - - X » X X -
378-B X X X X -
379 - - - - - - X - X X X -
379-C - X - - - - “ - • X X -




380-B - - - » - - X - - X -
381 - X X - - - - - X X -
382 - - - . X - - - - X X -
382-A - . X - - - - - X X -






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RQ MWelC vtu MCM m CtY
383-B X X X - X X - >: X X - X X X
384 - - - - - - - - - “ «
384-A - - - - - - - - X - „
334-B - X X - X - - X X X - X X
384-C - - - - - - ” - - - - X •
385 - - - - - - X H - “ - X -
385-A - X X X X X - X - X X -
385-B - “ - - - " X X - - X -
387 - - - - - - - - - - X « -
388 - X X - X - - - - X - X X -
388-A X - X - -
3 8 8 -B -l X - , - - - - « • - - - - » X -
389 - X X - - - « X - X X X X -
390WI - X X - X X - X - X - X X -
391 - X X - - X X - X X X X -
392 X X X X - X X - X X X X “
393 X X X X X X X X - - X X X X
394 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
395 X X X - X X • X X X - X X X X
396 X X X - - - X X X X X X X
396-A X X X - X X X X » X - X X wm
397 - X X - - - n X X - X X <»
393 - X X « - - X X - X - X X
599 X X X - X - X X - X X X X w
399-A X X X - X X X X - X X X X Jt
399-B X X X - X - X X - X X X X •
3S9-C - -- - - - - - - - X am X






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR'
400 - - - - X - - - - - X X -
4CC-A - X - - X - - “ X X - X
401 - - - - - - X X “• « X X
401-A - - - - X - - » X X X X
402 - - - - - » - - X X
402-A X - - - - “ “ X X -
403 - - X - “ - X X X X «n
403-A - - - - - - - » - - X m -
404 X - - “ X X - - X X - - -
405 X X - X - - X X X X X
406 - - - - - X - - - - X X -
407 X X X - - - - X X X X - -
407-B X X - - - - -  . X X X X X
40'^-G X X X - - X - X X X X X -
407-D X X - - - - - X X X X X -
407-F - X - - X - X X X X X X
406 X - - - - - - - - - X X -
408-A X X X - X “ X X X X X X X -
409-A X - - - - - X X X X X X -
410-A - - - - X X - - jm ” - -
412 - X - - - - K X X - -
412-3 - X - - “ - « ~ X - - -
412-G X X X X X X X -
412-D - X - — X X X - - -
414 - X - - - - - - - s X X
414-A - - - - - - X X - X X X
415 - - - - - “ K X “ X - -
415-3 - - - - - - - - « X • X -






MeU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC VtU m  ^  NOR
417
4 1 7 - - - — • mm •• "  .
X X —
4 1 8 X - - - - - - K - - « X - -
4 1 8 - A X - - - - - - X « - “ - X “
4 1 8 - B X - - - • X - - K - - “ - X “
4 1 9 - A X - - - - - - » • “ - - -
4 1 9 - B X X - - “ - X X » “ X -
4 2 1 X - - - - - - X X “ “
4 2 1 - A - - - X - - X X
4 2 1 - E ' - X - - - - X - - X X - X -
4 2 1 - C X m. - - - - - X - - X -
^21-D X - - X - X X X - X X X X *
421-E - - - X — X mm X < •pT X mm
422 - X - - - - X - - - X X - -
422-A - X X X - X X X - X X X X -
422-B X X X - - - - X • X X X X -
422-D - X X - - X X X - X X X X X
423-A - X - - - - X - - - X - - -
423-B - X X - - - - - - X - - X X
424 - X - - - ■ - X X - X - X - -
424-B - X X - - - - - - - 40» - - -
424-C - X X - - X X - - X -■ - X -
424-D - - - - - - « - - - - - X -
424-F - - - - - - X X « - - X X -
424-G - X - - X - - - X X X X 1
424-H X X X X X X X X X
424-1 X X X _ X X - X X X -425 - - - - - - X - • — mm X X
425-A - X - - X X X X - X X - X X
425-A-l X X - - - - X - - X X X X -
426 X X X X X X X X X >





MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF m MWelC v t u MCM m CtY NOR
427-3 X - - X - - X - X X X -
427 X X — — X X -
428 -
428-A - X "  - . X - - X «it - - X -
428-B X X - - - K - “ X - -
430-A mf - - - - - - - » X X -  '
430-A-2 X - - - - K » - X «
430-A-3, - - -  « - X » - - X X X X -
430-J-l - X X X X X X X X X X X
430-J-2 - X - - - X - X X X - -
430-J-3 - X - X - - X - X X X X -
430-J-4 - X - X . - - X - X X X - -
431-A-l X - X X - - - - - X - X -
431-A-7 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
431-A-8 X - - X - - - X - - X X -
431-A-9 X - - -
431-A-r_ X X - - - X - - X X X X
431-A-15 - X - X - - - - X - X “
431-A-16 X X X - X X - X X - X -
431-A-17 X X - X X - X - X X X X -
431-A-l^ X X - - - - - - X X X - -
431-B-2 X X - - - - X - X X X X -
431-C-l X X - — - - - X - X -
431-C-2 - - - - - - - - X - — —
431-C-4 X - - - — - X — X -
431-C-5 X X - - - X X - - X - ->
431-C-6 - - - - — - - - - - - -
431-G-7 X X — X — K X X X X
427-B
431-C-7
MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
431-C-8 X X - X - X X X X X - -
431-C-13 X X - X - - X - X X X -
431-C-14 X X X X - X X X X X X X
431-C-15 X - - X - - - - - X X X -
431-C-18 X - - - - - - - X - - -
431-D-l X X - - - - - - X - - -
431-D-3 X X - - - - - - X - - -
431-D-4 X X - - - - - - X - « —
431-D-5 X X - - - - X - X X X -
431-S-l X X - - - - - X X X X -
431-2-2 - - - - - X - X X X X -
431-E-3 - X - - - - X X X X -
431-S-4 - X - - - - - X X X X -
431-E-5 - X X -
431-F-3 - - X it X -
431-F-4 - X - - - - X - - X X -
421-F-5 - - - - - - - X - - - -
431-F-6 X -
431-F-7 X - _ - - - X - - - - “
431-H-2 - X - X • - “ X X X X -
431-H-3 X X - - - - “ X - - -
431-1-1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
431-1-2 X X -  - X X - X X X X X -
431-1-3 X X -  X X - X X X X X X -
431-1-4 X X X X X -■ X  X X X X X
431-1-5 • X -• X - - X X X X X
431-1-6 X X -• - X - -  X X X X -

























431-1-10 X X • - - - - - X X X X
432 X X X X — X X X X X X
432-L X - - - - - - - « - X X
432-Ul X - - X - - X X X X X X -
433 X X X X - X - X X X X X X -
434 X X X - - X » X X X X X X -
435 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
435-D - - X - X - - X - X X X X
435—Jj - X X X X - - X - - X X X X
436 X X X - - - X - X X X - -
437 X - X - X - - - X X X X —
437-A-
( 1 - 5 0 ) - X - - X - X X X X X
438- . X X X - X - X X X X X X —
438-A X X - - - - X X - X X X X -
439 - - - - X - - X - - X X X —
440 - X X - X - - X - X X X X X
442 X X X - - X X X X X X X X -
443 X - X - X - - X - - X X X -
444 X X X X - X X X X X X X X X
444-A X X X - X X - X - X X X X -
444-B X X X - X X X X X X X X X
444-B-l X X X X X X X - X X X X X -
444.C X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
444-D X X X X X X X a. X X X X -
444-E X X a. X X X X X X X ••
4 4 4 .P X X m X X X 3i> X X
mm
445 X X X X X X X a. X X445-A X X - X X X X X X X X X X




MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MGM m CtY NOR
445-D-l X X - - X - X K - X X X X -
445-F X X - - X - - X X X X X X -•
445-G X X X - X - X X X X X X
445-H X X - - - - X X - X X X X -
445-H-l - X - - y. X - X - X X X X -
445-1 - - - - X X - “ - - - -
44S-J X X - - - X X X X X X X -
445-K X - - - - - - - X X X X X -
445-M X X - - - - - - - X X X X -
445-TI-l X X - X X X X X - X X X X -
445-N-2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
445-N-3 X X - - - - X - X X X - •
445-M-4 X X X - X X X X X X - X X -
447 X X - - - X - X - - X X -
447-A-l X X - - X X - X - X X X X -
447-A-2 - - - - - - - X - X X X - -
447-A-3 X X -■ - X X - X - X X X X -
447-A-5 X X - ■ - X X - X - X X X X -
447-A-6 X X - ' - X X - X - X X X X -
449 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
450 X - - - - X - X X X - X X -
451 - X - - X - - X X - - X X -
452 - X - - X X X X - X - X X
453 X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
453-A X X - X X X T X « X - X X -
454 X X - X X - - X X • X X -
454-B X X - - - X X X - X X -  ■ X -
454-C-l X X o X X X X X X X X w
4 4 5 - D - l




MeU. m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC v tu MCM m CtY NOR
4 5 4 -C -2  X X - - - X X X - X X X X -
4 5 4 -C -3  X X X X X X X X X X X -
4 5 4 -C - 4  X X - X X X X • X X X *•
455 -C - - - - X X - - - - - X —
455-D  X X - X X X X X X X X —
4 5 5 -3  X X X X X X X X X X X —
4 55 -E  X X - - X X X X X X X X
4 5 9 - A X X X X X X - X - X X X X ••
4 6 0  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 5 0 - A - 1 0  X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
4 6 0 - A - l l  X X - - X X X X - X X X
4 6 0 - A - 1 2  X - - “ X X X X X X X X -
4 6 0 - A - 1 3  X X - - X X X X X X - X X -
4 6 0 - A - 1 4  X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
4 6 0 - A - 1 5  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 6 C - A - 1 6  X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
460-A-20 X •V X X X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-21 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-22 X X X - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A-23 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-24 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-25 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-26 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-27 X X X - X X X X X X X X X
460-A-2B X X X X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-29 X X X X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-30 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-31 X X X - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A-32 X V X - X X X X X X - X X -
46C-A-33 X X X •- X X X X X X X X X -






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC V tu MCM m CtY NOR
460-A-3B X X - - X X X X X X X X X -  460-
460-A -36 X X - - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A-37 X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
460-A-38 X X - - X X X X X X X X -
460-A-50 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
460-A -51 X X X - X X X X X X X X X
460-A -52 X X X - X X X X X X X X X
460-A -53 X X X - X X X X X X X X X ’ -
460-A -54 X X X X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-55 X X X X X X X X X X X X X —
460-A -56 X X X - X X X X X X X X X —
460-A -57 X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
460-A-.68 X X X - X X X X X X X X X —
460-.A-80 X X X - X X X X X X X X X —
460-A -81 - X - - X X X X X X X X X —
450-A -82 - X - - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A -83 - X - - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A -84 - X - - X X X X X X - X X
4 6 0 - ;-3 5  - X - X X X X X X - X X -
460-A-86 - X - - X X - X - X - X X -
450-A .87  X X - - X X - X - X X - X -
461 X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
461-A X - X - X X X X X ~ X X X -
4 6 1 - B  X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
4 6 1 .C  X X - - “ X X X - X X X X
4 6 2 - A  X X X X - X X X X X X X X -
4 6 2 - B  X X - X X X K X X X X
X -




MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU :MWelC v t u MCM CtY NOR
4 67 -C V X - “ X X X X X X X X X-X -
4 67 -D V - X X X X X X X X X X -
4 67 -E X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 6 8 -A -4
4 6 8 -A -5 X X - - - “ - X - X X X X
4 6 8 -A -7 X X - X X X X X X X X X
4 7 3 - A - l X X X - X X - X - X X X X X
4 7 3 -A -2 - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
4 7 3 -A -4 X X - X X X X w X X X X X
4 7 3 - A - 6 X X - - - X w X X X
4 7 3 - A - 6 X X - X - X X _ X X X
4 7 3 - A - 7 X X - X - X X X X X
4 7 3 - A - 8 X X - X X X - X X X X X
4 7 3 - B - l X X o X X X X X X
4 7 3 - B - 2 X X X X X X _ X ' —
4 7 3 - C - l X X — X — X — — - X X X -
4 7 4 - A X X - - X - X - - X X X X -
4 7 6 X X - - X “ X H - - X X X
-
4 7 5 - A X - - - X - - X X X - X X «
4 7 5 - B IfZ - “ - X - X X - X X X X -
4 7 5 - ? X X - - X - - X X X X X X -
4 7 5 -H X X - - X X X X X X X X -
4 7 5 - J X - - - X X - X - X X X X -
4 7 5 - L X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
4 7 5 -M X X - - - X X - X X X X X X
476 -N X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
4 7 6 -0 X X - - X - X X - X X X X
4 7 6 -P X X - - - X X - X X X X -
4 7 6 -5 X X - - - - X K - X X X -
4 7 5 -R X X - “ ■ X - X X - X X X X -
478 X - - - - X - - X • X X «






MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC VtJJ MCM m CtY NOR
483-B - X - X X X - X - X X -
483-C - X - X - X X - X X X - ~
483-=: - X - X X X X - X X X X -
483-=:-l X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
483-3-3 X X - X X X X X X X X X X
483-^ X X - X - X X * X X X X -
483-G X X - X - X X X X X X X
483-H X X •  _ — X — - — X X X X •
483-H-l X X - - - X X - - X X -
483-1 X - -  - - X - - - X - X X —
4S3-L X X - X X - - - X - X X -
483-L-l X X - - - y - X X X X -
483-L-2 X X - X - X - - X X X X -
433-L-3 X X - - - X X - X X X X -
483-L-4 X X X - X X X X X X X X -
48o-M X X - - X X X - X X X X “
433-0 X X - X X X X - X - X X
483-P X X - X X X X X X X X X -
483-Q X X - - X X X X X X X X
483-R X X - - X X - X - X X -
483-T X X - X - X X - X X X X -
483-T-l X X - X - X H - X X X X
483-T-2 - X - - - X H - X X X X -
483-T-3 X X - - - - X X X - X X -
483-1-4 X X X X X X X X X X X -
4G:-U X X X  X - X X X X - X X X -
483-V-l X X - - - •V K - X - X X -
4S3-V-2 X X X X -r X X X X X X -






MeU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
483-V-4 X X - - - X X X - X - X X -
483-V-S X X X X X - - X - X X -
483-V-6 - X - X - X X - X X X —
435 X X - - X — X X ** X X X X
485-A X X X X X X X X X X X X
486 X X - - X - X X “ - X « -
486-A - - - - X - X “ - “ “ X - -
486-A-I X X X X X X -486**A«»2 X X - - - - “ “ X X X X • »
486-A-H X X - - - X - X X X —
486-A-7 - X X X «
486-G - X - - X - X X - X X X X
4 86-D X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
486-3 - X - - X - X X X X X X -
486-F X - - - - - - - - X - X - -
486-1-1 - - - - - - - - - X X X X -
436-1-2 - - - - - X - k - X X X X -
486-1-3 X X - - X X X K X X X X X -
487-A-l X >: X - - X X X - X X X X X
487-A-2 X X X X X
487-A-3 X V X - X - X X - X X X X X
487-A-4 X V - - - - X - X X X X -
487-A-5 “ > - - X X - k - X X X X -  ■
488 - X X - - - X X X - X X X -
491-A X X X X X X X X - X - X X -
491-3-1 - X - - - X X X - X X X X -
491-3-2 X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
491-3-3 X X - - - - X X - X X X X -
491-B-4 X > - - - - X - X X - X -
491-B-5 - X - - - - X X - X X X X






M«U NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu
491-B-7 X X - - - - X K - X X
491-B-8 X X - X X X491-B-9 X X «> X X X X49|-4^ *10 K X - - mm X X X “X492*A X X «• X X X X X493-G X X - - X “ X X X X
494-A X - - - X X - X X
494-G X X - - X - X - - X X
494-C-l X X - - - - X X - X X
494-C-2 X X X X X X49^-C-3 X X X — X X X494-D-l X X :: - X X X X X X494-D-3 X X - « . X X49'4-E-l - X - X X X X X X4f7 X X X - X _ X X X X497-A X X - - X X X - X
497-B X X - - - X X X X X X
497-C-l - X mm X X X X498-A-l - X - - X K X X X498-B X - - X - X X X X
498-3-1 - X - - X - X - - X —
498-3-2 X X - - - - X
K - X -
498-3-3 X X - - - - X X - X X
498-3-4 X X X X X X498-B5 X X «» X499-C X X • - X X X X - X X
499-2-1 X X X - X - -  ^ X - X X
499-3-2 X X X X - X X X - X X
499-F-l X X - - - X - X - X X
499-F-2 X X - - - X -
K - X X
500-D X - - X - - - X
80C-E X - - X - X X X
504 X X - - - X X — X
505-A . Y - - X - - — X


























































X  "  
X  ~
X  «  
X  -
X  -
X  - *  







MtU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
506-A X X - - X X X K - X X X X - 506-A
)06-U2 X X - - - - X X • X X X X -
r06-A-3 X X X - - » w X X X X X X -
506-A-4 - X - X X X X X X X X X X
S06-A-6 X X X - - - X X X X X X -
606-.A-6 X X - - - » X - X X X X X -
506-B X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
506-C X X X - X X X X - X X » X -
506-C-l X X X X X X - X X X X X X
506-G-2 X X - - X X - X X X X X X -
506.D X X - - - - - - - X X X X
506-D-l X X - - - - - - - X X X X ->
506-D-2 X X “ X - X X X “ X X X X
506-D-3 X X X - - X - X « X X X X —
506-D-4 X X X - - - X X X X X X X —
506-D.5 X X - - X X X X - X X X X —
506-S - - - - - - X X - X X X X
506-F - X - - - - X X - X X X X ..
506-G X X - - * X X X X - X X X
S07 X X X - X “ X X - X X X X X
507-A-l - X X - X - X X X X X X —
507-A.6 X X »■ - X - jr X X X X X X
507-A«9 X X \ - - - X X X X X X X
507-A-lC X X X X - - X X X X X X X —
507-A-12 X X - - - - - X X X X X X
S07-A.13 X X - “ X - X X X X X X X
507«»A-»X4 X X X - - - X X X X X X X




MeU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF w MWelC vtu MCM[ M CtY
S07-A-17 - - - - - X X - - - X X - -
507-A-ie X X ' r - ■V X X X - X X X X -
S07-A-19 X X “ - X “ X - X X X
507-A-20 X X X - - - X X X X X X X
507-A-21 - X - - - - X X X X X
507-A-22 - X - - - X - X «. X X
S07-A-23 X X - - X X X X “ X X X X -
507-A-24 X X - - - X X X X X X X X -
507-A-25 X X - - - X X X - X X X X -
307-A-.26 X X - - - - X X - X X X X
507-B-2 X X - X X V“ X X X X X X X X
507-B-3 X X - X - - X « « X X X X -
507-B-4 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
507-S.6 X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
507-B-6 X X - - - - X H - X X X X -
50'’-B-7 X 507-B-8 X XX XX - - X XX XX X X XX XX XX -
507-3-9 X X X - X X - » X X X X X
507-B-10 X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
507-B-ll X - - - - - X < - X - X X
so7-e-i2 X X - - X “ “ X - X X X X
507-B-13 X X X X X X X X X X - X X X
507-B-14 X X X - X X -V* . V H - X X 7 X -
507-C.l X X - - - X X - X X X X -
507-C-2 - X X - - X X - - X X X X -
507-C-3 X X - - - X X X - X X X X -
507-C-4 X X w X k V X X X507—0—5 X X
X507-D X X X - - X XX XX X X XX
X
X <-






MeU m NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG a u F RU MWelC vtu MOM m CtY NOR
307-D-2 X X - X - - X - X X X X -
507-D-3 X - - - X X X - X X X X -
507-D-4 X X ~ — X X K X X X -
507-D-5 X X X - X X X - X X X X —
507-D -f X X - X X X - X X X
507-D-8 - X - - X X X X X -
5 0 7 -E - l X X - - X X X - X X X X
507-2-2 - X - - - X X - X - X X -
507-2-3 X X - X X - X X X X
507-G - X - X - X - X X - X -
5 0 7 -G -l X - - - - - X - X X X X
507-G-2 X X - - X X X - X - X X -
507-G-3 X X X - X X X X X X X X -
507-G-4 X X X X X X X X X X -
507-G-5 X X X **507-H X X -  - X - X X X X X
507-L - X X - « X X YV X X X
5 0 7 -L - l X X - X X X X X X X X -
5 07 -L-2 X X - X X X X “ X X X X —
5 0 7 -U 3 X X - - - X X X X X X
5 0 7 -U 4 X X - - - X X - X X X X -
507-L-5 X X - - - X X - X X X X -
507-N - X - - X K - X X X X
507-0-1 - - - - - X X - X -  ' X X
507-0-2 - - - X - X X - X X X X -
507-0-3 X y - - - X X - X X X X -
5 0 7 -P -l X X X X X X X X X X X X -
507-T X X X X X X X X X - X X X
507-U - X X X - X X X X X X X
507-Y - - - - - X K - X X X






MeU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
507.Z-1 X X - ~ - - X X - X X X X -
SOB X X X - - - X - X X X X X -
508-A X X - X - - - - X X X X -
5 0 8 -A -l X X “ - - X - X - X X X X -
S08-B X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
S08-D X X X - - - X K X - X X -
S08-E X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
5 0 8 -E - l - X - - X X - - X - X X -
508-F X X X - - X X X X X X X X -
508*G X X - X X - X K - X - X X -
508-H X - - - - X X - « X X X X -
E08-H-2 X X X X X 7 X X X X X
508-K-3 - X •> * - z X X • X X m.
500-J X X - - - - X / X X X X X
308-K X - - - X - X X X X X X X
5C8-L r X X X X X V X X X X X X -
508-M X X “ - X - X X X X X X X
509 X - - “ X - - K « - X X -
509-A. X X - - X X - X X X X -
509-B X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
510 X X -r X V' X - X X X X X X X
512 X - - - - - X - - X - X - -
S12-A-1 X X - - < _ V - X X X X X X
S12-A-2 X - - « - X X - X X X X
512-.A-;^ X - - - - “ X X X X X X -
S l ’ -A-4 X X - - X “ - X X X X X -
512-B X X X - X X X - X X X X X -
5 1 2 -B -l X - - - - - - - X X X X -






MeV ijy NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY
512-C X '<■ X X X X X X X X5l2*C*»l X X X -
^12-D X X V X X X X V X X X X X —
512-D-l X X - - X X X K X X X X X “
512-D.2 X X - - X X X X X y X X X
5l2«D-3 X X - - - X X X X X X X X
512-D-4 X X - - “ X “ X X X X
612-D-5 X X X X X - X X V X X X
512-D-6 X - — - - “ - X - X X X X
512-D-7 X X - - X X X X - X X X X —
512-S-l X X - X - - K - X X X X -
5X2»*«i<"2 - X - - X - ■ - X ■ - X X X X -
512-F X X X X X - X X - X X X X ->
512-F-l X X - - - - X A - X X X X mm
515-A X - - - X X V - - X - X - -
516 - X X - X “ X K - X X X X -
516^1 X X X X X X X - “ X X X X
51C-B X - X - X - X X X X X X X
516.C - - - - X V - X X X X X X
516-D X X - - X X X X X X «» X X «
517 - X X - X - - X X X X
517.A - X X - - - - X X - X X
518 - - - - X - - » X y X X
519 X X - - X - - - - X X X X ..
520 - - - - X - - - - X X X
520.A - X X - X - X < - X X X X
522-A X - X X X - X X X X X X X





m MU NhU Ctw MeWC RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY W
523-A - X X - X “ X X - - X X X mm
R23-A-9 X - - - - - - - X X X X
S23-B X X - - - X X ~ - ». » X m
523-C -• X - - - X X - - X » X X -
525 - X X - - - - « - X X X X X
525-A - - - - - - - - X - X X -
525-B X X X - X - - X - X X X X
526 - X "NT - - - - H - - - X X -
526-E - - - - X
527 X - - X - - - “ - - X X -
527«A. » X X X X X X - X X X X -
527-B - X *v» - X - - ■ - - X - X X -
528-A - X •m - X X X X - X X X X -
529 - X X - X - H - - - X - -
529«B X X - - X - ' X - - X X X X -
530 - X - - X - - - - - - X X -
530-A X X - X X - X X - X X X . X -
531 • X - - X - - X - X X X X “
532 - X - - - - - - - - - X X -
532-A-2 X X - X X X X - X - X X -
532-A-3 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
532-A-6 X X - - - - « - - <■» - - -
532-A-7 X X - - X X X X - X X X -
532-A-8 X X - - X X X X - X X X X -
532-A-9 X X - - - «« X X X X X -
532-A-lO X X X X X X X X X X X -
S32-A-U X X X X X X X X X X532-A- 2 X X - - X X 4 «» X X X —






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF MWelC v tu MCiM MH (: t Y
532-B.2 X X X X X - X X - X X X X -
5 3 2 -C -l - X - - - - - “ X X X X X
S32«C-2 X X X - - X X K - X X X X »
532-C-3





























533-A X X - - X X X X X X X X
-
534 X X X - X - - X X X X X X
534-A X X - X X X X X X X X X X •
535 - X X X - X X X X X X X
535-A X X - - - ~ - - X - X X X
536-A X X X X X “ X X X X X X X —
537 X X - - X - - - - « X X »
538 X X X - X - - K - X X
539 X X X - X - - X - X X X X
542 X X X - « - - X X - X. X X •
543 X Y X X - - - X X X X X X X
544 X X X X - - X X X X X •»
544-A X - - - - - - - X X X X
545 X - X - - - K - X X X
545-A X « - - - « - K “ X X
546 X X X - X - “ X X X X X
546-A X X “ - - « X « X X X X X
548 X X X - X X X X X X X X
551 X X X - X X X X X X X X
552 X - X - - X X X X X X X X
553 X X - X X X X X X X X X X
553-B - X - - - - - m • X X
554 X X X X X X X X X X X X X





MeU NU NhU CtVJ MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC v t u MCM MH CtY NOR
5 5 4 -C .l
5 5 4 -C -l - X - “ - - ~ ~ - X X
556 X X - - X X X X “ X X X -
557 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
558 « X X X - - K X X « X X -
658-A - - - « - - “ » « - « X -
5 5 8 -A -l X X mm X X mm
558-A-2 X X - X X X X X X X
559 ” X X - - - - K - X » X X -
559-A X - X X - X X - X X X -
559-B - X - X X - - X - X z - X
560 - - - “ X - - X - X - X X mm
563 X X - - - “ - X - - X ft* - -
564 - X « - » “ - X - X - -
564-A - - - - - - - - - - - « - ”
565 X X - - - - - X - - z X • »
565-A X - X X
565-B • - - - — • “ - X - - «
567-B X X - - - X X « - X - X X -
569 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
569-A - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
569-B - X X - X X X X X X - X X X
569-C X X X - X X X X X X z X X X
569-D X X X X X X X X X X X X X w
570 X - - - X - X H X X -> X X X
571 X X X X X - - X X X X X X -
572 X X X X X « X X y* jr X X X X
573 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
574 X X X - X - X
K - X « X X mm




MeU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
-75 - V X X X X X X X X X X X -
576 X X :: X X X X X X X X X X X
577 X X X X X V X X X X X X X X
577-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
579 - X - - “ - - K - X X X z
579-A - X - - X X - X X X X X X -
580 - X - - - - - - - - X X X
580-A - X - - - - - - - - - X X -
580-A-l X X - V - - V’ X - X X X X-
580-3 X X X - X X X X X X X X X
581 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
S81-C - - - - - - - X - - X X - -
581-D - - X X X X X X - X X X X
581-2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
581-2-1 X X - X - X X X X X X X - -
581—ii—3 X X - - - - X X X X X X X -
591-2-4 X X - - X X X X X X X X581-E-5 - X - X X X X - X X X -582 X X - - - X K - X X X X -
532-A-l X X - X - - K - X X X X -
582-D X - X « X - X X X X X X -
582-E - - - “ - X X X X X X -
582-J X X - - X X X X X X X X X
582-K X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
382-L X - - - - - X X X X X X X -
582-M X X X X X •V X X X X X X X -
583 - - X - X - X - X X X X -
584 - - X - X - - X « - X X X






MeU NU IfnU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC v t u MCM CtY NOR
584-D - X X - X - X X - X X X X -
564 -E X - *• “ X X X X X X X X -
5 8 4 -? X X - - X “ - X - - X X X “
5 c 4 - I - - - - X - X - - X X X
5 8 4 -K X X X - X y X X X X X X X -
584-M X - X - X X - X - X X X X
584-M X X “ - - “ X X - X X X X -
F 8 4 -N -1 X X - - - X X X X X X X X -
584-0 X X - - - X X X X X X X
1
-
586 X X - - X X - X - - X X X -
589 X X X - « - X X » - X X X
5G9-A - X - *■ X - - X “ - X - X -
591-A X X - - X - X X - X X X X
592 - - X - X X X X X X X X
593 X - X - - - - X - - X X -
593-A - X - - X - - X - X - X X -
593-B X X X X X X593-E X X X X X X X -594 — X - X - X - - X X X
594-A - - X - - - X - - - - X -
595 - X - X X - - X X X X X X -
596 • X - - - - X - - » X X -
597 - - - - X - X - « X X
597-A - X - - X X X X X X X
599 - X X - “ - - X « - X X X -
600-A X X X - X X - X X X X X X -
601 - X X - X - - < X X X X X -






MeU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY NOR
601-B - X X - X X X X - X X X X -
602 X X X - X - - - - X - X X -
603 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
603-E - - - - - - « X X X X X -
603-C - X X - X X X X X X X X X X
603-D X - - - X - - - X X - X -
603-E X X X X X X X X X X X603-F X X - - X X X X X X X604 - X - - X X - K - - - X X
604-A X X - - X X X X - X X X -
604-A-l X X - - X “ X X - X X X X X
604-A-2 X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
604-3 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
604-C-l X X X X - - “ - X X X X
606 - X X - - “ - - “ - X X sm
606-A - yr - - - - - - - - X X
606-3-1 X X - - X “ - X - X X X X
606-C-l - X - - - - - - X X X X X -
606-C-2 - X X - X - X M “ X X -
607 - X - “ « - — - X - X X -
607-C - X X - X X X X - X X X X X
607-G-2 - X - - X X X X X X X X X
607-S X - - X - - K - - - X X 4W
609 X X - - - - - X - X X X.-. X X
609-A - X - - - “ - X - X - X mm
609-D - X - - - - - X ” X — - X
609-0-1 - X - - - - X X - X X X •






MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC v tu MCM MH CtY■ ^ 1—w '
6 1 0 -A X X - - - - X - X - “ X -
6 1 0 -B X X - X X - X - X - - X -
610«C - X - X X - X X X X X -
o lO -D X X - X - - X - X • X X X
611 X X - X - - X X X X X X X
6 11 -A - X - - - X X X » » «w
611 -D X X - - - - X X X
6 1 1 -E - » - - - - X - X X X
6 1 1 -F - X - - - - X - X - X
611-G - X - - 'r « X - X X X X
612 - X - X - X K - X X X X
612-A - X X X X X X X “ X X X X X
612-B - X - - X - X - X - X X X
612-C - X - X - - X X X - X X
612-E • X - X - - X - X - X X
613 - X - X X - X - - - X X
5 13 -J l - X X X. - - - • X X X
6 1 3 -3 X X -  “ X - - X - X X X X X
614 X X X X -! - X - X « X X X
6 1 4 -A X X - X - - X - X X - X  X
6 1 4 -B - X • X - - X - X - - X  .
614 -C - X - X X X X - X X - X  -
615 X X - X - - X - X X X X  -
615 -A X X • X - - X » X X X X  -
616 - X - X - - X X X - X -  .
6 16 -A X X X X X - / “ - X - X .
6 1 6 -B - X - X - X - - X - - X .






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY NOR
617 X X - - x Y - X - X X X X -
613 - X X X X X X SC - - - X X -
6 1 9 - a X X V" V X X X X X X X X X “
619-C - X - - - - X - X X X X
620 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
620-A - X X - X - X X - X X X X »
621 X X X - X - X X ~ X - X X X
621-A X X - -v* X ” V X X X X X X X
622 - X X - ~ X X X X X X X
^
W X X X X X X X X - X X - X “
624 X X X - X - X XT X X X X X X
524*“ rt, X X - - - Y X - X X X X X
625 :c X X - X - X X X X X - X X
626-A •V X X X - X X X X Y X X X -
627 - X X - - X Y X “ X X X X *-
6-7-A X X :: - y* :: X X X X X X X -
627-2 X X - X - X X « X X X X X X
o '^ P -3 X - X - X - - - - X - -
529-A X X X - Y X V X X X X X X
630 X X X - - X " X X X “ X X X
631 X X X - - - - X - - X X
632 X X X - - - - - - X X
632-.-V - - - - - - - - “ « - X X »
633 - - X X - - - “ X - X X X
613-A X X X - - Y X X - Y - X X -
- X - - - - >< ~ X X X X
“
633-C X - “ X X X “ X X X X -
3 34 - A r; - X - - X - X X X -






5 S NU NhU Ctw MeWC Mh RIC TUF RU ;MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
634-B X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
636 X X X - X - X X - X X X -
637 X X - X - X K - - X X X -
637-A X X X - X - - X - X X - - -
637-B X - - - tm - - - X mm X X -
637-C X X X - - - X X - X » - X -
637-E • _ «
637-F - X - - X mm X X X638 X X X X X - X X X X X X X *
638-A X X - “ - - X X X X X X X -
638-B X X - - • - X X - X X - X -
639 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
640 - X X - - - m X - • X X X -
641 X - X - - - X •V - - X - -
642 - X X - - - - X - X X X X -
642-A X X - - - - X X - X X - X -
643 - - - - - - - - - - mm X - -
644 - - - - X - - H - - - X X -
646-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X ■
646-B X X - - X «» X X - X X X X
S46-C X X mm X X - - - - X - X X -
646-D X X m - X X - - mm X X X z -
646*2 X X - X X X X X X X X X X «»
646-F
* rr X X * « X X X X X X X -w* r «» X, * X X . * X X •• X « X X ■*
648 - X - - X X X K X X X X X -
648*iw X - - - X - - < - - « X X -
648-B X r X - X X X X X X X X X X
648-C X - mm^ X X - - K - X X X  ■ -






MeU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY
649 X X X X X X X X X X - X X  X
650 X X - - X - X X X X X X X  X
651 X X X — X X X X X - X  X
651-A X X - X X X X X X X X  "
653 “ X - - X - “ - - X » X X
654 X X - - X - X X X - X X X  X
654-A X X - X X X X X X X X X X
656 X X - » X - - - - » X X
656-A - X X - X » - X - X “ X
6 5 7 -B -l X X X X X X X X - X X X X -
657-B-2 X X - - X X - X - X - X X
657-B-3 X X - - X X - X X - X X
667-B-4 X X X - X X X X - X X X X
657-B-5 - X X - X X - X - X X X X  -
657-B-6 X X - - X X X X - X X X -  -
657-B-7 - X - - X X « X - X X X X  -
657-B-8 X X - - - - - X - X X X X  -
657-C - X - - X - X X X - X X  -
660 - X X - - - - X - X X X  -
660.B X - - - X -• - X X X - X X  -
661 - - - X - « mt - X • X X  -
662-A - - - - - - X - X - - X X  -
663 X X X - X - X - X X X X X  X
663-A - X - - X - - iX - X X X X  -
664 - - - - X - - - - - X X -
664.B X X - X - X - X X X X X
665 - - - X - - - • X - X X -
665-A - - - - - - - - - X - X X  -
665-B • X X X X X X  -
6 4 9




MeU NU :Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC ’ytu MCM m CtY NOR
665-C - - - X - - - - X - X X -
665-D - X - X X —
66S.S - X - - - - - K - X - X X —
665-F - - - - - - - - - X - X X •*
666 - X X - X - X X X X - X X -
668-A X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
670-A X X X X X - X X X X X X X
671 X X X X X - X X X X X X X —
672 X X X - - - - X X X “ X X -
672-A X X - X X - - X X X X X X -
672-B X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
672-C X X X X X X X X X X X X X  X
672-D - - - - X - X X - X X X X -
673 X X X X X - X X X X X X X  X
674 X X X X - - X X X -
674-A X X - - - - - - - - X
675 X - X - X - X - - X *• X X -
676 X X X - X - - X X X - X X -
677 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
678 X - - - X - - X - - - X X -
679 X - X - X - - - - - - X X -
681 - X - - X - - X - - X X -
681-A - - mm - - - - - X - - - -
682-A X v* - - - - X - mm - X X X -
662-A..1 X X - - - - - K • - X X X -
682-C - X - - - - - - - - - X X -
682-D X - mm - - - - X - - - X X
685 X - - - - - - X - - - X X -






MeU NhU ctw MeWC Mh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY NOR
687 X X _ _ X X
687-A X X - - X - - - - X - X —
688 X X - - X - - X X X X X -
689 X - - X X -
6 89 -A -l X - - - X X • X X X X -
690 X - X « - - - - - X X X -
691 X - X - - - -  X X X X -
692-A - - - - - - - - - - - X -
693 X X X - - - - X X X -
693-A - • - X - - - - “ " X X -
S 9 i - X X
-
695 X X X - - « - X X V X X
693 X - X - - - - - - I t X X -
699 X X X - X - X X X X X X -
701 - - - - - - mm mm - V X X -
701-A X X - - - - - X X X X X -
701-B X X - - - - X X X X X -
702 - • X - - - - - - "V X X -
704 - - X - - - - X X X X -
708 - - - - mm - - X X X -
710 - - - - - - - - X X X -
711 - - X - - - - mm mm - X X X -
712 - - X - - - - « ■Vmm X X -
714 - - X - - - - - - X X X -
715-C - X -
716-A - X X - X - - - X - X X -
716-B - X - - X - - X X X - - X -
716-C X X X - X X X X  X X X X X
-






MeU NU NhU c t w MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC v t u
■ ■■ ■ "
717-A - - - - X - X - - -
717-B X X - - X X - X - X
717-B-l X X - - X - - - - X
717-C X X X - X - - - - -
717-C.l X X X X X X X X
717-D X X X - X - X X - X
717-E X X X X X - X X X X
717-G X X X X - X X X
717-H X X - X X X - -
717-1 X mm718 - X X - X - X X X X
719 - X X - X - ■ - - - X
719-A
719-B - X - - X - - X - X
719-C - X - - X - X X X X
719-D - - - - X - - “ - X
721 X X X - X X X K - X
721-A X X X X X X X X X X
722 X X X X X X X X X X
723 - X X - - - - X - X
723-A X X X X X X X X X X
723-B - X - - - - - - -
723-C X X X X X X X X X X
724 - - X - X X X X - X
725 - X X - X - K - “
725-A - - - - X - - X X -
726 - - X - X - - T X X
727 - - - - X - X K • -
728 - X - X - - X X X
728-B X X - - X - X X X X













































































MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR' ■ ■■
729-A - X - - X - - - - - - X X -
729-B X X - - X X - X X X - X X -
730 - X X - X - - X - X - X X -
731 - X X - X - - - - - X - -
73UB - - - - X - - - - - - X X -
732 - - X - X - “ - - - X X -
733 - X X - X - - - - - X X X X
734 - X X - - - - < - - X X
735 - X X - X - - - - - - X X
736 X X - X - - X - X - X X “
738 X X X -■ X - X X - X - X X -
739 - - X - X - - - - X - X X **
740 - X - - - - K - X - X X -
740-A X X X X X X X X X - X X X -
741 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
742 - X X X X - - X - X X X X
743 - - X - X - - - - X - X X
744 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
744-A X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
744-B X X - - X - - - X X X X
744-C - X - - - X X - - X X X X -
745 X X X - - X X X X X X X X X
745-A X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
745-B - X X - - - - - - - X X X -
745-C X X - - - - X X - X - - - -
746-B X X - - X X X X X X - X X -
746-C X X X X X X X X X X X X X






MeU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC v ta MCM m CtY NOR
746-E X - - - X - X - - X z X X -
746-F X X X - X - - K X X X X % -
746-H X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
746-1 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
746-J X X - - X X - X X X X X X -
746-L X X X - X X X - X X X X
746-M X X - - - X X - - X X X X -
746-N X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
747 - - - - X - - i ( - - X X X -
747-A - X X X X - X X X X X X X -
748 - X - - - - - X - X X - -
748-A - - - - - X - K « X - X -
748-B - X - - - - - X - - X X X -
748-C - — . - - - - - - - - - - X -
748-D - - - - X - - X - - X - X -
749 - - - - X - - - - - X - -
749-B - - X - X - - X - - - X X -
750 - X X - - - - X - - - X - -
750-A - - - “ - - - X X X X -
750-B - - - - - - - - - - - X X -
750-C - - - - - - - - X X X X -
762 - - - - X » - X - - X X - -
752-B - X X - X - - X - - X X X -
752-C X X X - X X - X - X X X X -
752-F X - - - - - X X « X X X X -
753-A X X - - - X X - - X X X X -
754 X X - - X X X X “ X X X X -






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH CtY NOR" " ■ ' ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ ... —
754-B X X X •> X X X - - ' z
754-C X X - - - X X X X X •755 X X X - X - X X - X X X ^ X
756-B - X - - - X X X - - X X X -
756-D X X - X X - X - X X X z
756-E X X X - X - - X “ X X X z -
758 - X X ~ X - - “ - - X X z
759 - - X - X - - X - X mm X z -
761-A X - - - X X - - X X X z -
761-B X - - - - - - X - - X X z -
762-A - X X - X - X X X X X X z -
762»D®2 - X - - - - - X - ~ X 5* z -
762-.D-3 X X - X X - X X X X X X z .
762-S - X - - - - - X X X - X z -
763 X X X - X - - - - X X X z «
764 X - X - X - - - - - X z -
764-B X X X - X - X X - X X X z
764-C - - - - X - - - - - X X - -
764.D X - X - X - - - - - X X z -
764-S - X - - X - - - X X X z
765 X X X - - - - X - - - X z -
765-A X - X - X X - X X X X X - -
765-B - X X - - - X X X X X - -
765-C X - - - X - - X - X X X z -
765-D X X - -
76S-E - - - - - - - - - - X X - -
765-F - - - - - - - - - - - X -






MeU NU NhU Ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC Vtu MCM m CtY NOR
766 X - - - X - X - - X X X -
766-A - - - - - - - « - - X - - -
766«*C - X - - - X X X - X X X X “
766-D - - - - - - - - - - X X 0B^ -
767-B - - - - - - - - - - - X - -
767-C - - - - • - - - - - - X - -
767-D - - - - - - - - - « - X - -
768 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
760-B X X X X X «, • • X X X
768-D X X X X - X X X X X X “
768-E X X X - X X - X X X X X X —
7SS-F X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
768-Q X X X - X - X X X X X - X -
768-H X X X wm X K X X X X
768-1 X - - - X - X X X X X X X
768-ir X X - - X - X X X X X X X
768-K X X •> X - X X - X X X -
768-L X X - X X X X X X X X X «■>
768-M X X - - - - - - X X X X
769 X X X - - X X X X X X X X —
769-A X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
769-B X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
769-C - X - - X - X X - X X X X -
769-B X - X - X - X n X X X X X -
770 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
770-A X X X X X » X X X X X X X -
771 - - - - X - - X - - X X X -
771-B X X X - - - X X X X X X X X
771-D X X X - X - X X - X X - X
771-S - X X X X - X X X X X X «





MeU mj NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM MH c t y NOR
772-A
772-A - - X - X * *• X X X
772-B - - - - X - - - X X X X
772-C - - X - X - - X - X X X X -
773 - X X - - - - K - - - X X -
773-A - - - X “ - X - - - - X X -
774 - - - X - - - - - - X X -
775-A X - X - X - K - X X X X -
776 - - X - X - - X - X X X X -
1 1 1 - X X - - - - K - - X X - -
l l l ^ k - X mm - - - X K - - X X - -
777-B - X - - X - - X - X X X X -
777-C - X - X X -
778 - X X - X - X X X X X X - -
778-B - - X - - - mm - - - X X X -
778-C - - - - - - - K - X X X X -
779 - • - - X - - - - - X X X -
780 - - X - X - - - - - - X X -
780-A - X X - X - X X - X X X X -
781 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
781-A X - X - X X - - X X « X X -
782 - X X - X X X - X X X - X -
782-A X mm - X X - K X X X X X -
783 X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
783-A X X - X - X X X X X X X X -
7 8 3 -A -l X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
783-B - X X X X X X X X X X X X -
7 8 3 -C -l X - - - X X - K X X X X X -
7 8 3 -E - l X X • X «. X X X X X X
-  7 8 3 -E - l
ct
ctu
MeU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC Vtu MCM MH CtY NOR■ ■" — ... . ■... . ' ■' " —ITl-Tin —
783-E-2 X a. X - X - -  X X X z -
783-E-3 X X > X - - X X X X X
784 - X X - X X mm K X  X X X X
785 X X X X X X - X X X X X X X
785-A X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X
785-B X X X X X X X X X  X X X X -
786 X X X - X X X X X  X X X X -
786-A X X X - X X X X X  X X X X X
X
787-A X X X X X X X X X  X X X X
788 X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X
788-A X X X - - - X X -  X X X X
790 X X X - X - X X X  X X X X -
791 X - X - - - X - X  X X X X -
793 X - X - - - - X -  X X X X -
794 X - X - - - X X -  X X X X -
795 X - X - - - - X -  X X X X -
797 X - X - - X X X X X X -
798 X - X - - - X X -  X X X X -
799 X - X - - - mm X *  X X X X -
800 X - X - - - - X -  X - X X -
802-A - X X - X X X X X  X X X X -
803 X X X - - X X X  X - X X -
803-A X X - - X X - X - X - X X -
804 X X X X X X X X X  X X X X -
805 X X X X - X X X - X X X X X
. 806 - X - - X X - X - X - X - -
806-B X X X X X X X X X  X X X X —
806-C - X - X X X X X X  X X X ' X X
806-F X X X X X X X X X  X X X X -






MeU m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY
306-H X X •* X X X X X X X X X X -
006-1 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
807 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
811-A X X X - X X X X X - X X X -
811-B X X X - ' - X X X X X X X X X
811-B-l X X X X X X X X X X X X -
812-A X X X - X - - K - X «. X - -
813 X X X - X X X X X X X X - -
813-A X - X - X X X X - X X X X -
815 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
816 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
817-A X tm X X X X - X X X X X - -
817-B X X X X X - X X X X - X X -
818 X X X X X X X X X X - X X -
818-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
818-A-l X X X X X X X X X X X X X >x
818-B X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
818—B—2 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
818-C X X X X X X X ) ( X X X X X -
818-D X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
818-E X X X X - X X X X X X X X -
818-F X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
819 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
820 X X X X X X X X X X X X X . -
821 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
823 X X X X X X X X - X X X X X
823-A - X X X X X X X X X X X X -
824 X X - X X X X X X X X X X X






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Wh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY E
826 X X - X - X - X X X X X
826-A - X X - X - - - X X X X X “
827 X X X - - X X X X X X -
827-A X - X - X - X X - X X X X “
828 X - X - X - X X X X X X X -
829 X X - X - - X « X X X X -
830 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
830-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
830-B X X - - X X X X - X X - X -
830-C X X X - - - X X - X X X - -
830-D X X X X - X X - X X X X -
830-E X X X - » - K - X X X X -
830-F X X - - - - X - - - X - X -
830-G X X - - X X X X - X X - X -
830-H X X X - X - X X - - X X X -
830-H-l X X •• « . w k X X X X
830-H-3 X X X X X830.1 X X X - X - X X X X X X X
830-J X X - X X X X X - X X X X —
830-K X X - - X - X X - X X - X
830-L X X - X X - X X - X X X
830.M X X - - X - « - - » X X X -
830-N X X - - « » X « X X X X -
830.0 X X - - X - - X - X X X X -
830-P X X - - X X “ X X X X X -
830.Q X X - - - X - X - X X - X -
830.R X X - - X X X X X - X X -
830-S X X - - - X « - - X X - X -




MeU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC VtU MCM MH CtY NOR
830-U X X - - - X X X • X mm X X 4M
830-V X X - - X X X « - X X X X -
830-W X - - - - - - X X X - X -
830-X X X - - X X X - X X X X “
830-1 X X — - X X X X « X X X X
830-Z X X X X X - X X X831-A - X - - X X X X X X X X
831-B-I X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
831-B-2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
831-B-3 X X - - - X - - X X X X X
831-C X X X - - X X X - X X X X X
831-G-l X X X X - - - X - X X X X -
831-C-2 X X X - X X X X X X X X mm
831-C-4 • X - - - - X X X X X
831-C-5 X X - X - X X - X X X
832 X X X X — X X X X X X X X X
833 - X X - - - « X - X X X X
833-A X - - - - - X - X - X X
834 X X X - - - - K X X X X X
834-B X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
834-C X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
834-E X X X - - X X X - X X X X
834-F-l X X X - - X X X X X X X X
834-G X X X X X - X X - X X X X -
834-H X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
834-1 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
834-J X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
834-K X X X - X X X X - X X - X -
834-M X X - - X X X X - X X X X -




Me U  W  N h U  C t W MeWC i m  RU MWe l C  V t U  MCM
034-N-I x x x x x x x x x x  x 
8 3 4 - N - 2  X X
8 3 4 - 0  X X X  X X  X X  X X X  X
8 3 4 - P  X X X - - X X X X X X
8 3 4 - Q  x x - - - - “ “ - * “
8 3 4 - R  X X  -  -  X X  -  X X X  X
8 3 4 - S  x x x - x x x x x x x
8 3 4 - T  x x x - x - x x - x x
8 3 4 - U  X X - X - - X X - X X
8 3 4 - V  X  X X  -  -  -  X  X  X X  x
8 3 4 - W  x x x - x - x x x x  X
8 3 4 - X  x x x x x x x x x x -
8 3 4 - 1  x x - x x x x x - x x
8 3 4 - Z  X  x -  x  X  -  X  X  X X  x
8 3 5  x x x x - - - * ^ * *
8 3 7  X  X X  -  -  -  -  X *
8 3 7 - B  -  - -  - X - - - - X X
8 3 7 - C  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  . X  -
8 3 7 -  D  -  . -  - -  - -  • -  X X
8 3 8  -  • -  -  -  -  -  X -  - X
8 3 8 -  A -  X -  - -  - X - X X -
8 3 8 —C — X  — .  — — X  — — X  —
8 3 8 -D  -  - - - - - - - - - X
8 3 8 -E  -  - . . X - -
8 3 9  x x x x x x x x  x x x
8 4 0  -  x x x x x x x x x x
8 4 1  - X - - -  - - - - - -
8 4 3  -  - -  -  - - - - - x -
8 4 4  -  X X  -  -  -  - -  - -  -




















































MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY
845-A - - X - - - - - - - - X X
845-B - - X - - - - - - X - X X
848 X X X X X - X X - X X X X  X
848-A X X X - X - - X - X X X X
850 X X X X - X X X X X - X X
851-J X X X X X X X X - X X X X X
853 X X X X X X X X X X X X X  X
853-A X X X X - - X X X X X X X
8 5 3 -A .l X X - X - X X X X X X X X
853-B - X - - - - - - - X X X X
854 X X X - - - X X X X X X X
854-A X X - - X X X X X X X X X
854-B X X X - - - X X - X X X X
855 X X - - X - - X - X X X X
855-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X
855-3 X X X - X X - “ “ X X X
855-C X X - - - X X X X X X X X
856 - X X - X X - X - - - X X
856-B X X X X X _ X X X X X
856-A -l X X X X - X -> X X X X
8 3 6 -B .l X X X - X X X X X X X X X
856-B-2 X X X X X X X X X X
856 -C -l X X - - X - X X - X X X X
856-C-2 X X • — X X X X X X
856-D X X - X X - X X X X X X X
856.E X X X X X X X X X X X X X
856-E -l X X X X X X X X X X X  X
856-E-2 X X - X X X X X X.: X
857-D-2 X X i . X X X X
857-D-5 - X - - X - - mm - - - X
857-D-8 mm X X - X - X - - - X X X
857-D-lO X X mm X 'mm X mm X X X





MeU m NhU c tw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC v t u MCM m CtY NOR
8 5 7 - D - l l X - - X - - - • - - X -
8 6 7 -D -1 2 - X X - X - - - - - X X X
8 5 7 -D -1 7 - X X - X “ X X - X X X X
8 5 7 -E - l X X X - X « X X X X X X X «>
8 5 7 -E -2 - X - - X X X X X X X X X —
8 5 7 - F - l X X - - X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -F -2 X X - - X X X X X X X X X
8 5 7 -G - l - X - “ X » X X - X X X X
857-H X X X - X X X X X X X X X
8 5 7 -H - l X X - - X X - - - X X - X -
8 5 7 -H -2 X X - - X X - X - X X X X -
8 5 7 -H «3 X - X X X X - X - X - X X -
8 5 7 -H -4 X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -H -5 - X - X X - - X - X X X X -
8 5 7 -H -6 - X - X X X - X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -H -7 X X - - X X - X X X X X X -
8 S 7 -H .8 - - - - X X X X - X - X X
8 5 7 -H -lO X X X X - X X X X X X X X -
857-.H .11 - X - - X X - X - X - - - -
8 5 7 -H -1 2 X - - - X X X X - X X - - -
8 5 7 -H -1 3 X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -H -1 5 X - - X X « X » X - X X -
8 5 7 -H -1 6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 .H -1 7 X X - X - X X X - X X X X -
8 5 7 -H -1 8 X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -1 -1 X X - « - X X X X X X X X —
8 5 7 -1 -2 X X X X X X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -1 -3 X X - X - X X X X X X -
8 5 7 -1 -4 n X X - - X n X X X X
8 5 7 -1 -5 X X — X X X X X X X X —






MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC v tu MCM MH CtY N(■ —ii* ■■ ■■
858 - X X «> - - •> • X X X X X <
859 - - - - - - - - X X -
8 59 -A - - - - - - - - - X X - mm
S60 - - - X «• - X - X X —
8 60 -A X - - X - - - - X - X X —
861 - - - - X » - - - X » X X
862 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
8 6 2 .A X X X X X X X X X X X X X —
8 6 2 .B X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
8 62 -C X X - - X X X X X X X X X
8 6 2 .D - - - - X - - X - X - X X -
8 6 2 -B X X X - X X X X X X X X X -
863 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
864 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
8 64 -A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
8 6 4 -B X X - X - X X X X X X X X -
865 X » X - X X X X X X X X X
8 6 5 -B X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
865 -C - - - - - - X X m X X X X “
8 6 6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
867 X X - - - - X X - X - X X -
8 6 8 X X X X X « X X X X X X X -
8 6 8 -B X X X X X X X X X X X X -
8 6 8 -C X X X - - X . X X X X X - X -
869 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
8 6 9 .A X X - <o» - X X X X X X X X -
870 X X X X X X X X X X X X X x^
871 - X X X X X X X - X X X X x^




MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY N
872-A X X - - X - X X - X X X
873 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
875 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
876 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
876-A X X X » X X X X X X X X X X
876-B X X - - X - X K X X X X X -
877 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
878 X X X X X X X X X X X X
882-B X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
882-C X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
883 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
886 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
888 - X X - X - - X - - - X X -
889 X X X X - X X X X X X X X -
892 X X X X - X X X X X - X X -
894 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
896 X X X - - X X X X X - X X -
897 X X X - X - X X X X - X X
899 X X X X X - X- X X X X X X -
899-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X
900 - X ■ - « - - - - - - - X X -
900-A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
900-B X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
900-C-l - - X - - - X X X X X " X -
900-C-2 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
900-C-3 - X X - X - X X X X X X X X
900-C-4 X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
900-C-5 X X X —




4eU NU NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC Vtu MCM m  1CtY NOR
900-C-6 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
900-D X X X - - X X X X X X X X -
901-A X X X - X - - X X X X X X -
901-B X X X - X - - - - X X - -
901.C X X X - - - - - X X X
900-C-7 X X - - - X X - X X X
901-D - - - - . X - - X X X X X
901-E X X X - X - X X X X X X X “
901-1 X X - - X - - X - - X X « —
901-J X X - - X - X X - X X X - —
901-K X X X - X - - X - X X X X -
901-L - X - - X - - X - X X X - -
901-N X - - X X X X X - X X - X -
901-0 - - X - X - - X - - X - m -
901-P - X - - X - - X X X X - X -
901-S X X - X - X - X X - - -
901-T • • - - - X —
901-V X X X X -
902 X X - - - - - X — — X X X ••
903 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
903-A X X - - X - - X - X - X X -
904 X X X - - - X X X X X X X -
905 - X - - X - - - - X X X X *■ -
906 X - - - X - - - m - X X X -
906-A X X X - mm <m - - X X X X -
907 X - - - X - - X - - X X X X
907-B X X - - - - X X X X X X X
908 X X X - X - - X X X X X X X
908-A X X X Ml - - X X X X X X X -
9C8-B X X - - - - - X - X - - X -





MeU NhU Ctw MeWC m RIC TUF RU MWelC ’vtu MCM m CtY NO
909-A X X X X X - X X X X - X X -
909 -A -l X X - X - - X X X X X X X
909-B X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
909-C X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
910 - X X X X X X X X X X X X X
910-A - X - - - - - X X - “ X -
910-B X X X X - X X X X X X X X X
910-C - X X - - X X X - X X X X X
910-© X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
910-E X X X X X X X X X X X X X
9 1 0 -F X X X X X X X X X X X X X
910-G X X X X X X X X X X X - X
9 10 -H X X - X X X X X X X X —
910-1 - ■r X •t X — X
910-J X - - X X X X X X "
915 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
916 K X X X X X X X X X X X X -
917 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
918-A 7 X X «• X X X X X X - X X -
919 ?: X X X X X X X X X X X X ¥
920 X X X - X - X X X X - X X X
921 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
921-A X X X X X X X z - X X X X X
922-A X X X - X X X X X X X X X
922-B X X X X X X X X X X X - X X
923 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
923 -A -l - - - - X mm mm X - X - X -
923-A-2 X - - - - mm - X - X X X X
924 X X X - X - - X - X X X X -





MeU m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
925-A X - - - - - - - - X X X X -
925-B X X X X X - X X - X X X X -
925-C X X X X - - X X X X X X X -
926 X - - « X - - - „ -* « X X -
926-A X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
927 - X X - X - - X - X X X X -
928 X X X - - - X X X X X X X -
930-B - X X X X - X X - X X X X -
931-A X X - - - - - X - X X X X -
931-B X X • X X X X X ~ X mm
931-C - X •> X X X X
931-D X X - - - - - » - X X X —
933-A - ~ - .. • m X —
934 X X X -• - - A - - X X X
934-A X - - - » - . X - X “ X -
935 X - - - X - - - - X - X X -
935-A - X - - - - mm X - X X X X “
936 X X X - X X - X - - X - X
937 - - X - “ - - X - - X - X -
939 - - - - - - - X - - X “ X
940 - X - - X A - X - - X - X -
940-B X X - - X - X X - X X X X -
941 - X - - - - - K - » - X
941-A - X - - X - - X . X X - X -
941-B - X - - - - - X *» - X - X
942 - X X - X - - - - X X “ X k
943 X - - “ - - X - - - X X -
946 X X X - X - X X X X X ~ X X
947 X X X - - - X X - X - X X -





MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC v tu MCM m CtY NOR
948-A « - X - - - - .X - - X X X -
950 X X X - X - X « - X X X -
950-A X - - - X - - X X X X X X -
950 -B X X — X - X -
950 -e X X - X X X X X X —
951 X X X X - - X - X X X X
953 - X - - - - K - X X -
954 - - X - X - - “ - - » X X -
955 X X X X X - - X X X X X X -
955-A X -* X - - « X - X - X X
956 X X X - - X K X X - X X -
956-A - - X - X - «  ■ X - - - X X -
957 X X X - X X - X X X X X X
960 X X X X X X - X X X X X X
961 X - X - X - - - - - - X »
961-A X - - - X - - «» « - X - X -
964 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
964-A. - X X - X « X X X X X X X
964-B X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
965 X X X - X X X X X X X X X X
966 X X X X X X X
-
967 X X X <-> X X X X X X X X
967-B X X - X X K - X X X
968 X X <. _ — • « • X X X "
968-A - X - X X X X « X X X X X
960-B X X X X X X X *» X X X X mm
9 6 8 X X X / X X X - mm
968-D X X X X X X X X X
968-E X - w » - « X
969 X X X - X X mt X •a X X X X ■*
970 X X X - - " - X X X - X X
970-A X - - - » - K - - - - X




MeU ^ NhU ctw MeWC RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
971-A X - - - - - - - - X X X -
972 - - - - - - - - - - “ X X -
974 X X X - X - X K - X - X X -
977 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
978 X X X - - - - H X - X X X
978-A X - X - - « - - X - X X X ~
980 - X - - - - X X X X X X X -
980-A - X X X X - X X X X X X X -
982 X X “ - - - - - - - X X -
982-A X - - - X - X X X - X X X -
982-B X X X - X - - K X - X X X -
982-C X X X X X « X X X X X X X X
9 8 2 -C -l X X X X X X X X X X X X -
982-G-3 X - - « X - - X - X X X X •*
982-C-4 X X X X X X X X X X X -
982-C-5 X - - - - - X K - X X X X -
9 8 2 -D -l X X « X X - X X X X X -
982-D.2 X - - - - X X X - X X X X -
982-D-3 X - - - X X - X X X X X
982-D-4 - X - - X X X X - X X X X -
982-D-5 - - - - X » X X X X X X “
982-D-6 X X - - X X X X - X - X X -
982-D-7 X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
982.D-8 X X - - - - X X X X - X
982-D-9 X X X - X X X K X X X X -
982-D-lO X X « X X X X X -
982-.D»ll X X X X X X X •*




MeU NU NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
982-F-l - - - - - - - - - - - - -
982-G-2 X - - - X X - X - X X - s -
982-G-3 X X - - - „ X X - X X X X
982-G-4 X X - - - - - X - X X X X
982-G-6 « X - X - - X X X X - X X -
982-G-6 “ X X - X - X K X X X X -
982-G-7 X X - X X X - X X X X OB
982-G-8 X X X X X X X X
982-G-9 - X - - — - - X X X
982-H - X - X - X X X X X X X X
982-1 X X X X X -r X X - X X X X -
982-1-1 X X • X X X - X X X X
982-1-S X - - « - X X - X X X
982-1-3 X . - X X - X - X 0m983 X X - X X - X X X X X X X J€
983-A X X - - X - X K - X X X X
983-B X X - - X - X • - - - X X «
985 - X X - X - X X ” - - - X X -
905-A - X - - X - - - K - X - X X “
986 - X X „ - * X X - X - X X -
986-A - - X - - - X X - - - X «
987 - - X - - - » X - - « X X -
987-A urn X - - - - X » - - - X X
987-B - X - - - - X X - - - X X -
988 - X X - - - - X - X X X
988-A - X - - - - X - - - - X X -
988-B - X - - - X - - X - X - -
989 - - X - - - - - - - - X X -
989-A - - - - X - - - - - - X




MeU m NhU (:tw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
989-C - X - - - - X - - X - X X -
989-D - X - - X - X X - X - X -
989-E - X • - X - - X - - « X X -
989-F « X - - - X X X - X X X X -
990 « X - - X - - - - X - X X -
991 X X X X X X X X - X X X X
992 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
993 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
994 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
995-B - X X X X - - - X X X X X -
995-E X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
995-G X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
995-1 - X X X X - - - X X X X X -
995-J - X X X X - - - X X X X X -
995-K - X X X X - - - X X X X X -
995-L - X X X X « - - X X X X X -
995-M X X X X X - - X X X X X X -
995-P - X - X X - - - X X X X X -
995-Q - X X X X - - - - X X X X -
996 X X X X X - X X X X X X X «
997 X X X X X X X X ... X X X X -
998 X X X X X - X X - X X X X —
998-A X X X X X - X - - X - X X —
998-B X X X X X - X - - X - X X -
999 X X X X X - X X - X X X X —
999-A X X X X X - X X - X X X X —
1000 X X X X X X X X X X X -






MeU m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
1002 X X X X X - X X - X X X X “ 10G2
1003 X - X X X - - X X - X X -
1004 - - X X X - - X - X X X X -
1004-B - X - - X - - - » - X -
1005 - X - - X - - - - X - - X -
1006 X - - - - - X X X X X X X
1007-A X X X X X X X - X X X X -
1007.B X X X X - - - X - X X X - -
1008-A X X X - X - X X - X X X X -
1008-B X X - - - - “ - - X X - m -
1009 X X X X X - X X - X X X X
1010 - X X X X - X X X X X X X
1011 X X X X - - X X X X X X X -
1012 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1013 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1014 X - X X X - - X - X X X X -
1015 X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
1016 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1017 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1018 X - X X X - — X X X X X X -
1019 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1020 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1021 X X X X X - - X - X X X X -
1021-A - X X X - - X X X X - X X
1022 X X X X X - K X X X X X X -
1022-A X X - X X - « X - X - X X -
1023 X - X X X - X X X X X X X -




MeU fW NhU CtW MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM CtY NOR
1025 X X X X - - X X X - X X
1025-A X X X X X « X X X X X X X -
1025-B X X X X X “ X X X X X X X -
1026 X X X X X X X X - X X X X »
1027 X X X X X - X X - X X X X
1028 X X X X X “ X X X X X X X -»
1029 X X X X X - X X 3c X X X X -
1030 X X X X X X X X X X X -
1031 X X X X X - - X X X X X X -
1032 X X X X X - X X X X X X X «
1032-A X X X X X » X X X X - X % -
1033 X X X X X X X X X X X X -
1034 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1035 - X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1036 X X X X - - X - X X X X -
1037 X X X X X - X X X X - X X X
1038 X -  X X X - X X X X X X X
1039 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
1040 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1041 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1042 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
1043 X X X X X - X X X X X X X
1044 X -  X X X - - X X X X X X •
1045 X X X X X - X X X X X X X “
1046 - -  X X X - X X X X - X X -
1047 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
1048 X X X X X - X X X X X X X -





MeU m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC v t u MCM m CtY NOR
1049-B X X X - - - X i t X X X X X -
1049-D X X X - X - X X X X X X X X
1049-F X X - X X X X X - X X X X -
1049-G X X X X X - X X X X X X X
1050 - X X - - - - - - X - X X -
1060-A X X X X X X - X X X X X X -
1051 X X - X X - X X X X X X X X
1051-A X X X X - - X X - X X X X X
1051-C X X - - X - - X X - X X X -
1051-D X X - - X - - K X X X ” X -
1051-E X X X - - - X X X X X X X -
1051-r X X - - X - X X X X X X X -
1051-H X X « - X - X X - X X - X -
1051-1 X X X - X - X X X X X X X -
1051-J X X - X X - « X - X X X X X
1051-L - X - - X - X X X X X X -
1051-M - X - X - - X X X X X X -
1051-N - X - - - - X - X X X - X -
1051-0 X X X - X X X X - X X X X -
1051-P X X - - - • X K - X - X X -
1052 X - - - X - X - - - X X X -
1052-A X X - - X - - X - X X X X -
1053 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
1056-D X X X X X - X X X X X X X -
1059-A-l X X - X X X X X X X X X X -
1060 X X X - - - - K X X - X X -
1061 X X X - X - X X X X X X X






MeU mj NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIC TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
1061-C X - - X X X X X X X X X -
1061-D - X - - X X X X X X X X X -
1061-E - - X X - X X X - X X X X -
1062-A - X X X X X X X X X X X X -
1062-A-l - X X X - - - « - » » X X -
1063-A«1 X X X X X X X X X X X X ■ «1063-C - X X - - - » - -
1063-D - X X - X - X K X X X X ••
1063-E X X X X X » X X X X X X X
1063-F X X X X X X X X - X X X X -
1063-G X X X X X X X X -1064-A X X X X X X X X X1067 - - X - - - - ' K - - - X X **
1067-B X X X X X X X X X X - X X -
1067-1 X X X X X X X X X X «
1
X X —
1067-J - X X - X X X - - X X X X -
1067-K X - - - - X - X X X X X X -
1070-B-l - X - X - X X H - X X X X -
1070-B-2 X X X - X X X X X X X X X «
1070-E X X - - - - - X - - - X X -
1070-F X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
1070-G X X - - X - - X - X X X X
1070-H X X X X X X X X » X X X X
1073-A «• X X X X X X1073-B X X - - X » X X X
1074-C X X X X X - - X - X X X X «
1075 X X X » “ - X - X - X X •
1076 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
1077 X X - - X - X « X - X -





MeU m NhU ctw MeWC Nh RIG TUF RU MWelC vtu MCM m CtY NOR
1077«B X X X - - - - X - X
- X I
1077-C X - - X - X - X X X «•
1078 “ X X - X - — X X X X X
1079 X X - - - - - X » - - “ X
1079-A X X X X X - X X X X - X X
1080 X X X X X - X X X X X X X X
1082 X X X - - - X )( X X - X X
1083 - X - - - - - X X X - X X
1088 X X X X X X X X X X X X
1089 X X - X X - X X X X X X X X
1090 X X - X X X X X X X X X X X
1091 X X - X «» X X X X X X X
1092 • X - X X -
1077-B
1092
